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StrateGems 2010 Retros Award
by Gerd Wilts
List of participating problems: SG49 (I-III/2010) R0154, R0155, R0156, R0157, R0158,
R0159; SG50 (IV-VI/2010) R0160, R0161, R0162, R0163, R0164; SG51 (VII-IX/2010)
R0165, R0166, R0167, R0168; SG52 (X-XII/2010) R0124v, R0169, R0170, R0171, R0172,
R0173.

Twenty-one retros were published in 2010. I was very pleased that there were many excellent
classical orthodox retros. Nikolai Beluhov, a newcomer at the time, published many retros
which require uncapture of pieces in a retro cage. These are often difficult to solve and are thus
very puzzling. I was pleased to include quite a few of them in the award. There were a number
of interesting and difficult Proca retractors (difficult to compare with the classical orthodox
retros). I preferred to keep the two different types in one section because, otherwise, the number
of problems in each subsection would have been too small.
3rd Prize
2nd Prize
Joaquim Crusats
Nikolai Beluhov
1st Honorable Mention
&
Andrey
Frolkin
&
Andrey
Frolkin
Wolfgang Dittmann
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w
1st Prize
Günther Weeth

[wGRdwiqd]
[r$wdwdbi]
[wdwdwdwg]
[wdkdwHRd]
[gw)pdwdP]
[0wdP0p4N]
[dP4wdwdw]
[dn)p0wIw]
[B$b4QIP0]
[wdw0w0Pd]
[piwdwdwd]
[w0Bgwdwd]
[dpdp4p0w]
[dwdwdwdB]
[dPdwdwdw]
[dw)w0rdp]
[w)wdpdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wIpdwdwd]
[wdwdp)Nd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdPdP)R]
[dwdw)wdn]
[dwdw)wGr]
[wdwdwdwd]
[P)wIP0wd]
[rdwdPdw0]
[wdw0wdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwhw]
[dwdwdwdb]
[hwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
-12 & #1 (Proca) (11+13)
-11 & #1 (Proca) (5+9)
Last Move?
(10+13)
-13 & #1 (Proca) (13+11)
Anti-Circe

2 solutions

Anti-Circe

1st Prize - (Günther Weeth - R0170) This is certainly the most complex entry. Even though
draw-pendulums had already been shown multiple times in 2010, this problem has many
interesting features. In the first pendulum two white pieces work together (see the commented
solution) to shift the obligation to avoid an illegal threefold repetition from White to Black.
White must avoid a position in which a black en passant capture would be possible. The second
draw-pendulum is a common one with just one oscillating white piece (wK) which forces the
bR to block e6. The setting is rather heavy but is certainly justified by the rich thematic content.
Retract: 1.Sh6-g4 Rh4-h3 2.Bf2-g3 Rh3-h4 (This is the position which Black must avoid a
third time.) After the introductory moves, White starts the draw-pendulum with 3.Kg7-f7. Now
3…Rg5-f5+ 4.Kg7-f7 Rf5-g5+ (The position is reached for the second time.) 5.Bg3-f2 Rh4-h3
6.Bf2-g3. Now Black may not play 6…Rh3-h4 as the position would be reached a third time.
(If the wB is placed not on f2 but on e1, Black would still be allowed to play 6…Rh3-h4,
because this would force White to retract 7.f2-f4 in order to show that an en passant capture
was possible, and therefore the position is not reached three times with exactly the same moves
for Black). The wK can not oscillate twice (5.Kg7-f7?) because, after the second pendulum, bR
would be on g5 and Black would not have a legal move to stop the draw-pendulum. Likewise,
the wBf2 may not oscillate twice (3.Bg3-f2?) because White would reach the same position
three times after 5.Bg3-f2. Now, a second draw-pendulum forces bR from f6 to e6: 6…Rf6-f5
7.Kf7-g7 Rg6-f6+ 8.Kg7-f7 Rf6-g6+ 9.Kf7-g7 Rg6-f6+ 10.Kg7-f7 Re6-g6+
11.g6xQh7(+wPh2) Sd8-b7+ 12.Kf7-g7, then 1.Bb7#.
2nd Prize - (Nikolai Beluhov & Andrey Frolkin - R0171) A classical orthodox retro with two
distinct solutions. In both solutions the goal is to bring the wQ from e6 to g8 in order to open
the cage, but the required uncaptures are very different: With its last move (promotion to
wRc8) White uncaptures either bR (first solution) or bS (second solution); the bK uncaptures

either a wB (first solution) or a wR (second solution) on f8; and in the second solution White
even uncaptures an additional bB on g7. The first solution requires promotion of the wPe2 on
f8 to a wB and of the bPa7 on a1 to bR; the second solution requires promotion of the bPa7 on
a1 to a bB. Finally, the wPb4 may retract to b2 in the first solution but only to b3 in the second
solution (because of the required promotion of the bPa7 on a1 to bB). The problem is difficult
to solve. It is crucial to uncapture just the right pieces on the right squares. i) Retract:
1.b7xRc8R# Re8-c8 2.b3-b4 Re7-e8 3.b2-b3 Ke8xBf8 4.Bg7-f8 Qh8-g8 5.Bf8-g7 Rg7-e7+
6.Qg8-e6+ e6xPf5 7.f4-f5 f5xS/Re4 8.S/Re4 Re5 ii) Retract: 1.b7xSc8R# Se7-c8 2.b3-b4
Ke8xRf8 3.Rf7-f8+ Kf8-e8 4.Rg7-f7+ Ke8-f8 5.Rf7xBg7 Bf8-g7+ 6.Rg7-f7 Qh8-g8 7.Qg8-e6
e6xPf5 8.f4-f5 f5xPe4 9.e3-e4 Re4-e5.
3rd Prize - (Joaquim Crusats & Andrey Frolkin - R0162) The main plan is R: 1.Sg5-h7 Rh7g7? 2.Bg4-h5, then 1.Rxh7#, but this is refuted by 1…Bh7-g8! In the fore-plan White therefore
blocks square b7 so that the refutation is illegal. For the uncapture of the bPb3 and its
subsequent push to b7, precise White play is required. Paradoxically, Black can prolong the
play by performing the double step with the bP (requiring an additional loss of tempo by
White). An excellent single-line Proca retractor with logical play! Retract: 1.Rc8-b8 (prepares
3.Kb3-c2) Rb8-a8 2.Kc2xRd2 Rd1-d2+ 3.Kb3-c2 Ra8-b8+ 4.Kc2xPb3 b4-b3+ 5.Kc1-c2 Rd2d1+ 6.Rb8-c8 (Now all black pieces except the Pb4 are immobile.) b5-b4 7.Bg4-h5 b7-b5
(7…b6-b5? leads to a shorter mate because White does not have to lose an additional tempo)
8.Kc2-c1 (This prepares a tempo loss.) Rd1-d2+ 9.Kb1-c2 Rd2-d1+ 10.Bh5-g4 Rc2-d2 (loss of
tempo) 11.Kc1-b1 Rd2-c2+ 12.Sg5-h7 Rh7-g7 13.Bg4-h5 & 1.Rxh7#.
1st Honorable Mention - (Wolfgang Dittmann - R0124v) The already known idea of using
the rule of threefold repetition of position is presented here as one element in a strategic Proca
retractor: The mate 1.b8Q must force Rc7 to g2, which can be easily done with the wK.
However, when the wK moves away, it abandons protection of the square a5 so that, as a
second fore-plan, the bRa2 must also be forced away. The main difficulty is to find the right
moment to retract the en passant capture and to start the draw-pendulum. The original version
from 2005 was insoluble, and therefore the new version, from 2010, which is now even richer
in thematic content, was considered in this award. Retract: 1.Kc3-b4 Rg7-c7+ 2.Kd3-c3 c5-c4+
3.Kd4-d3 c6-c5+ 4.Ke4-d4 Rg2-g7+ 5.Kd5-e4 c7-c6+ 6.f5xe6 e.p.(+wPe2) e7-e5 7.Ke5-d5
Rg7-g2+ 8.Kd5-e5 Rg2-g7+ 9.Ke5-d5 Rg7-g2+ 10.Kd5-e5 Rg2-a2+ (to avoid illegal triple
repetition of position) 11.b4-b5, then 1.b8Q#.
2nd Commendation
3rd Honorable Mention
Nikolai Beluhov
2nd Honorable Mention
1st Commendation
Andrey Frolkin
ded. to Andrey Frolkin
Klaus Wenda
Nikolai Beluhov
& Nikolai Beluhov
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[kdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwIb1]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dq)wdpdw]
[dp0wGwhB]
[Gwdpdw0p]
[dwdw0wdp]
[wdwdP0Bd]
[w0P0PiP!]
[p0pdpdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwGr]
[dwdw0r$R]
[dwdwdpdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[pdwdwdP)]
[wdwdw)ph]
[wdwdP)P)]
[w)P)wdwd]
[dPdwdwdb]
[dwdwdpdw]
[dwdP$K1w]
[Grgk)P)w]
[wdwdwdRd]
[wdw)wdPd]
[wdP$QHrH]
[w0w)q0r)]
[dwdwIwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdbgBiw]
[gQdBdwdK]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
(12+13)
(14+13)
-12 & #1 (Proca) (9+7)
Legal?
(12+10)
Anti-Circe

Release the position!

Release the position!

2nd Honorable Mention - (Klaus Wenda - R0155) The goal is to force Black to retract the
bPa4 to a7, in order to mate by wRa2xPa7(+wRa1)#, and this is achieved by using twice the
rule of threefold repetition of the position. This rule has meanwhile often been used in AntiCirce Procas but is presented here twice in a clear, straightforward way. Retract:
1.Kh7xBg8(+wKe1) Qc8-b7+ 2.Bf5-g6 Rh6-h5 3.Bg6-f5 Rh6-h5 4.Bf5-g6 Rh5-h6 5.Bg6-f5
a5-a4 (to avoid triple repetition of position) 6.b2-b3 (threatens 7.c5xPb6 e.p.(+wPb2) b7-b5
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8.Ra2-g2, then 1.Rxa5(+wRa1)#) a6-a5 7.Bf4-g5 Rh5-h6 8.Bg5-f4 Rh6-h5 9.Bf4-g5 Rh5-h6
10.Bg5-f4 a7-a6 (to avoid triple repetition of position) 11.c5xPb6 e.p.(+wPb2) b7-b5 12.Ra2-g2,
then 1.Rxa7(+wRa1)#.
3rd Honorable Mention - (Andrey Frolkin & Nikolai Beluhov - R0172) To release the
position, the bBg8 must be retracted to c8. The retro play starts with 2 uncaptures of promoted
pieces by other pieces (not by pawns). It culminates several single moves later in the uncapture
of an additional bR on e7 by the wRe7, just to gain another tempo move for White. Such an
uncapture for tempo reasons is well-known but here it happens far back in the retro play which
is very appealing. Retract: 1.Bd8xSe7+ Bf7xRg8 2.c5-c6 Be8-f7 3.c4-c5 Bd7-e8 4.c3-c4 Se8-g7
5.Rg7-g8+ Sg8-e7+ 6.Re7-g7+ Bc8-d7 7.Rd7xRe7 Rg7-e7 8.Re7-d7 d7-d6 9.c2-c3 Sd6-e8
10.Ke8-f8 and further: 10…Sd6+ 11.Kf8-e8 S~ 12.Ke8-f8 Rf7-g7 13.Qf8-h6 Sh6 14.Bg8 Rh7
15.Bf7+ Sg8 16.Rh6 Rg7 17.Rh5-g5 Rg5 18.Rh7 Sf5 19.R~.
1st Commendation - (Nikolai Beluhov - R0156v) Another fine classical retro. The retro play
requires the uncapture of 3 Knights by pieces, which is interesting and difficult. The original
cooked version required the addition of wQe2 to the diagram. Even without this additional
stipulation the problem is pleasant. Retract: 1…Qh3xSg3 2.Sh1-f2 Bf2-e1 3.Bb8-a7 Be1-f2
4.Sh5-g3 Bg3-e1+ 5.Qe1-e2 Re2-g2+ 6.Bg2xSf1 Bf2xSg3 7.Sf6-h5 a7-a6 8.Sh5-g3 Sg3-f1+
9.Sf1-h2+ Qh2-h3 10.Sd5-f6 Qh3-h2 11.Sf6-h5 Qh2-h3 12.h3-h4.
2nd Commendation - (Nikolai Beluhov - R0166) Again, a retro cage which is difficult to open.
With the help of some uncaptures of pieces a wR must be brought to g1. The win of a tempo by
a2-a1B is an additional interesting feature. However, there are already several problems of this
kind, so a higher distinction is not justified. Retract: 1.Qa2xQb1+ Qc2-b1 2.Qb1-a2 Qc1xRc2
3.Qa2-b1 Qb1-c1 4.Rc1xSc2 Se1-c2 5.Rc2-c1 Qc1-b1 6.Qb1-a2 a2-a1B 7.Qa1-b1 Qb1-c1
8.Rc1-c2 Sc2xRe1 9.Rg1-e1 Se1-c2 10.Rc2-c1 Qf1-e2 11.Rc1-c2 Ke2-d3 12.Bc2-d1+ Sd3-e1
13.Rd1-c1 Sc5-d3 14.Bf5-c2.
3rd Commendation

Dragan Petrović
w________w
rd
[wdwdwdwd] 3 Commendation - (Dragan Petrović - R0159) The author has
specialized
in this kind of Circe problems. He has explored many
[0pdwdPdw]
[pdwdwdwd] different mechanisms. Here, we have a tempo movement with bRd2
[$PdwdPdw] and wBc1. The bPb7 must be shifted to the g file with a long retro
[Q)Phk)wd] play, so that the wBc1 may unpromote. The retro play is very long
[4wIp0pdP] but not complicated. Retract: 1…Sb3xBd4(+wBc1)+ 2.Bc1-b2 Rb2[pGw4pdb$] d2+
3.Bb6-d4
Rd2xBb2(+wBc1)
4.Bc1-b2
Rb2-d2+
[gqGNdNhB] 5.Bd8xPb6(+bPb7) Rd2xBb2(+wBc1) 6.Bc1-b2 Rb2-d2+ 7.Bh4-d8
w--------w
Circe
(16+16)
Release the position!

4th Commendation
Paul Raican
& Vlaicu Crisan
w________w

[rdBiwdwd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdw4wdPd]
[dwdwdw)R]
[wdwdw)Pd]
[dwdwgwdK]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dqdwdwdN]
w--------w
-9 & s#1 (Proca) (9+5)
Circe Assassin

… 9.Be1-h4 … 11.Bd2-e1 c7xBb6(+wBc1) 12.Bc1-d2 … 14.Bc5b6 … 16.Be7xPc5(+bPc7) … 18.Bh4-e7 … 20.Be1-h4 … 22.Bd2e1
d6xBc5(+wBc1)
23.Bc1-d2
…
25.Bd4-c5
d7-d6
26.Bf6xPd4(+bPd7) d5-d4 27.Bh4-f6 d6-d5 28.Be1-h4 … 30.Bd2e1 e7xBd6(+wBc1) 31.Bc1-d2 … 33.Be5-d6 … 35.Bf6xPe5(+bPe7)
… 37.Bh4-f6 ... 39.Be1-h4 … 41.Bd2-e1 f6xBe5(+wBc1) 42.Bc1d2 … 44.Bd6-e5 … 46.Bf8-d6 … 48.Bh6-f8 … 50.Bg5-h6
g7xBf6(+wBc1) 51.Bh4xPg5(+bPg7) g6-g5 52.Bg3-h4 g7-g6
53.Be1xPg3(+bPg7) g4-g3 54.Bd2-e1 g5-g4 55.Bc1-d2 … 57.Bh8f6 … 59.h7-h8B … 61.h6-h7 … 63.h5-h6 h6xBg5(+wBc1) 64.Bh4g5 h7-h6 65.g4xPh5(+bPh7) h7-h5 66.Be1xPh4(+bPh7) h5-h4
67.Bd2-e1 h6-h5 68.Bc1-d2 Rd2xBb2(+wBc1) 69.Bc1-b2 Rb2-d2+
70.g3-g4 g7xBh6(+wBc1) 71.f2xPg3(+bPg7) g4xPf3(+wPf2) 72.f2f3+.
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4th Commendation - (Paul Raican & Vlaicu Crisan - R0160) A highly complex Circe
Assassin Proca making intensive use of the fairy condition. Retract: 1.Kg2-h3 Rd3-d6+
2.Rh4xRh5(+bRa8,-wRa8) Rh8-h5+ 3.Rh2xRh4(+bRh8,-bRh8) Rh3-h4+ 4.g3-g4 Rh4-h3+
5.g4-g5 Rh5-h4+ 6.g5-g6 Rh6-h5+ 7.g6-g7 Rh7-h6+ 8.Kg1-g2 Bc1-e3+ 9.Qe5xRh8(+bRh8,wQh8), then 1.Rb2+ Rxh1(+wSb1,-bQb1)#.
Many thanks to Gerd for this comprehensive award, which will remain open for three months.
Please send your comments to Kostas Prentos.

StrateGems 2012 h#n Award
by Mike Prcic
There were twenty-two moremovers published in 2012. More than half of them were awarded.
The three prizes were quite original and a pleasant surprise. My congratulations to all
participants and kudos to the awarded composers!
3rd Prize
Christer Jonsson
1st Prize
2nd Prize
& Rolf Wiehagen
Tichomir Hernadi
Kostas Prentos
W________w
W________w
________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[ibdrdwdw]
[wdB0wdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[qdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwgp]
[wdrdwdw0]
[dwdwhwdK]
w--------w
h#7½
(2+12)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdr]
[wdwdwdqd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwdrdkd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[w0wdNdwd]
[dKdwdBdw]
w--------w
h#4½
2 sols. (3+8)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpIw0w]
[wdw0wdw0]
[dwdpdN0w]
[wdw0w0Bh]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdk]
w--------w
h#3½ duplex (4+10)

1st Prize - (Tichomir Hernadi - H1696) A double Rundlauf by the same white Bishop. Have
not seen one like this before. The composer skillfully uses bBb7 and bPd6 to avoid duals. The
four captures are on the heavy side, although one of them is thematically justified (2…Bxc2).
Solution: 1…Be4 2.d5 Bxc2 3.Bb8 Bxa4 4.c2 Bc6 5.c1B Bxb7 6.Be3 Bc8 7.Ka8 Bxd7 8.Bea7
Bc6#.
2nd Prize - (Kostas Prentos - H1748) An excellent problem with a creation of a B/S battery in
both variations with a mate given from the same square. The way the white King is utilized in
both variations is marvelous. Solution: 1...Sd4 2.Rh2 Bb5 3.Kh3 Se6 4.Qg3 Bd7 5.Rh4 Sf4#,
1...Bh3+2.Kh5 Bf5 3.Rh4 Bc2 4.Qg5 Bd1 5.Rh6 Sf4#.
3rd Prize - (Christer Jonsson & Rolf Wiehagen - H1775) Another fine double Rundlauf by
Christer and Rolf. Here we have two Rundlaufs by opposing Knights in a duplex. After the
Kniest captures, the Knights circle in opposite directions. One might say there is also a Zilahi
present, since the captured units also mate. Solution: 1...Sxh4 2.Kh2 Sg2 3.Kg3 Se3 4.Kh4
Sf5#; 1...Sxf5+ 2.Kf7 Se3 3.Kg6 Sg2 4.Kf5 Sh4#.
Commendation
2nd Honorable Mention
Commendation
Steven Dowd
1st Honorable Mention
Alexey Gasparyan
Henk Weenink
& Rolf Wiehagen
Alexey Gasparyan
________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdw$wd]
[wdwdwhwG]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdbH]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdkdwd]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdndwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[bdwdpdwd]
[wdw)wdwd]
[w0w0pIwd]
[pdwdwdp4]
[dw4pgw0w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dP0wdwdr]
[hw1wdwdw]
[wdkdpdwd]
[wdwdwdKd]
[BdPdwdwd]
[p4wdwdwd]
[dnhwIwdw]
[iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwIw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#5½
(2+9)
h#4 3 sols.
(2+10)
h#5
2 sols.
(3+3)
h#5½ 2 sols.
(4+6)
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1st Honorable Mention - (Alexey Gasparyan - H1724) The white Knight travels from one
corner of the board to the other. It also opens a line for the black Rook, which is needed for selfblocking. I hope it’s original. Solution: 1...Sf7 2.Kd5 Sh6 3.Kc4 Sxg4 4.Kb3 Se3 5.Rb4 Sc2
6.Bc4 Sa1#.
2nd Honorable Mention - (Alexey Gasparyan - H1747) Having three solutions, without twins,
is not easy. The third solution was quite hard for solvers, which is the way helpmates used to be.
Solution: 1.Rb3 Rf3 2.Sc3 Rxe3 3.Rb1 Rxd3 4.Bb3 Rd2#, 1.Sb3 Ra8 2.d2+ Kxe2 3.d1R Rxa4
4.Rc1 Ra2#, 1.g2 Rh8 2.Bd2+Kf2 3.Kd1 Kxg2 4.Ke1 Rh1#.
Commendations are not rated and are shown as published.
Commendation - (Henk Weenink - H1695) Two solutions from the small force with a
surprising mid-board mate. Solution: 1.Sc7 d5+ 2.Kb1 (Ka2?) d6 3.Sd7 dxc7 4.Sb8 cxb8Q+
5.Ka2 Qb2#, 1.Se7 d5+ 2.Kb1 d6 3.Kc2 dxe7 4.Kd3 exf8Q 5.Ke4 Qf3#.
Commendation - (Steven Dowd & Rolf Wiehagen - H1723) Two distinct lines of play with a
mid-board mate. Solution: 1...Kxe4 2.Rh1 Kd3 3.Rb1 Kc4 4.Rxb3 Kb5 5.Kd5 Kb6 6.Kc4
Bxb3#; 1...Bb1 2.Rd3 cxd3 3.c2 dxe4 4.c1R e5 5.Kd5 Kf5 6.Rc5 Be4#.
Commendation

Commendation

Commendation

Commendation

Chris Feather
Boško Milošeski
Dan Meinking†
Tode Ilievski
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w
[wdwdwdwi]
[wiwdr1wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0w0w]
[dwdn0pdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[qdw0wdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[iwdP0wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwGwdwd]
[wdwdwdp0]
[wHwdPdwd]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdpdw]
[dw0wdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[wdKdwdPd]
[wdwdn)wd]
[wdkdwdwd]
[hKdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[drdwGKdw]
[Gwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#5
(2+2)
h#6
2 sols.
(2+6)
h#6
(2+8)
h#4½
(6+7)
Commendation - (Tode Ilievski - H1749) A good problem with nice timing and minimal
force. Solution: 1.Kb1 Bb2 2.c2 Ba3 3.Ka1 Kb3 4.c1S+Kc2 5.Sa2 Bb2#.
Commendation - (Chris Feather - H1751) Two solutions, of which the first one seems much
better. Solution: 1.Sb3 Kc2 2.Sa1+Kd3 3.Sc2 Ke4 4.b1B Kf5 5.Ba2 Kg6 6.Bg8 Bxg7#, 1.Sc2
Kxc2 2.e5 Kd3 3.g5 Ke4 4.d5+Kxe5 5.b1B Kf6 6.Bh7 Kf7#.
Commendation - (Boško Milošeski - H1752) Simple, but a nice Bristol nevertheless. Solution:
1.Kc7 g3 2.Ra8 gxh4 3.Qb8 h5 4.Kd8 h6 5.Ke8 h7 6.Kf8 h8Q#.
Commendation - (Dan Meinking† - H1778) A known mating battery, but nicely done with
fine pinning and unpinning. Solution: 1...Sa2+ 2.Rb4 Sc3 3.Rb5 Sb1+ 4.Sc3 Sd2 5.Sa4 Sc4#.
The award remains open for three months. Please send comments to Mike Prcic.

StrateGems 2012 Retros Award
by Henrik Juel
I thank Kostas Prentos for entrusting me with an enjoyable judging task.
There were twelve retro problems published in 2012, displaying a wide variety of genres:
three Proca defensive retractors, two release retros, two illegal cluster problems, one orthoreconstruction, and four others. Half of the retros had fairy conditions: three Anti-Circe
(namely the defensive retractors) and three other conditions.

1st Prize, Nikolai Beluhov
& Andrey Frolkin
ded. to Michel Caillaud
w________w

[qGbHwgrd]
[hb$phR)w]
[pdpIw0pd]
[dpdwdPdw]
[Bdwiwdwd]
[dPdPdwdw]
[PdP)wdwd]
[!wHwdwdw]
w--------w
(15+14)
Release the position

2nd Prize
Nikolai Beluhov
ded. to Alex. Zolotarev
w________w

[NdwgbHwd]
[dw0pGRgp]
[w0wdwIw)]
[drdw)w0w]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dwdPdqdw]
[w)PdP$Ph]
[dwdrhBdw]
w--------w
(14+14)
Release the position

1st Honorable Mention
Günther Weeth &
Wolfgang Dittmann
w________w

[w1wdwdwd]
[)wdr0wdp]
[wdw)wdw0]
[dBdwdw)r]
[w0PdwdK0]
[dpdPdwdw]
[wdwdw)w)]
[dRGwdwgk]
w--------w
-9 & #1 (Proca) (11+11)
Anti-Circe

1st Prize - (Nikolai Beluhov & Andrey Frolkin - R0191) Black captured [Pg2] and promoted
e1R and h1B; White captured e2xRd3 and h6xRg7. At first sight the resolution seems trivial:
Let bRg8 uncapture a wP on g5, and unpromote it on e1; but this turns out to be one move too
slow. The needed tempo is won by a neat retro trick: Let bRg8 screen repeatedly on the c-file,
allowing the wQa1 to reach b6; then retract Rg5-c5, Rc5xPg5, and Re5-c5, while the wQ
retracts between a5 and b6. Retract: 1.Qb1-a1# Rh8-g8 2.f4-f5 Rh5-h8 3.f3-f4 Rc5-h5! 4.f2-f3
Rc3-c5 5.Qb2-b1 Rc5-c3! 6.Qa3-b2+ Rc4-c5 7.Qb4-a3 Rc3-c4! 8.Qa5-b4+ Rc5-c3 9.Qb6-a5
Rg5-c5 10.Qa5-b6+ Rc5xPg5 11.Qb6-a5 Re5-c5 12.Qa5-b6+ Re1-e5 13.g4-g5 e2-e1R 14.g3g4 e3-e2 15.e2xRd3 Rc3-d3 16.Sd3-c1. These 15.5 moves are completely determined (apart
from screening repetitions). A wonderful retro. The three black bishops, though unsightly, do
not facilitate the solution.
2nd Prize - (Nikolai Beluhov - R0190) Black captured Bh8xg7+ and either f2xe1=B or
f2xg1=B; White captured fxPe and either a6xb7 (with promotions on b8 and a1), or [Pa7] with
an officer (and promotion on a8). The bQf3 can be retro-unpinned only by a wS, so Bh8xg7+
was Bh8xSg7+. The wSg7 can be retro-unpinned only by a bS (namely bSe1), so we need to
retract wBe7 to c1 and d2-d3; this requires screening on e3 by bRd1 and retro-unpin on e7 by
bRb5. Four white pawn retractions are needed, so wPh6 is too slow; wSa8 is promoted, and
White captured Bd2xPa5 to provide two black pawn retractions. Retract: 1...Bh8xSg7+ 2.a7a8S Ra1-d1 3.a6-a7 Ra4-a1 4.a5-a6 Re4-a4 5.a4-a5 Re3-e4 6.e4-e5 Re5-b5 7.Bb4-e7 Re7-e5+
8.Ba5-b4 g6-g5 9.Bd2xPa5 a6-a5 10.Bc1-d2 a7-a6 11.d2-d3 Sd3-e1 12.h5-h6 Sc5-d3 13.h4-h5
Se6-c5 14.Sf5-g7 Sg7-e6+. These 13.5 moves are completely determined, and the retro-play
can continue, e.g., 15.Sd4-f5 Qh3-f3 16.Sf3-d4+ Kg4-f4 17.Sd4-f3 etc. A most enjoyable
problem, although the solution is slightly facilitated by the presence of three black bishops.
1st Honorable Mention - (Günther Weeth & Wolfgang Dittmann - R0196) White plans to
force bRd7 to retract, so bK's rebirth square e8 is controlled by wBb5; it is done by neutralizing
the other movable black pieces and forcing a draw pendulum. Retract: 1.g2xBh3(+wPh2) Qc8b8+, and the bQ is neutralized. 2.Be5xPb2(+wBc1) Kh2-h1, and bPe7 is neutralized, because
the five black pawn captures match the five missing white pieces. 3.Rc1-b1+ Kh1-h2 4.c2-c4
Kh2-h1, and the bBg1 is neutralized. 5.Bg3-e5 Kh1-h2; now White can retract a check from
the wBg3 only by occupying c1, and Black starts the draw pendulum. 6.Rb1-c1 Kh2-h1
7.Rc1-b1+ Kh1-h2 8.Rb1-c1 Rd8-d7; apparently Black could also retract 8...Kh2-h1, as a
third repetition is not yet reached, but since this would force 9.Rc1-b1+?? with an illegal third
repetition, Kh2-h1?? is illegal. Now the mate is possible: 9.Bc6-b5, and 1.gxh3(+wPh2)#. For
more details, see the solution in SG61 p.41. Amputated draw pendulum, invented (and shown
earlier) by Wolfgang Dittmann. This is a delight for draw pendulum connoisseurs.
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1st Commendation
2nd Commendation
Vlaicu Crisan
2nd Honorable Mention Thomas Brand
3rd Commendation
& Hans Gruber
& Klaus Wenda
Klaus Wenda
Nikolai Beluhov
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wHwGwIwi]
[BdR4Q1qh]
[wdwdwdwd]
[rhwdwdw1]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dP)R0bdb]
[dwdwdwdw]
[0wdwdwdB]
[wdwdw$w)]
[wdw)PdNH]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w0whwGwi]
[dwdwdBdw]
[dw0pIP)k]
[dwdwdwdp]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw)p0]
[wdwdwdwd]
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdp]
[gwdwdwdr]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdp)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwIwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
-2 & #1 (Proca) (4+12)
b) Ph3h2 Circe (0+2)
-5 & s#1 (Proca) (6+1)
(14+12)
Anti-Circe

Add wK, wR, wP, bK, bR, Anti-Circe
2bP for an Illegal Cluster

Ortho-reconstruction

2nd Honorable Mention - (Klaus Wenda - R0199) White must start with a forcing retraction 1.Kd7xBe8(+wKe1), subjecting wK to triple check. Black can uncheck only by retracting
Sc8xYe7(+bSb8), where Y is an officer (inverted pawns are illegal in Anti-Circe). If Y=R, the
mating is easy: -2.Rg7-e7, and 1.Rg6#. If Y=S, we must prevent the bQh8 from capturing: 2.Kd8-d7, and 1.Sg8#. If Y=B, we must prevent the bBa3 from controlling c1: -2.Bb2-f6, and
1.Bg5#. Finally, if Y=Q, we must prevent the bBa4 from controlling d1: -2.Bc2-h7, and 1.Qe3#.
Four fine uncapture variations; if the fifth one were included (Y=P), the ranking would be
higher.
1st Commendation - (Thomas Brand & Hans Gruber - R0197) Neat diagram position
without kings, nice twinning, and analogy between solutions: black and white retro-stalemate.
a) Add white Ke4, Rf4, Pf2, and black Kg4, Rh4, Ph6, Ph7. b) Add white Kh1, Rh6, Ph7, and
black Kg3, Rg6, Pf2, Pg2. Illegal cluster problems are frequently cooked, but it is hoped that
this one avoids that fate.
2nd Commendation - (Vlaicu Crisan & Klaus Wenda - R0195) First, we must control the bK:
Retract: 1.Bg6-f5! Kh7-h8 2.Rf1-f6+ Kh8-h7. Now the bK can only retract on h7 and h8, and
we must provide the mating piece. 3.Bg5-d8 Kh7-h8 4.Bc1-g5 Kh8-h7 5.Ba1xPb2(+wBc1)!
But how can the uncaptured bP mate? It mates by a cunning Zugzwang: 1.Rf7! blocks a flight
for the wK and guards h7, so Black must move the Pb2, which is pinned, so it must capture (and
promote); as the dark squares b8, f8, and h8 are occupied, promotion to S, B, and R is illegal,
and the remaining possibility mates White: 1... bxa1Q(+bQd8)#. Elegant miniature.
3rd Commendation - (Nikolai Beluhov - R0200) This quaint genre of ortho-reconstruction was
invented by Luigi Ceriani around 1949. It is rarely seen these days, but this problem shows that
it still has possibilities. The shortest play takes 13.5 moves (which might have been included in
the stipulation): 1.Rb8 Rc8 2.Qd8 Be8 3.Sf7 Qh6 4.Sf8 Qhg6 5.Sh6 Q6f7 6.Sg6 Qgf8 7.Sg8
Qh6 8.Sf8 Qhg6 9.Sh6 Qfg8 10.Sf7 Qh6 11.Sg6 Qhf8 12.Sh6 Bf7 13.Qe8 Rd8 14.Rc8. The
position is restored while, invisibly, the black queens have switched places. Unfortunately, the
play is not completely unique, as this also works: … 5.Sh6 Q8f7 6.Sg8 Qh6 7.Sg6 Qhf8 8.Sh6
Q8g8 9.Sf8 Qfg6 …
We thank Henrik for his diligence and speed in completing this award, which stays open for
three months. Please send comments to Kostas Prentos.

Revision of the StrateGems 2011, h#3 award
The 3rd Prize by A. Pankratiev and M. Gershinsky is excluded from the award because it is
anticipated by Chris Feather, Thema Danicum 1995, wKh8 Rh4 Bh7 (3), bKe4 Rg4-h3 Bf5
Pd6-e3-f2-f6-g3 (9), h#3, 2 sols. 1.Kf3 Rxg4 2.Bd3 Rh4 3.Be2 Be4#, 1.Ke5 Bxf5 2.Rd4 Bh7
3.Rd5 Re4#. The other rankings remain unchanged. (Judge: Ž. Janevski.)

Dan Meinking and the 'Legal' Variation of the Parry Series Genre
by Valery Liskovets
Call him not dead,— he lives! Ah you forget
Though the pyre lies in ruin the fires upward sweep,
The string of the harp is broken but her chords still weep,
The rose is cut but it is blooming yet!
Semyon Nadson, 1886
(Translated from Russian by Martha Gilbert Dickinson Bianchi)
Legal-pser is a modest but rather beneficent variation of the pser genre, lying in-between fairies
and retro fairies, that was born due to Dan Meinking and his active support and enthusiasm.
Here is the definition of the Legal Parry Series extracted from the keyword section of the PDB
(introduced there by Dan):
"- legal-pser-* means that
(1) the side that normally begins for the stipulation (*) plays the series;
(2) the other side moves only to parry check, or when it has no prior legal move;
(3) parries are helpful or defensive depending on the stipulation".
The mentioned "other side" is usually called the idle side (although, by definition, it isn't
completely idle in all parry series genres).
This variation was initially suggested by me in an e-mail in July of 2010 after I read a
remarkable article by Petko A. Petkov on the parry series genre (SG47). My suggestion
contained two examples including the instructive but primitive No.1. [Valery Liskovets,
MatPlus.Net Forum (Promenade, Post "personal collection & Parry Series Hub" by Dan
Meinking), Sep 25, 2010]. Solution: 1.Ba7 2.Rc5 3.Rg5! h7! 4.Rc5 5.Rc7 h8Q/R#
"Black must not proceed to move in the position where he doesn't have the right to move at all!"
- from my mail of July 21, 2010. Dan's comment: "White has no retro-move, so must be onmove!".
No.1
No.2
No.3
No.4
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w
[Kdkdwdwd]
[wdkdwdwd]
[wdwdwdbI]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dw4pdwdw]
[dw4pdwdw]
[dwdw4wdw]
[0wdp4pdw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdk0wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwgwdwdp]
[dKdwdwdn]
[dwdwdwdn]
[hrdwdwdn]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdpd]
[wdwdwdpd]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdw)]
[wdwdwdw)]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwgw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
legal-pser-h#5
(2+5) legal-pser-h#12 C- (2+6) legal-pser-h#10
(2+6)
legal-pser-h#12
(2+9)
Dan Meinking immediately caught the idea, approved it and, what is most important, soon
composed the more promising No.2, [Dan Meinking Original composed in Aug 2010] with
almost the same matrix and only one additional piece. Solution: 1.Rb7+ Ka6 2.Rb6+ Ka7
3.Rb3+! Ka8 4.Ba7! h4! 5.Rh3 6.Sg3! h5 7.Rh4 h6 8.Rh5 9.Rg5 10.Sh5! h7 11.Rc5 12.Rc7
h8Q/R#
- 4 legal-parries and 3 check-parries
- bR Rundlauf (9-point)
- bS switchback
- wP excelsior.
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Without such lucky possibilities, my idea would hardly make much sense. For me, the most
attractive aspect of this new genre is its potential for an organic and fruitful interaction between
retro and ordinary orthodox problem strategies (in spite of my poor experience in the latter). A
retro can be a significant facilitator rather than the main aim. In this respect (and not only this)
the legal-pser genre slightly resembles the familiar genre of CONSEQUENT SERIES
helpmates (after M.Caillaud).
The name legal-pser was eventually assigned to this kind of pser. At first I offered several
other names. (I did not prefer this one.) Dan, however, firmly adopted the name legal-pser.
(Now I completely agree.) The name is not as self-explanatory as the parry metaphor (under
which the idle side must parry any attack against his king). However, it does not appear quite
natural that getting into a retro-stalemate situation also requires to be parried. Nevertheless such
a reaction makes sense since the initial idea lying behind this invention is quite reasonable:
STANDING UNDER CHECK IS A PARTICULAR CASE OF RETRO-STALEMATE!
Accordingly, in ANY position where the idle side does not have a legal virtual last move (what
is admitted in parry series genres), the move should be immediately delivered to idle side in
order to restore the legality!
In the subsequent four months Dan Meinking and I exchanged several dozen e-mails
(sometimes together with Radovan Tomašević, who turned out to be a strong critic and
excellent examiner) trying, for the most part, to develop Dan’s intentions and to correctly
implement them in a saturated and economic form. Dan was enthusiastic and inventive in using
the new potential possibilities of this genre, and he was skillful (as he was in general). These
efforts have resulted in the composing of a few legal-pser problems (all with trivial retro
elements like ones in No.1 and No.2). However, only four of them have finally survived as
sound, original and artistically satisfactory. They have deserved the right to be submitted for
publication or public display.
No.3 and No.4 are our joint legal-pser problems. In No.3 [(P1224878) Dan Meinking and
Valery Liskovets, Parry/Zub Hub, July 2011] we failed to lengthen the solution in order to get a
"quiet" keymove. It is worth noting that the turn to move in No.3 belongs legally to Black since
there exists a previous W's move: Kh7-h8 with Bf7-g8++ before that. Solution: 1.Kf7 h4!
2.Re3 3.Rh3 4.Sg3! h5 5.Rh4! h6 6.Rh5 7.Rg5 8.Sh5! h7 9.Re5 10.Re7 hxg8Q#
- 4 legal-parries
- bR Rundlauf (7-point)
- bS switchback
- wP excelsior.
No.5
No.6
No.7
No.8
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w
[w4kdKgwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dw4phpdw]
[hwdwdwdw]
[dw0wdwdw]
[dwdwdrgw]
[whpdPdwd]
[rdwdwdpd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdw)]
[dwdp0wdb]
[0wdwdw1w]
[)wdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdn]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdkd]
[Kdkdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[1wdwdwdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[$wdwGw$w]
[dwdwdndw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdw)]
[wdwdwdPd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w
w--------w
pser-h#4
(2+13)w--------w
legal-pser-h#10
(2+6)
legal-pser-h#7
(2+5)
legal-pser-s#10
(6+2)w--------w
b) legal-pser-h#4

b) bPf7

No.4 [(P1224880) Dan Meinking and Valery Liskovets, StrateGems 2011, SG53, C0385] has
the longest solution. The length was one of our interests but it was secondary. We considered
but rejected some less artistic positions with a longer play. Solution: 1.Rb3+ Ka4 2.Ra3+ Kb5
3.Re5+ Ka6 4.Rb5! h4! 5.Rh3 6.Sg3! h5 7.Rh4 h6 8.Rh5 9.Rg5 10.Sh5! h7 11.Rge5 12.Re7
h8Q#

- 4 legal-parries and 3 check-parries
- bRR Platzwechsel (10-point, distant, initial-final positions)
- bS switchback
- wP excelsior.
Dan's comment: "well-concealed Platzwechsel of the Rooks neat R/S interplay provoke an
Excelsior".
Initially, I supposed naively that legal-pser is merely a slight extension of Dan's parry series (so
that any sound pser-problem remains sound in the legal-pser genre as well). Usually this is true.
However, in general this assumption turned out to be false although it was not easy to disprove,
see No.5. [[P1224956] Valery Liskovets, StrateGems 2010, SG52, C0367]. Solution: a) 1.Sf5
2.Sd6+ Kxf8 3.Kd8 4.Rbc8 e7#, b) 1.Ra7 2.Rbb7 3.Sf5! exd7+ 4.Kc7 d8Q#
A genuine legal-pser problem must contain at least one situation in its solution where the
idle side has no legal previous move and his king does not stand under check (unfortunately
prompted by the genre name). By definition, in such a position the idle side gets the move. DM
called the corresponding move LEGAL-PARRY; another appropriate name is RETROFORCED. Checks are not necessary but check-parries AFTER legal-parries could enrich the
content. (No such problem is known to me.)
The work in this genre is complicated significantly by the seeming absence of a reliable
computer program (like Popeye) for the verification of soundness. Popeye HELPS
CONSIDERABLY in detecting pser-cooks (All our legal-pser problems are C+ with respect to
the pser condition: no solution). Luckily, one such computer program, RAWBATS, does exist,
and it STRONGLY helped us in finding cooks. We had never used it ourselves. Its creator,
Mario Richter, kindly checked our problems and sometimes found unexpected cooks! Thus, all
our legal-pser problems (except No.2) could be marked "Almost C+". RAWBATS copes even
with some more involved retros. Said Dan Meinking: "Hats off to Mario on "rawbats"! Any
retro-capable program is a great achievement. I say that because I am also a programmer."
Light and witty No.6 [(P1224881) Dan Meinking (Dedicated to VL), StrateGems 2011,
SG53, C0384 (correction)] is, in my opinion, the best fairy problem of the legal-pser genre
composed so far. It is worth noting that its initially published version had a very subtle cook
which was discovered by Mario Richter. Solution: 1.Rb6 2.Rb3+ Ka4 3.Sb5! h4 4.Kh3!
5.Qg3 h5 6.Kg4! 7.Qh4 h6 8.Qg5! 9.Kh5 h7 10.Kh6 h8Q#.
- 4 legal-parries and 1 check-parry
- bQ Rundlauf
- wP excelsior
- quiet key
- all officers move.
Dan's comment: "Elegant play between bK and bQ usher the wP forward".
All these problems (and all legal-pser retro-problems known to me) are helpmates. There is
only one example of a legal-pser self-mate problem, Dan's No.7. [(P1224879) Dan Meinking,
MatPlus.net Forum (Promenade, Post "personal collection & Parry Series Hub" by Dan
Meinking), Sep 27, 2010]. Solution: 1.Bc5 2.Rgd3 3.g4 4.g5 5.g6 6.g7 7.g8R 8.Rg5! c6
9.Rdb3 10.Rb5 cxb5#
- 1 legal-parry.
No.8 [Valery Liskovets, In memory of Dan Meinking, Original] is my new legal-pser-h
miniature. It (a) is definitely better than No.1 and, moreover, possesses a twin with an ordinary
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pser-h solution. Solution: a) 1.Bf6 2.Rg7 3.Rg2 4.Bg5! h7 5.Be7 6.Rg7 7.Rf7 h8=Q#.
1 legal-parry. bR's double switchback, 7 moves, dual-free mate. b) 1.Sg3+ Rg2 2.Sh4+ Kxg3
3.Sf5+! Kf4 4.Be5+ Kxe5 5.f6+ Ke6 6.Sg7+ hxg7+7.Ke8 g8=Q/R#.
Every piece makes a move at least in one twin and all moves are distinct (including bB's
star). The initial version of this problem contained wKg2 and bPh5 but Mario Richter detected a
thematic cook with wK's cage h4 instead of h1. "
The legal-pser genre is convenient for the implementation of quite elementary but
spectacular and popular geometric themes (even repeatedly or jointly) such as Excelsior,
Rundlauf or Platzwechsel. Moreover, all our legal-pser helpmates (published or intermediate),
excepting special No.5, exploit the same construction started at No.2. Dan Meinking and I never
tried to implement anything else, and I don't know to what extent this genre is promising for
other familiar themes, perhaps combined with the indicated ones. Unfortunately, we never
discussed this question with Dan (and will nevermore...). I'd like to stress, however, that the
distinctive feature of legal-pser genre, the presence of retro-forced moves, can serve as the
tactical core of the problem's content. Such specific possibilities can be well hidden. They can
require several subtle preparing moves (cf. No.7), etc. In some cases, one legal-parry suffices; in
other cases the composer may aim for multiple legal-parries (as many as 4 times for a wP
excelsior; or perhaps repeated a greater number of times?).
Dan's Parry/Zub Hub site http://parryserieshub.chessproblems.ca/ contains, apart from the first
legal-pser problems No.1 and No.3, the reference to the PDB for all problems that are
keyworded "Legal Parry Series". Currently there are 11 such problems there (including 6 ones
marked as Retros); Dan inputted or updated all of them.
Dan had a definite, though restricted, interest in legal-pser RETRO-problems. In particular,
he had some appreciation of our (with Mario Richter) further implementations of legal-pser
combined with the sophisticated "a posteriori (AP)" retro-subgenre (namely our miniature
P1198187 with its W-castling motivated Rundlauf and my P1229163 with its three similarly
motivated bP excelsiors). These are genuine retro-problems. In general, there is no decisive
frontier separating such problems between fairy and retro sections.
I believe that potential capabilities of the legal-pser genre have not been exhausted by the
initial implementations represented here. I appeal to composers, interested in series genres, to
pay attention to this area of the rich creative legacy of Dan Meinking, an unforgettable friend
and remarkable composer.
[After finishing this paper I composed a dozen of diverse legal-pser miniatures.
The first one has been published in SG62 as C0480, ten other are to be published
in an article in feenschach.]

An Andernach-Equihopper Theme
by Newman Guttman
My continuing experiments with the Equihopper piece in two-move settings have resulted in
two themes based on the “anti-battery” subtheme. According to the new Encyclopedia of Chess
Problems by Velimirovic and Valtonen, the Equihopper is a “fairy piece that hops in any
direction over any piece that bisects its move...the hurdle stands at the midpoint between the
Equihopper's departure and arrival squares. The English Equihopper cannot pass over an
obstruction other than the hurdle when playing along Queen lines. The non-stop French
Equihopper does not have this restriction.” The anti-battery is a “Fairy effect. The arrival of
the front piece to the line allows the hopper of the same color to attack the adversary King (or
the enemy unit).” Herein, the non-stop Equihopper is implied except where stated.
What the two themes have in common is a hop by an Equihopper to a number of squares
beyond the to-be-mated king. The checkmate is created by a move by another piece onto a
square between the king and the E to form an anti-battery.

The first theme combines the Andernach and anti-battery subthemes. According to the
Encyclopedia, Andernach Chess is a fairy condition. On making a capture, a unit (except the
King) changes color (more exactly, it takes the color of the opposite side).”
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No.2
No.1
No.3
No.4
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w
[wdBdwdwd]
[wdwIwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w4wdwdwd]
[dw0wdKdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Gwdw0wdw]
[Gw0wdwdw]
[w4wdw)wd]
[rdwdwdwd]
[wdwdrdwd]
[wdrdwdPd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[)kdw)wdw]
[dwdkdNdw]
[dwdkdpdw]
[wdwdwdNd]
[wdNdwdwd]
[wdwdw)wd]
[w4wdN)wd]
[dwdNdwdw]
[Gw)wdwdw]
[)w0wdw)w]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdw)w)wd]
[BdPdwdwd]
[PdwdPdwd]
[wdPdP0Pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dKdBdwdw]
[dwdKdRdw]
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (8+2)w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (9+4)
h#2 3 solutions (10+7)
h#2 2 solutions (7+3)w--------w
Andernach Chess
rEquihopper

Andernach Chess
rEquihopper

Andernach Chess
rEquihopper, BAlfil

Andernach Chess
rEquihopper

This theme is quickly shown in No.1. In one solution, 1.Kd4 Bf5 2.Exf2 (changing color to
White), Se3#. 1.Kd4 provides a hurdle for the E; the distance b6-d4 equals distance d4-f2.
2...Se3 provides a hurdle f2-d4 for the now-White Ef2; this alignment forming an “anti-battery.”
The second solution encompasses the same features; this time the anti-battery front piece is the
WB.
The theme can be characterized as: the BK moves as a hurdle to permit a Black Equihopper
capture; a second White piece moves in front of the now-White Equihopper to effect an antibattery mate. The implementation must support two or three solutions in a helpmate.
The multi-solution requirement places constraints on the location of the BK relative to the
Black Equihopper, the BE. In No.1, the BK starts at a (1,2) distance with (0,2) and (2,2)
arrivals. The BK could also start at a (1,3), with arrivals at (0,2) and (2,2), and at (1,1) with
arrivals at (0,2) horizontal and vertical and (2,2). The theme cannot be shown along Nightrider
(1.2), Camelrider (1,3) and Zebrarider (2,3) lines.
Other examples: in No.2, the BK starts at (1,1) and moves twice to (0,2): 1.Ka4 Bb4
2.Exa2(White) Sa3# and 1.Kc6 e6 2.Exe6(W) Sd6#. White's 1...e6 is a sacrifice required to
permit the color-change capture. In No.3, the BK starts at (1,1) and moves to (0,2) and (2,2).
The starting square d5 must be guarded; the front anti-battery (2,2)-leaper piece, the Alfil, does
the job economically: 1.Ke4 Kc2 2.Exe2(W) Se3#. 1.Kc4 Sd4 2.Exa2(W) ALb3#.
Can the theme be shown with three solutions? In my experience, barely, especially because
we want all the major pieces to participate in all three solutions. In No.4, the BK is initially in
check. Perhaps this can be regarded, forgivably, as thematic, since the BK must vacate its
square anyway. The three solutions are: 1.Kxe4 c4 2.Exg2(W) Ef3#; 1.Kc4 Kd2 2.Exc2(W)
Sc3#; 1.Ke6 Bd4 2.Exg6(W) Bf6#.
No.8

No.5

Klaus Wenda
No.7
with Klaus Wenda
No.6
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w
[wdwdwdwg]
[wdrdrdwd]
[Q$wdwdnd]
[rdw4wdwd]
[dwdpdwdK]
[dNdndrdw]
[dw4r4Nhp]
[dwhw0rdw]
[wdw4wdwd]
[wdwhwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[$wdwiwdw]
[dw0K0Pdw]
[dwdwdwIw]
[0wdQIPdw]
[w0wdBHPd]
[w)RdRdwd]
[rdwdwdwd]
[r4wdwdwd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[dwdwdw)k]
[dwdwdw4w]
[irdBdw$w]
[w)w)w)wd]
[Rdwdwdw)]
[pdwdP)Pd]
[w0w0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[!wdqdwdw]
[iNdwdwdw]
[4wdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
r#2
(8+10)w--------w
r#2
(5+13)
h#2
(9+5)
r#2
(10+9)w--------w
rREquihopper
b/c) Pb2h6/h2
qQGrasshopper
Andernach Chess
rREnglish Equihopper

rEquihopper
QGrasshopper

rREnglish Equihopper
QLeo, rRPao
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Piece Ef1 is heroic: besides becoming the front anti-battery piece in the 1.Kxe4 solution, in the
1.Kc4 solution, it remotely guards b3; in the 1.Ke6 solution, it remotely guards both d7 and f7.
These remote effects can be found in Equihopper-land.
I showed No.4 to our friend, the eminent Klaus Wenda. He was displeased with the BK
being initially in check and undertook to eliminate the constructional flaw. His rendition is
shown as the attractive No.5, a twin in three phases. For the diagrammed position, the solution
is: a) 1.Kd4 b3 2.EAxd2(W) Sd3#; b), 1.Kf6 Bd5 2.EAxh6(W) Sg6#; c), 1.Kxf4 d4
2.EAxh2(W) Eag3#. The White E guards c3 and g5, respectively in a), b) and c). But Klaus's
improvement comes at the expense of the original theme: his E is the English Equihopper
(Equisauteur Anglais – EA in WinChloe notation), not the originally thematic non-stop E.
In the preceding theme, the front piece at move W2 is ”forced” to its square by the helpmate
stipulation. Suppose, for the second theme, we want to force the equivalent W2 for a selfmate.
We can do this by creating a reflex-mate stipulation. How can we force the E in move W1 to a
square in a rear-piece position? By means of a Grasshopper check that pins the E without
attacking it.
No.6 illustrates the second theme, where we demonstrate the maximum of three variations
arising from one BE. The key is strong, 1.Ga3+. In one variation, 1...Ef3 2.Eee6 Se4# by the
reflex stipulation. In a parallel variation, 1...Eb3+ 2.Ecc6 Sd4#. In the odd variation 1...Ed3,
square d6 must be guarded and a Black front piece enabled: 2.Sxd6 Gd4#.
In a second demonstration of the reflex theme, we depart from previous play in which the E
hops over the to-be-mated King. In the E-fest No.7, the key is again a check, 1.Gh1+: Eg3
produces three variations, each met by an anti-battery E-mate at a four-square distance: 1...Eg1
2.Se5 Ecg3#; 1...Ee1 2.Se5 Ef3#; 1...Ec1 2.Se5 Ec3#. All three E-mates hurdle the same square
and the White PPP array e2-g2 is coupled to the Black EEE-array c7-e7 via Eg3.
Master Wenda undertook to extend the number of E-mates in No.7 to five. His contribution
is shown as No.8, where he recruited Chinese pieces to achieve his goal. (Pao: Moves like a
Rook but captures an enemy unit by hopping along Rook lines over another unit of either color;
check is given over another unit. Leo: powers similar to the Pao but moves like a Bishop and a
Rook.) His clever key is 1,Bc2+!, like that of the Grasshopper in No.7, delivering a check along
the third rank and forcing thematic pieces to that rank. Variations: 1…EAc3 2.LEd6+ PAd4#,
1…EAxg3 2.LEe6 EAf4#, and 1…EAe3 2.LEc6 EAe4# satisfy anti-battery effects.
Continuations by Bc2 enable EA to deliver rear-piece mates: 1…EAf3 2.Bd1 EAg1# and
1…EAd3 2.Bb1 EAc1#. These are not anti-battery mates, however.

Recently Honored US Compositions
All solutions and comments have been obtained from magazines which originally published the
awards, or from awarded composers.
R1 Richard Becker
R2 Richard Becker
R3 Richard Becker
R4 Richard Becker
3rd-4th Prize
Honorable Mention
Sp. Honorable Mention 2nd Prize
Georgian Internet TT ‘11W________w
Georgian Internet TT ‘11W________w
Georgian Internet TT ‘11W________w
Olympia Dünyasi 2011
W________w

[wdQdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdkdwdw]
[dwdp0pdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[w4wdwdwd]
[wIwdwdwd]
[pdrdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[$wdwdwdR]
[dw0PdPdw]
[0wdwdwdB]
[wdwdkdwd]
[w0wdwdwd]
[wdwdwdpd]
[pdwdwdwd]
[drdwdqdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[gwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdRd]
[w0wdwdwd]
[wdkdwdw)]
[Qdwdwdw)]
[dwdwdwIw]
[gKdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Iwiwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
Win
(3+4)
Draw
(4+6)
Win
(3+5)
#8
(4+7)

R1 1.Rg4+! Kd3 2.Qc4+ Kd2 3.Rg2+ Ke1 4.Qc1+! (4.Qh4+? Kd1 5.Kh2 Qd3 zz 6.Rg1+ Kc2
7.Rg2+ Kd1 8.Qg4+ Kc1 9.Qf4+ Kb1 10.Rg1+ Ka2 11.Qa4+ Ra3 12.Rg2+ Ka1 13.Rg1+ Ka2
=) 4...Qd1 5.Qf4 Qd3 6.Qh4+ Kd1 7.Kh2! zz h5 8.Qxh5+ Qf3 9.Qh4 Qd3 10.Qg4+ Kc1
11.Qg5+ Qe3 12.Rg1+ Kc2 13.Qg6+ Qd3 14.Qc6+ Qc3 15.Qe4+ Qd3 16.Rg2+ Kd1 17.Qh4!
Ra3 18.Qg4+ Ke1 19.Qb4+ Rc3 20.Qh4+ Rc3 21.Qa4+ Rb3 22.Qa1+ Rb1 23.Rg1+ +-.
R2 1.Ra7+ Kc6 2.Rf7! zz b3 3.Rg7 zz Rb4 4.Rh6+ Kb5 5.Rg5+ Ka4 6.Ra7#.
R3 1.Kc7! d6 2.Kd7! (2.f6? exf6 3.Kxd6 c4 zz 4.Ke7 f5 5.d6 f4 6.d7 f3 7.d8Q f2 -+) 2...c4 3.f6
exf6 4.Kxd6 zz c3 5.Ke7 f5 6.d6 f4 7.d7 f3 8.d8Q f2 9.Qd5 f1Q 10.Qa2+ Kd1 11.Qb1+ Ke2
12.Qc2+ Kf3 13.Qf5+ Kg2 14.Qxg4+ Kh1 15.Qe4+ Qg2 16.Qe1+ =.
R4 1.Qe2? Rd6! zz 2.Bf3 Rd4 zz 3.Qe3+ Kc2 4.Qxd4 Bb2+; 1.Qf2! Rd6 2.Qe2 zz Rd5 3.Bg4
zz Rd4 4.Bf3 zz Rd8 5.Be4 Bb2+ 6.Qxb2+ Kd1 7.Bf3+ Ke1 8.Qe2#, 1...Rb6 2.Qxb6 Kc2 3.Qd8
Be7 4.Qd1+ Kc3 5.Be2 Bf6 6.Ka2 Kb4 7.Qc1 Bc3 8.Qa3#, 1...Rh6 2.Qf4+ Kc2 3.Qc4+ Kd2
4.Qd4+ Ke1 5.Qe3+ Kf1 6.Be2+ Kg2 7.Qg3+ Kh1 8.Bf3#; 6...Ke1 7.Bb5+ Kd1 8.Bxa4#.
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R6 Rauf Aliovsadzade
R5 Rauf Aliovsadzade
R7 Rauf Aliovsadzade R8 Rauf Aliovsadzade
& Fedir Kapustin
st
1 Commendation
4th Commendation
Commendation
2nd Commendation
Olimpiya
Dünyası
2011
Olimpiya Dünyası 2011w________w
M.Matrenin-64 JT 2011
Olimpiya
Dünyası
2011
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwIwHwd]
[wdNdwdBd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[bdBdwdwd]
[0wdBdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdpdwdw]
[dwGwdwdw]
[RdP)Pdbd]
[wdwdwdkd]
[wdp)pdwd]
[w)kdNdw$]
[dp)k0pdw]
[dwdwINdp]
[dw)p$wdw]
[dwdwdndR]
[Ndwhw)wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[B0khwdwd]
[PdwdP4wd]
[dPdQdPdw]
[dwdwdwdP]
[dNdrdwdw]
[dK)Pdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[P)w)Qdpd]
[wdQ4wdwd]
[dwdwdwGr]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dNdKdwGw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2√√√
(14+8)
#2
(12+5)
#3
(5+2)
#2* b) after the key (12+9)
R5 a) 1...S~ 2.Sa5#, 1...Sxb3!? 2.axb3#; 1.Qe4! (zz), 1...R~ 2.Qxd4#, 1...Rxd2+!? 2.S1xd2#,
(1...dxe4 2.Sa5#). b) 1...R~ 2.Qxd4#, 1...Rxd2+!? 2.S1xd2#; 1.Qe2! (zz), 1...S~ 2.Sa5#,
1...Sxb3!? 2.axb3#. Pauly theme - 'Perpetuum Mobile'.
R6 1.b4? (2.Sc3#[A]) bxa4!, 1.c7? (2.Bc6#[B]), 1...bxa4 2.Qc4#, 1...exf4 2.Qxd4#, 1...Be8!,
1.e7? (2.Be6#[C]) Bf7!; 1.Qe3! (2.Qxe5#), 1...Sxf3 2.Sc3#[A], 1...Sxc6+!? 2.Bxc6#[B],
1...Sxe6+!? 2.Bxe6#[C], 1...Sxb3!? 2.Qxb3#. Neva theme in three variations, black correction,
random change between try and solution. (Judge’s comment: Pity about the rude refutation of
the first try.)
R7 1.d4! (2.Sd8#), 1...Rxd4 2.cxd4#, 1...Sxd4+ 2.Sxd4#, (1...Rxe4 2.Qxe4#). Key, defenses
and mates on the same square.
R8 1.Scd6! (zz), 1...Kg5 2.Bf7[A] h4 3.Se4#[B], 1...h4 2.Se4[B] Kh5 3.Bf7#[A]. White ABBA.
R10 Rauf Aliovsadzade R11 Rauf Aliovsadzade R12 Rauf Aliovsadzade
& Valery Ivanov
Sp. Honorable Mention Sp. Honorable Mention
R9 Rauf Aliovsadzade
1st-2nd Prize
2nd Honorable Mention Seven Chess Notes ‘10 Seven Chess Notes ‘10
Seven Chess Notes 2010
Seven Chess Notes 2010
after I. Krikheli
after T. Djablik
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[kdwdbdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdbdwd]
[kdwdwdwd]
[dRIwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwHw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw)wd]
[BdNdw0wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdpdwdw]
[dwdwdPdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwHwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwhwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[iPdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Ndwdwdwd]
[wdwdwIw0]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwhwdw]
[dwIwdwGw]
[dwdwdwdk]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#5√√
(4+3)
#5√
(4+3)
#5 b) Kc1a1 (5+2) #4√
(2+3)
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R9 1.Kb6? (2.Bb7#) Sd5+!; 1.e4! Se6 2.Kb6! Sc5 3.Kxc5 f5 4.Kb6 f4 5.Bb7#; 2...Sd8 3.Sxd8
f5 4.Sc6. Pecular realization of Roman theme with additional logical try 1.exf4? f5 2.Kb6
(stalemate) stressing the subtlety of the key.
R10 a) 1.Kc2! (zz), 1...Kxa2 2.Sc6 Ka3 3.Bd4 Ka2 4.Bb2 d4 5.Sb4#, b) 1.b4! (zz), 1...Ka4
2.Bh2! Ka3 3.Bd6! Ka4 4.Sc3+ Ka3 5.b5#. Nice twins.
R11 1.Rb5? (2.Ra5#) Bxb5!; 1.Rb2! Bf7 2.Rb5! Bc4 3.Ra5+ Ba6 4.Rxa6#, (1...Sc2 2.Ra2+
(threat) Sa3 3.Rxa3+ Ba4 4.Rxa4#.) With just five unitsa nice rendition of Roman.
R12 1.Sh5? (2.Sg3#) Bxh5!; 1.f7! Bxf7 2.f6 (3.Sf5) Bg6 3.f7! Bh5 4.Sf5 ~ 5.Sg3#, (3...Bh7
4.Sh5 ~ 5.Sg3#.) Kassel theme. Also WCCT-7 theme.
R13 Rauf Aliovsadzade R14 Rauf Aliovsadzade R15 Rauf Aliovsadzade R16 Jorge Kapros &
Commendation
Commendation
6th Commendation
Rauf Aliovsadzade, 1st Pr.
N.
Vlasenko
MT
2011
N.
Vlasenko
MT
2011
Olimpiya
Dünyası
2011
V.Svergunov 4th MT 2011
w________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdKdwH]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdKdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdkdbd]
[iPdwdwdw]
[dwdw)wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdw)wdwd]
[wdwdwHPd]
[p!wdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[dwiwdwdw]
[Iwdw0wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w$wdwdwd]
[wdwdBdwd]
[wdpdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwG]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[dRdwIwdw]
[dwGkdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#5
(5+2)
#5
(6+1)w--------w
#5 b) Kd1e2 (3+4)
h#2
2 sols.
(3+4)
R13 1.Rb1! (zz), 1…a2 2.Rb2 Ka4 3.Kc5 Ka3 4.Kc4 Ka4 5.Rxa2#, 1...Ka4 2.Kc5 Ka5 3.Bc3+
Ka4 4.Rb4+ Ka5 5.Rc4#.
R14 1.Rb5! (zz), 1…Kd4 2.Kd2 Ke4 3.Sd3 Kd4 4.Bf3 Kc4 5.Rb4#, 1...Kc2 2.Sd5 Kc1 3.Bf3
Kc2 4.Be4+ Kc1 5.Rb1#.
R15 a) 1.Qa5! Ke2 2.Qf5 Ke1 3.Qf3 e2 4.Qf4 Kd1 5.Qd2#, b) 1.Qf4! Kd3 2.Qxe3+ Kc4 3.Qe5
Kd3 4.Kb4 a3 5.Qe3#.
R16 1.f6+[a] Sf7 2.Bf5[b] Sd8# (Sg5#?), 1.Bf5[b] Sg6 2.f6[a] Sf8# (Sf4#?). Umnov, black abba, antiduals.
R18 Rauf Aliovsadzade,
R17 Rauf Aliovsadzade I.Borisrenko &
R19 Rauf Aliovsadzade R20 Richard Becker
Commendation
V.Shevchenko, Comm. Commendation
8th Honorable Mention
V.Svergunov
4th
MT
2011
Den
Shakhmat
2012
V.Kozhakin-55
JT
2012
Seven Chess Notes 2011
W________w
w________w
w________w
w________w

[wdwdQdwd]
[Rdwdwdwd]
[wdwdKdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdr]
[dwgwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[KdwiPdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdNdwd]
[wdwdp!wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dNiwhwdR]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwHwdw]
[wdwGPdwd]
[wdwdwdw4]
[wdwdkhP)]
[wdwiNdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdqdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (4+5)
#5
(5+2)
#3
(4+2)
h#4

b) -Ph4

(4+2)

R17 a) 1.Ke5 Kf8 2.Kf6 Kg8 3.Kg6 Sxf4+ 4.Kh6 g5#, b) 1.Sg6 Sd8 2.Kf4 Kf7 3.Kg5 Kg8
4.Kh6 Sf7#. Ideal mates.
RR18 1.Sc3! (zz), 1...Kc5 2.Qd8, 1...Ke3 2.Qh4.
R19 1.Kc4 Rd8 2.Sg4 Rd4#, 1.Kb6 Sd4 2.Sd3 Rb5#.
R20 1.Bf6! Ra7+ 2.Kxa7 Kc5 3.Qa4 Kd6 4.Qb4+ Kxe6/Kc6/Kc7 5.Qe7/Qb6/Qc5#, 1...Rc7
2.Kb6 zz Rb7+ 3.Kxb7 Kc5 4.Qa4 Kd6 5.Qc6#.
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ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS
Problems published in this section are eligible for the year 2013 competition. Please send your
originals to the individual editors. All solutions and comments are due by 11/15/2013 and
should be sent to the Solutions Editor. Solutions and comments are preferred by email, but
regular mail solutions and comments will be accepted as always.

TWOMOVERS
Editor: Eugene Fomichev, Judge: Anatoly Vasilenko
We have seven entries in this issue (I call them “the splendid seven”). Bob added the Fleck
theme to a miniature by F.Bos (Probleemblad, 1990). T0822 is another example of King
Shiffmann and changed mates by Živko. Valery presents a combination of sister themes (Le
Grand and Salazar) with Urania in T0823. The international duo shows white correction with
changed threat in all phases in T0824. Our French friend, Philippe, shows an original Le Grand
based on double threat in T0824. We welcome back the authors of T0826 and T0827, who have
reentered the composing field afte a long hiatus. Look for a double Urania (2 thematic moves by
White) combined with Zagoruiko in T0826, and a white half-battery in T0827. Enjoy!

T0821 Bob Lincoln

Little Egg Harbor, NJ
W________w
[wdwdQdwd]
[dwdwHwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw)kdwd]
[dwdw0pdw]
[wdKdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2
(4+3)

T0824 Robert Burger
& Marjan Kovačević
USA/Serbia
W________w

[wdw$wdwI]
[dwdw0wHw]
[QHwgwdwd]
[GwdwdwdR]
[wdwiPdwd]
[db0wdPdw]
[Bdr)pdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#2…
(11+7)

T0822 Živko Janevski

Macedonia
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[hw4w0wdw]
[RdndBdwd]
[dpiwHKdw]
[w0w1wdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[wdw!wdwd]
[gwdRdwdw]
w--------w
#2*
(7+9)

T0825 Philippe Robert

France
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw$w0pdN]
[whwdwdw!]
[dwHwipdw]
[wdw$PdPd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdp4wdwd]
[IwGwgwdB]
w--------w
#2
(11+8)

T0823 Valery Kopyl

Ukraine
W________w
[wdwIwdbd]
[dwdPHwdw]
[p0Niwdp4]
[$rdPdw0w]
[wdwdwdBd]
[dpdwdw$p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwGw]
w--------w
#2
(9+10)

T0826 Sergei Khachaturov

Russia
W________w
[wdwdwdw!]
[dwdw0wdw]
[bdPdBdwd]
[IPdpdwdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[0RdPdPdw]
[k)pdPdwd]
[dw$whwdw]
w--------w
#2
(12+7)
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T0827 Barry Barnes
SG61
England
W________w

(January-March) Solutions – TWOMOVERS

[wdwdwdwd]Comments from: Author (A), Bob Bua (BB), Romuald Lazowski
[dwdpdwgw](RL), Wilfried Seehofer (WS), Jeremy Morse (JM)
[wdQ)Ndwd]
[dwIRdwdw]Т0803 (Lincoln) 1.Qf8? (zz), 1...a4[a] 2.Qc5#[A], 1...Kb6[b]
[wdNdP0wd]2.Qc5#[A], 1...Ka4[c] 2.Qb4#[B], 1...b6[d] 2.Qe8#[C], 1...Kc6![e],
[dw0PGkdP]1.Qb8? (zz), 1...a4[a] 2.Qxb7#[D], 1...Kb6[b] 2.Qxb7#[D],
[wdwdw)r)]1...Kc6[e] 2.Qxb7#[D], 1...b6[d] 2.Qe8#[C], 1...Ka4![c]; 1.Qa8!
[dwdwdBdw](zz), 1...a4[a] 2.Qxb7#[D], 1...Kb6[b] 2.Qxb7#[D], 1...Kc6[e]
w--------w
#2
(13+6) 2.Qxb7#[D], 1...b6[d] 2.Qe8#[C], 1...Ka4[c] 2.Rxa5#[E] I don’t find
these themes artistic. They are only technical tricks. Lincoln theme –
same mate for at least three different defenses. Kareliya theme – three or more virtual mates
are identical with post-key mates (A), Hidden key and a nice mate after 1…b6 (WS), Fine
corner-to corner key (JM).
T0804 (Rimkus) 1... Kc4[a] 2.Qd5#[A], 1. Sxd3/c2?+, 1... Ka4[b] 2.Qa8#[B], 1...Kc4[a]
2.Qe4#[C], 1...Ka2!, 1.Qe4[C]? (zz), 1...Ka4[b] 2.Sc6#[G], 1...d2 2.Qc2#, 1...Kxb2!,
1.Qd5[A]?+, 1...Ka4[b] 2.Qa2#[F], 1.. Kxb2!, 1.Qd2? (zz), 1...Kc4[a] 2.Qc3# [E], 1...Ka4[b]!,
1.Qa8! [B] – 2.Qa2# [F], 1...Kxb2 2.Sd5#, 1...Kc4[a] 2.Qd5# [A] A miniature with many
phases, but the content is brisk. Three good mates after give-and-take key (JM).
T0805 (Lincoln) 1...a6 2.Rdxa6/Raxa6#, 1.Rd7? (2.Rdxa7/Raxa7#), 1...a6 2.Raxa6#, 1...Bxa5!;
1.Rb5! (2.Rb8#), 1...a6 2.Rdxa6# A rare twomover miniature with Makihovi. Makihovi theme
(A), Unfortunate dual after 1….a5 (JM).
T0806 (Fomichev) 1…Se~/Sxc4! 2.Sf3[A]/Sc6#[B], 1…Sf~ 2.Rd5#; 1.Bd3! (zz), 1…Se~/
Sxd3! 2.Sc6[B]Sf3#[A], 1…Sf~/Sxe4! 2.Rd5/Rxe4#. White-to-play problem with two systems
of Black correction by bSs in the solution and reciprocal change of mates for random and exact
moves by bSe5 (A), Good set play (RL), Pendulum key transfers mates after e5 Knight moves
(JM).
T0807 (Novitzky/Kapustin) 1.Qb4? (2.cxd5#), 1…Bb5 2.cxb5#, 1…dxc4[a] 2.Qxc4# , 1…e4!;
1.Rd2! (zz), 1…B~ 2.c6#, 1…dxc4[a] 2.dxc4#, 1…Ke3 2.d4#, 1…e4 2.dxe4#, 1…d6 2.cxd6#
Compare: F.Kapustin, V.Pilchenko-60JT, 2013, Comm., Ke1 Qb5 Ra1 Rc2 Bg1 Bh1 PPa2 c4
c3 d2 (10) – Kd3 Bc5 PPa3 d6 d4 e4 (6), #2*, 1…Kc2/dxc3 2.Qb1/Rxc3#. 1.0-0-0! (zz),
1…B~/Ke2/dxc3/e3/d5 2.c5/d3/dxc3/dxe3/cxd5#. A splendid puzzle! Three tries refuted by bPs
and seven battery mates by wPs (two set, two changed, after 1.Qb4? and three added by the
unexpected flight-giving key (JM).
T0808 (Janevski) 1.Qxc6? (2.Sg6#[A]), 1...Qxf4+ 2.Bxf4#, 1…Qf7 2.Qd6#, 1...Se7!,
1.Bxc5?[B] (2.Bd6#), 1…Qxc5 2.Sg6#[A], 1...Qxf4+ 2.Qxf4# , 1...Qd5!; 1.Qe2! (2.Bd4#),
1...Ke4 2.Bxc5#[B] (2.Bd4? Qe2!), 1…Qxe2 2.Sg6#[A], 1…Qxf4+ 2.Bxf4# Nice King
Schiffmann defense 1…Ke4 and an excellent key. With additional set play 1…Qxf4+ 2.Qxf4,
Bxf4# we see a Makihovi. Excellent Key (BB), Good mate after flight (JM).
T0809 (Janevski) 1.exf5? [A] (2.Qxf3#), 1…Sxd1 2.Qe5#[B], 1… Se4!, 1.Qe5?[A]
(2.Sd5#[C]), 1…Sxd1 2.exf5#[A], 1…gxf4 2.Qxf4#, 1…d2!; 1.Qc5! (2.d5#), 1…Kxe4
2.Qe5#[B], 1…Sxe4 2.Sd5#[C] Salazar, Rukhlis, changes of move functions, creation of White
P-batteries. After two Salazar tries with different threats fail, White sets up a different pawnbattery (JM).
T0810 (Novitzky) 1.Rxc3? (2.Qf3/Qe3#[A/B]), 1…Rd3 2.Qxd3#[C], 1…Qxc3 2.Sxc3#,
1…g1Q!, 1.Rh3? (2.Qe3/Qd3#[B/C]), 1…Rf3 2.Qxf3#[A], 1…c2 2.Sxd2#, 1…dxc4!; 1.Se5!
(2.Qd3/Qf3#[C/A]), 1…d1Q 2.Qe3#[B], 1…c2 2.Sxd2#, 1…Sxe5 2.Rxf4#. Cyclic pseudo Le
Grand and cycle of double threats (A), Three variations defeat both threats (JM).
T0811 (Fomichev) 1…B~/Bd5!/Bg8!/S~/c1/dxe2 2.Be6/Rb4/hxgQ/Sd6/Qxc1/Qxe2#. White to
play! 1.Re1! (zz), 1…B~/Bd5!/Bg8!/S~ 2.Be6/Rb4/hxgQ/Sd6#, 1…c1/fxe1 2.Rxc1/Qxf7# A
rich play after good key with Black correction and changed mate after 1…c1. Variation 1…dxe2
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is missing in the solution, but we see new 1…fxe1. Outstanding waiting two mover (BB),
Promotions with interesting play (RL), Enjoyable mutate with a mate subtracted, a mate
added, and a mate changed (JM).

THREEMOVERS
Editor: Rauf Aliovsadzade, Judge: Sergey Bilyk
A warm welcome to Yuri Zharkov!
There are many lightweights in this selection with easy solutions. The Ukrainian F. Kapustin
always spices up his threemovers with some kind of change, as in M1172. M1177 has both
logic and reciprocation.
My favorite in this issue is M1179. The key and the following seven variations, including
the threat, are wonderful.
The focus in M1180 is the same square in each variation (authors' comment).
M1166 Mykola Chernyavsky

M1167 Richard Becker

M1168 Mikhail Croitor

Ukraine
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdp]
[wdwdKdwi]
[dwdwgwdw]
w--------w
#3√√√
(3+3)

Oregon City,OR
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[!wdw0wdw]
[wdwipdKd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdBd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(3+3)

Moldova
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw!wdwdw]
[wdwdpdBd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(4+2)

M1169 Kenan Velikhanov
Azerbaijan
w________w

M1170 Vladimir Shmatov
& Yuri Zharkov, Russia
w________w

M1171 Vitaly Shevchenko
& Vladimir Shmatov
Ukraine/Russia
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdNd]
[dwdw!w0P]
[wdwdwdkd]
[dwdwIw)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(5+3)
M1172 Fedir Kapustin

Ukraine
w________w
[Ndwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[kdw)wdwd]
[0wdNdwdw]
[wdKdwdwd]
[dRdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3√
(5+4)

[wdwdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
[wdwdRdwd]
[dwdwdN)w]
[wdwdNdwd]
[dBdkdwdw]
w--------w
#3 b) Pg3b3
(7+1)
M1173 Vladimir Shmatov

Russia
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdQdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdw0wIw]
[wdw)wdpd]
[dwdwdk)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdNGw]
w--------w
#3 b) Pd4d3
(6+4)

[wdBdwdwd]
[dwdwdwHw]
[wdwdwdwH]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwGPd]
[dwdw0wdk]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
w--------w
#3 b) Sh6c3
(7+2)
M1174 Mikhail Croitor

Moldova
w________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwHbdw]
[wdQdpdpd]
[dwdw0pdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw$wdw]
w--------w
#3
(4+6)
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M1175 Islam Kazimov
Azerbaijan
w________w

M1176 Vladimir Kozhakin
Russia
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdn0w)wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdk)Qd]
[dw)wdwdK]
[wdw)Pdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3
(8+4)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[IP)Pdwdw]
[w0k0w!wd]
[dp0pdwdw]
[wdBdw$wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#3*
(7+7)

M1178 K.R.Chandrasekaran
India
w________w

M1179 Vidadi Zamanov
& Kenan Velikhanov
Azerbaijan
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dpdNdpdK]
[w)w0w)wd]
[dw)k)wdw]
[w)w0w)wd]
[dwdQdwdw]
w--------w
#3*
(10+6)

[wdwdw4wd]
[dwdw$wdw]
[w!pdwdwd]
[dwhkhw0w]
[pdwgN0wd]
[Hw0wdwdw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dB$wdKdw]
w--------w
#3
(8+10)

M1177 Mike Prcic &
Eugene Fomichev, USA/Russia

M1136 (Derevchuk) 1.Sg6? (2.Se7 & 3.Sc6#), 1...Se3 2.Sxe5 ~/Sxc4 3.Sc6/Sxc4#, 1...Rc1!;
1.Sfe6? (2.Sd8 & 3.Sc6#), 1...Rc1 2.Sb3+ Ka4 3.Sec5#, 1...Se3!; 1.Sfd7! (2.Sb8 & 3.Sc6#),
1...Se3 2.Sdxe5, 1...Rc1 2.Sb3+. Usually it is too much trouble to look for tries in #3's. Not in
this problem with pointed and highly enjoyable try play (LB).
M1137 (Lyubashevsky/Makaronez) 1.Qxe7? (2.Qd6 Ke4 3.Qxe5#), 1...c3 2.d3 (3.Qd6/Qd7#)
Rxe6 3.Qxe6#, 1...Ke4 2.Qf6 ~/Rd5 3.Qxe5/Sd6#, 1...Rxf5!; 1.Qh5! (2.Sxe3+ K~ 3.Qxe5#),
1...Ke4 2.Sd6++ K~ 3.Qxe5#, 1...Re4 2.Sg7+ Kd6/Re5/Kd4 3.Se8/Qxe5/Sxc6#, 1...Rxe6 2.Qf7
~ 3.Qxe6#, 1...Rxf5 2.Qxf5+ K~ 3.Qxe5#. Good key and play (RL).
M1138 (Chandrasekaran) 1...Kd6 2.Qe7+; 1.Be8? Bd7!; 1.Bc8! (2.Qc7+ Kxf6 3.Qg7#),
1...Sce4 2.exf4+ Kd6 3.Qc7#, 1...Sge4 2.exd4+, 1...Bd7 2.Qxd7. Herpai dual avoidance (A).

M1180 Leonid Lyubashevsky
& Leonid Makaronez
Israel
w________w

Moremovers Editor: Richard Becker, Studies Editor: Franjo Vrabec
Judges, Moremovers: Eugene Fomichev, Studies: Zlatko Mihajloski

w________w
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dpdPHRdw]
[wdw0N0wd]
[dwdBiw0w]
[wdpdp0pd]
[dwIb4wgw]
w--------w
#3√
(8+12)

[bdwdrdwd]
[Iw)B0wdw]
[Ndw0Ndw0]
[0pdwdwdP]
[wdwGk)Qd]
[dwhp0wdw]
[P)w4pdwd]
[dw1whwdw]
w--------w
#3
(11+15)

SG61 (January-March) Solutions – THREEMOVERS
Comments from: Author (A), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Bob Bua (BB), Romuald Lazowski (RL)
M1127 (Croitor) a) 1.Kb2! (zz), 1...Kd3 2.Qf3+; b) 1.Kc1! (zz), 1...Kd3 2.Qd5+. Interesting
miniature (RL).
M1128 (Croitor) 1.Kb1! (zz), 1...Ke4 2.Sc3+, 1...Kc4 2.Qf5.
M1129 (Kozhakin) a) 1.Sd3? d6!; 1.Sd5! (zz), 1...Kxd5 2.Kd3, 1...d6 2.Ke3; b) 1.Sh3? Kc3!;
1.Sd3! (zz), 1...Kc3 2.Qb4+, 1...Kd5 2.Qc5+.
M1130 (Aberman) 1.Rd5! (2.Rh5+ Rh6 3.Rxh6#), 1...Rh6 2.Qxh6+ Bh7 3.Rd8#, 1...Rg7
2.Rh5+[A] Rh7 3.Qf6#[B], 1...Rf6+ 2.Qxf6+[B] Kh7 3.Rh5#[A], 1...Rg5 2.Rxg5 Kh7 3.Qg7#.
R-cross, three model pin-mates, AB-BA, flight giving key (A).
M1131 (Croitor/Melnichuk) 1.Qa6? d3!, 1.Qa7? Bc3!; 1.Qa8! (zz), 1...Bc1 2.Bxc1 d3 3.Qh8#,
1...Bc3 2.Qh1+ Kb2 3.Qc1#, 1...Ba3 2.Qxa3 d3 3.Bc3#, 1...d3 2.Qh1+ Bc1/Bb1 3.Bc3/Qxb1#.
I like the Loydesque key (LB).
M1132 (Kapustin) 1.Rh8! (2.Rxh6+ Kxh6 3.Qh8#), 1...g5 2.Qf5 Rh8 Qxg5#, 1...Rxh8
2.Qxh8+ Kg4 3.f3#. Three model mates (A).
M1133 (Kapustin/Melnichuk) 1.Qh8! (zz), 1...cxd2 2.Qa1+ d1Q+ 3.Qxd1#, 1...Kf1 2.Qa8
cxd2/Ke1/Kg1 3.Qh1/Qa1/Qg2#, 1...f1Q 2.Qe5+ Kf2/Qe2 3.Qe3/Qxe2#, 1...f1S 2.Sd3+ Ke2
3.Qh5#. Queen at all four corners, three Black defenses on the same square (A), The wQ visits
four corners, a la Loyd (LB), Nice key and variations (BB).
M1134 (Zamanov) 1.Rh2! (zz), 1...Kc8 2.Ke7, 1...g3 2.Rxh3, 1...a2 2.Rxa2.
M1135 (Kharchishin) 1.Bd2! (2.Bxc3#), 1...Qxd4 2.Qe4 Qxe4 3.Bxc3#, 1...Sd5 2.Rxd5~/
Qxd4 3.Rxb5/Rxd4#.
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MOREMOVERS & STUDIES

Moremovers. The eight-part miniature by Mykola and Mario should afford solvers plenty of
warm up solving before they try to identify the attractive key in Leonid's fourmover. Arieh and
Evgeny demonstrate two concurrent pendulum maneuvers in their fivemover. The next two
problems feature intense tempo play. The last moremover, by new contributor Olivier Schmitt,
entertains with three consecutive pendulum maneuvers. Thank you, Olivier!
Studies. E0243 White’s exchange of Knights seems wrong, but a quiet move by White seals
the victory. E0244 It seems that White has an overwhelming advantage, but Black’s
counterplay requires precise handling. E0245 It seems that the two passed Pawns will decide
the outcome, but that is an illusion; watch out for Pe4. E0246 In his strong attack, White
sacrifices most of his men in order to vanquish the black monarch.

M1181 Mykola Chernyavsky
& Mario Garcia
Ukraine/Argentina
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdNdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[$wdwHwdw]
[wdwdkdKd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#4 b/h) Sf7b8/h1 (5+1)
c/g) Kg4d8/c4 d) Be3b2
e/f) Se5d5/f5

M1184 Baldur Kozdon

Germany
W________w
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Bdwdw0wd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdwdw)wd]
[dwdN)w!w]
[wdwdqdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
w--------w
#6
(7+3)

M1182 Leonid Makaronez

Israel
W________w
[wgwdwdKd]
[dw0wdwhp]
[pdwdw0wd]
[)wiwdwdw]
[wdPdw!wd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[Pdwdwdpd]
[dwdRhw1r]
w--------w
#4
(7+11)

M1185 Richard Becker

Oregon City, OR
W________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[dwdw4wdw]
[pdKdwdpd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Qdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#9
(3+4)

M1183 Arieh Grinblat

& Evgeny Bourd, Israel
W________w
[N!whwdrd]
[4w0pGw$w]
[n0wdwdw1]
[dPdk)B0w]
[p)wdw)Pd]
[IwdPdwdw]
[wdw)Ngwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#5
(14+12)

M1186 Olivier Schmitt

France
W________w
[wdrhwdbd]
[dndp0wGw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdP)wdP]
[wdPdkdw)]
[dwdwHwIw]
[wdP)Ndwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
#11
(11+8)
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E0243 Pavel Arestov
Russia
W________w

[Ndwdwdwd]
[4wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpdRdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[kdwdNdwh]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
Win
(4+5)

E0244 Mario Guido García
Argentina
W________w

[wdwdwGwd]
[dwdw0pdp]
[w)wdkdwd]
[dwdwHw0w]
[wINdndwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[rdwdwdwh]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
Win
(5+8)

E0245 Peter Krug
Austria
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpgwdw]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[GwdwdPdK]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dw)wdwdw]
[wdpdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
Draw
(6+4)

E0246 Vitaly Kovalenko
SG61 (January-March) Solutions –
Russia
MOREMOVERS & STUDIES
W________w
[wdwdwdnd]
[dwdwdK)k]Comments from: J. Smith (JS), Romuald Lazowski (RL), Radovan
[wdwdwgwd]Tomasevic (RT), Wilfried Seehofer (WS), Thomas Walther (TW)
[dwhQdwdw]
[wdwdw1wd]M1139 (Lyubashevsky/Makaronez) 1.Sb2! (2.Sd3+ exd3 3.Qe1+
[dwdwdwdw]Kxd4 4.c3#), 1...b4 2.Sc4+ dxc4 3.Qa5+ Kxd4 4.Qc5#, 1...f5
[wdwdw)Rd]2.Bg7+ Kd6 3.Qa3+ b4 4.Qxb4#. Good key which leaves the wS
[dwdwGwdw]unguarded (WS).
w--------w
Win
(6+5) M1140 (Becker) 1.Qb2! Qb6 2.Qa1 Qc6 3.Qd4 zz Qe6 4.Qa4+

Kd8 5.Qa8+ Qc8 6.Qd5+ Qd7/Ke8 7.Qxd7#/Qg8#; 4...Kf8 5.Qa8+
Qe8 6.Qf3+ Qf7 7.Qxf7#. I see duals after 3...Qd6 and 3...Qb5 (JS), Very attractive quiet
moves by the wQ at the beginning (WS).
M1141 (Smith) 1.Rf4! Qh6 2.Rf1 Qh3 3.Rf2 zz Qh6 4.Qc7 Qc1 5.Qxc1 Rxa6 6.Qc6+ Ke7
7.Qd7# That's an odd-looking tower of pawns on the b-file. The end is obvious but the first
moves are amazing! (WS).
M1142 (Kozdon) 1.f8Q? Qd1+!; 1.f8R! Qg7 2.Qh1+ Qh6 3.Rh8+ Kxh8 4.Qxh6+ Kg8 5.Qf6
Kh7 6.Qg5 Kh8 7.f6 Kh7 8.Qg7#. 1.f8Q? Qd1+ and stalemate. 1…Qg7 was not easy to find
(WS).
M1143 (Vokal) 1.Rf1? Ra1!; 1.Kg2! Rc8 2.c3 Ra8 3.Kf3 Rc8 4.c4 Ra8 5.Ke4 Rc8 6.Kf5 Ra8
7.Rh1~ 8.Rh8#. Good logical play (LB), Nice hide and seek play of the White majesty (WS).
M1144 (Krätschmer) 1.0-0? Sh3#!; 1.Sc6+! Kb5 2.Sa7+ Ka5 3.Bg1 e3 4.Bxe3 fxe3 5.Sc6+ Kb5
6.Sd4+ Ka5 7.0-0 Sh3+ 8.Kh2~ 9.b4+ axb4 e.p. 10.Ra1#. An interesting problem with duals
present (RL), Duals present (RT), Interesting return of the wS after the Bishop sacrifice. But
Alybadix found the dual 4.Sc6+ or 4.Bxe3! What happened here? (WS).
E0233 (Becker) 1.Ke6 Qa6+ [1...Qe1+ 2.Kf6 Qe7+ (2...Qf2+ 3.Kg7 Qb6 4.Sd6+ +-) 3.Kg7 a6
4.Qc6+ Qd7 5.Qa8+ Ke7 6.Qe4+ Qe6 7.Qb7+ Ke8 8.Qb8+ Kd7 9.Se5+ +-] 2.Sd6+ Kd8
(2...Kf8 3.Qf3+ Kg7 4.Ke7 Kh6 5.Sf7+ Kh7 6 Qh5+ {(Qh1+)} Kg7 7.Qh8+ Kg6 8.Qh6+ +-)
3.Qg5+ Kc7 4.Qc5+ Kd8 (4...Qc6 5.Qxa7+ +-) (4...Kb8 5.Qc2 +-) 5.Qc2! {zz} g2 6.Qxg2
Kc7 7.Qg7+ Kb8 (7…Kb6 8.Qd4+ Kc6 {(Ka5)} 9.Qc3+ Kb6 10.Qc2 etc.) 8.Qg8+ {(Qh8+)}
Kc7 9.Qh7+ Kb6 (9...Kb8 10.Qc2 +-, or 9...Kc6 10.Qc2+ Kb6 11.Kd7 Qf1 12.Qc7+ Ka6
13.Qb7+ Ka5 14.Qb3 Ka6 15.Qa4+ {(Qa3+)} Kb6 16.Qb4+ Ka6 17.Qb3 Qe2 18.Kc7 Qe7+
19.Kc6+-) 10.Qc2 Qf1 11.Qb3+ Kc5 12.Qc3+ Kb6 13.Kd7 Qe2 14.Qb4+ Ka6 15.Qa3+ Kb6
16.Sc8+ Kb5 17.Sxa7+ Kb6 18.Sc8+ Kb5 19.Sd6+ Kb6 20.Qb4+ Ka6 21.Qc3! Kb6
(21...Qg4+ 22.Kc7 Qa4 23.Qd3+ Ka5 24.Qd5+ Kb4 25.Qc4+ Ka3 26.Sb5+ +-) 22.Kd8 Qh5
(22...Qf1 23.Sc4+ +-, or 22...Ka6 23.Kc7 Qe7+ 24.Kc6 +-) 23.Sc4+ Kc6 24.Se5+ Kb5
25.Qb3+ Kc5 26.Qc4+ Kb6 27.Qb4+ Ka6 28.Qa4+ +-.

E0234 (Minski) 1.b4! [1.Sd3? Ba7! =; 1.Kb5? Ba7! =] 1...Bb6! [1...Ba7 2.Sg2! (2.Ka5? h4!
3.b5 h3 4.Sf3! Kxf3 5.b6 Bxb6+ 6.Kxb6 h2 7.a7 Kf2 8.a8Q Kg1 =) 2...Kg3 3.Sh4!! Kxh4
4.Ka5! (4.b5?? Bb6! -+) 4...Kg3 5.b5 +- see main line] 2.Kb5! [2.Sg2? Kg3! 3.Kb5 Bf2!
(3...Bd4? 4.Sh4!! Kxh4 5.Ka5 Kg4 6.b5 Bc3+ 7.Kb6 h4 8.Kc5! Be1 9.b6 Bf2+ 10.Kb5 +-)
4.Sh4!? Kxh4 5.Ka5 Kg4/Kg5 6.b5 Be1+! 7.Kb6 h4! (7...Bf2+? 8.Kc7! +-) 8.a7 Bf2+ 9.Ka6
Bxa7 =] 2...Ba7 3.Sg2! [3.Ka5? h4! 4.b5 h3 5.Sf3! Kxf3 6.b6 Bxb6+ 7.Kxb6 h2 8.a7 Kf2 9.a8Q
Kg1 =] 3...Kg3 4.Sh4!! [thematic try 4.Ka5? Kxg2! 5.b5 Kg1 (or 5...h4 ) 6.b6 Bxb6+ 7.Kxb6
h4 8.a7 h3 9.a8Q h2 =] 4...Kxh4 5.Ka5! [5.Kc6? Kg3/Kg4/ Kg5 6.b5 h4 7.b6 h3! 8.bxa7 h2
9.Kc7 h1Q 10.Kb8 =] 5...Kg3 6.b5 h4 7.b6 Bxb6+ 8.Kxb6 h3 9.a7 h2 10.a8Q Kf2 11.Qh1 +-.
E0235 (Vrabec) 1.Kf2!! [1.Kd2? Ke7! 2.Kd3 (2.Ke3 b6! =) 2…Ke6 3.Ke4 b6! 4.Kf4 Kd7! =, or
1.Ke2? b6! =, or 1.c5? Ke7 2.Kf2 Ke6 3.Kf3 Kf5 -+] 1…b6! [1…Ke8 2.Ke2!! Kd8 3.c5! Kd7
4.Kd3 Ke7 5.Kc4 +-, or 1…Ke7 2.Kf3! Ke6 (2…b6 3.Ke3 +-, or 2…Kd6 3.Ke4 Kd7 4.Ke5! +-,
or 2…Kd7 3.Ke3! Kd6 4.Ke4 Kc5 5.Ke5 Kxc4 6.Kf6 +-) 3.Kf4 Ke7 4.Kf5 +-, or 1…Kd7
2.Ke3! Kd6 3.Ke4 Ke6 4.c5 +-] 2.Ke2!! (2.Kf3? Ke8!! =, or 2.Ke3? Ke7 =, or 2.Kg3? Ke7
3.Kf4 Kd7! =) 2…Kd7 (2…Ke7 3.Ke3 +-) 3.Kd3! (3.Ke3? Ke7! =, or 3.Kf3? Ke8! =) 3…Ke7
4.Ke3 Ke8 5.Kd4! (5.Kf3 Ke7 6.Ke3 Ke8) 5…Kd8 6.Ke4 (6.Ke5? Ke7 =, or 6.Kd5 Kd7 =)
6…Ke8 7.Kf5 Ke7 8.Ke5 a4 9.Kf5! [9.Ke4? Ke6 10.Kf4 Kd7 11.Ke3 Ke7 11.Kd3 Kd7 12.Ke4
(12.Kc3 Ke6 13.Ke4 =) 12…Ke6 13.Kf4 Kd7 14.Kf5! wastes time] 9…Ke8 10.Ke4! Kd8!
11.Kd4 Ke8 12.Kc3 Kd7 (12…Ke7 13.Kb4 Kd6 14.Kb5! Kc7 15.Kxa4 Kc6 16.Kxa3 +-)
13.Kd3!! (13.Kb4 Kc6 14.Kxa4 Kc5 =) 13…Ke7 14.Ke3 Ke8 15.Kd4 Kd8 16.Ke4 Ke8
17.Kf5 +-. This study is very complicated for me. I'll probably wait to see the solution (RT),
Unsolvable (TW).
E0236 (Zimbeck) 1.Rd1+! Bd4 2.c4 Kd6 3.Ka5 Bb7 4.Ka4 Ba8 5.Ka3 Bb7 6.Ka2 Ba8 7.Kb1 Bb7 8.Kc2
Ba8 9.Kd2 Bb7 10.Ke2 h4 11.Kf1 h3 12.Ke1 Ba8 13.Ke2 Bb7 14.Kd2 Ba815.Kc2 Bb7 16.Kb1 Ba8 17.Ka2
Bb7 18.Ka3 Ba8 19.Ka4 Bb7 20.Ka5 Ba8 21.Kb6 h2 22.Ka5 Bb7 23.Ka4 Ba8 24.Ka3 Bb7 25.Ka2 Ba8
26.Kb1 Bb7 27.Kc2 Ba8 28.Kd2 Bf6 29.Ke3+ Bd4+ 30.Ke4 Bb7 31.Kd3 Ba8 32.Kc2 Bb7 33.Kb1 Ba8
34.Ka2 Bb7 35.Ka3 Ba8 36.Ka4 Bb7 37.Ka5 Ba8 38.Kb6 h5 39.Ka5 Bb7 40.Ka4 Ba8 41.Ka3 Bb7 42.Ka2
Ba8 43.Kb1 Bb7 44.Kc2 Ba8 45.Kd2 Bf6 46.Ke3+ Bd4+ 47.Ke4 Bb7 48.Kd3 Ba8 49.Kc2 Bb7 50.Kb1 Ba8
51.Ka2 Bb7 52.Ka3 Ba8 53.Ka4 Bb7 54.Ka5 Ba8 55.Kb6 h4 56.Ka5 Bb7 57.Ka4 Ba8 58.Ka3 Bb7 59.Ka2
Ba8 60.Kb1 Bb7 61.Kc2 Ba8 62.Kd2 Bf6 63.Ke3+ Bd4+ 64.Ke4 Bb7 65.Kd3 Ba8 66.Kc2 Bb7 67.Kb1 Ba8
68.Ka2 Bb7 69.Ka3 Ba8 70.Ka4 Bb7 71.Ka5 Ba8 72.Kb6 h3 73.Ka5 Bb7 74.Ka4 Ba8 75.Ka3 Bb7 76.Ka2
Ba8 77.Kb1 Bb7 78.Kc2 Ba8 79.Kd2 Bf6 80.Ke3+ Bd4+ 81.Ke4 Bb7 82.Kd3 Ba8 83.Kc2 Bb7 84.Kb1 Ba8
85.Ka2 Bb7 86.Ka3 Ba8 87.Ka4 Bb7 88.Ka5 Ba8 89.Kb6 h6 90.Ka5 Bb7 91.Ka4 Ba8 92.Ka3 Bb7 93.Ka2
Ba8 94.Kb1 Bb7 95.Kc2 Ba8 96.Kd2 Bf6 97.Ke3+ Bd4+ 98.Ke4 Bb7 99.Kd3 Ba8 100.Kc2 Bb7 101.Kb1
Ba8 102.Ka2 Bb7 103.Ka3 Ba8 104.Ka4 Bb7 105.Ka5 Ba8 106.Kb6 h5 107.Ka5 Bb7 108.Ka4 Ba8
109.Ka3 Bb7 110.Ka2 Ba8 111.Kb1 Bb7 112.Kc2 Ba8 113.Kd2 Bf6 114.Ke3+ Bd4+ 115.Ke4 Bb7
116.Kd3 Ba8 117.Kc2 Bb7 118.Kb1 Ba8 119.Ka2 Bb7 120.Ka3 Ba8 121.Ka4 Bb7 122.Ka5 Ba8 123.Kb6
h4 124.Ka5 Bb7 125.Ka4 Ba8 126.Ka3 Bb7 127.Ka2 Ba8 128.Kb1 Bb7 129.Kc2 Ba8 130.Kd2 Bf6
131.Ke3+ Bd4+ 132.Ke4 Bb7 133.Kd3 Ba8 134.Kc2 Bb7 135.Kb1 Ba8 136.Ka2 Bb7 137.Ka3 Ba8
138.Ka4 Bb7 139.Ka5 Ba8 140.Kb6 h1Q 141.Rxh1 Bf6 142.Rd1+ Bd4 143.Ka5 Bb7 144.Ka4 Ba8
145.Ka3 Bb7 146.Ka2 Ba8 147.Rd2 Bb7 148.Rd3 Ba8 149.Rd1 Bb7 150.Ka3 Ba8 151.Ka4 Bb7 152.Ka5
Ba8 153.Kb6 h2 154.Ka5 Bb7 155.Ka4 Ba8 156.Ka3 Bb7 157.Ka2 Ba8 158.Kb1 Bb7 159.Kc2 Ba8
160.Kd2 Bf6 161.Ke3+ Bd4+ 162.Ke4 Bb7 163.Kd3 Ba8 164.Kc2 Bb7 165.Kb1 Ba8 166.Ka2 Bb7
167.Ka3 Ba8 168.Ka4 Bb7 169.Ka5 Ba8 170.Kb6 h3 171.Ka5 Bb7 172.Ka4 Ba8 173.Ka3 Bb7 174.Ka2
Ba8 175.Kb1 Bb7 176.Kc2 Ba8 177.Kd2 Bf6 178.Ke3+ Bd4+ 179.Ke4 Bb7 180.Kd3 Ba8 181.Kc2 Bb7
182.Kb1 Ba8 183.Ka2 Bb7 184.Ka3 Ba8 185.Ka4 Bb7 186.Ka5 Ba8 187.Kb6 h1Q 188.Rxh1 Be5
189.Rd1+ Bd4 190.Ka5 Bb7 191.Ka4 Ba8 192.Ka3 Bb7 193.Ka2 Ba8 194.Rd3 Bb7 195.Rd2 Ba8 196.Rd1
Bb7 197.Ka3 Ba8 198.Ka4 Bb7 199.Ka5 Ba8 200.Kb6 h2 201.Ka5 Bb7 202.Ka4 Ba8 203.Ka3 Bb7
204.Ka2 Ba8 205.Kb1 Bb7 206.Kc2 Ba8 207.Kd2 Be5 208.Ke3+ Bd4+ 209.Ke4 Bb7 210.Kd3 Ba8
211.Kc2 Bb7 212.Kb1 Ba8 213.Ka2 Bb7 214.Ka3 Ba8 215.Ka4 Bb7 216.Ka5 Ba8 217.Kb6 h1Q 218.Rxh1
Be5 219.Rd1+ Bd4 220.Ka5 Bb7 221.Ka4 Ba8 222.Ka3 Bb7 223.Ka2 Ba8 224.Rd2 Bb7 225.Rd3 Ba8
226.Rd1 Bb7 227.Ka3 Ba8 228.Ka4 Bb7 229.Ka5 Ba8 230.Kb6 Bb7 231.Kxb7 b1Q 232.Rxb1 Be5
233.Kxc8 Bxf4 234.Re1 Be3 235.f4 Bd2 236.Kxd8 Ba5 237.Rd1+ Bd2 238.Bxc7#. Interesting play (LB).
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HELPMATES
Editor: Nikola Stolev
Judges: Petre Stojoski (h#2), Zoran Gavrilovski (h#3) and Boško Milošeski (h#n)
A warm welcome to two newcomers to this section, Antal Harl and Ken Seehofer. Our frequent
contributors with birthdays in this period are: S.Lamba (9/3/1936), A.Parzuch (8/3/1937),
M.Witztum (9/2/1952), Ž.Janevski (8/4/1953), F.Simoni (7/14/1960) and W.Diaz (7/27/1971).
Happy birthday to all!
As usual, we start with two miniatures followed by a pair of Merediths, including H1828,
which has several solutions. In the moremovers part, look for tempo moves in H1834, H1839
shows anti-dual play, while H1840 features the strategic effects.

H1822 K.R. Chandrasekaran
India
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdR]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw$w]
[wdpdwdw)]
[Iwdwdwdk]
w--------w
h#2 b/c) Pc2d2/e2 (4+2)
H1825 Stelian Lamba

Romania
________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0w0wdwd]
[iwdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[gbdKdwdw]
[PHwdwdwd]
[dRdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2
duplex
(5+5)
H1828 Živko Janevski

Macedonia
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdR]
[wdwdwdnd]
[dn)wdw0w]
[wdw0k0Bd]
[dRdwdwdw]
[wdbdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2
5 solutions (5+7)

H1823 Dimitry Grinchenko
Ukraine
W________w

[wdNdNdwd]
[dwdkdrdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdBdwdw]
[wdwdwdw$]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2* 2 solutions
(5+2)
H1826 Antal Harl

Hungary
W________w
[bdwdwdwd]
[dwdw4Rdw]
[w)wiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPdwdwd]
[dwdndPdw]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwgK]
w--------w
h#2
2 solutions (6+5)
H1829 Stefan Parzuch

Poland
________w
[wdwdN1wd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[rdwdpdwd]
[dndwiNdn]
[wdwdbdwd]
[GwdPdwdw]
[wdwdwdw4]
[dwdwdwgw]
w--------w
h#2 b) Se8h3 (5+9)

H1824 Jean-François Carf
France
W________w

[wdqdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wHwdwdwd]
[dwdwhwdw]
[wdwdwdwG]
[dwiwdwdB]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdndKdw]
w--------w
h#2
2 solutions (4+5)
H1827 Stefan Milewski

Poland
________w
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwhw]
[wdNdpdnd]
[dwdk0wdw]
[wdwHwdwd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIRdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 b) Pf3c5 (6+5)
H1830 Islam Kazimov

Azerbaijan
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[qdw0wdwd]
[)wir0wdw]
[w0wgBdwd]
[dwdndwdw]
[bdKdQdw4]
[dwhwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (4+11)

H1831 Walter Diaz
Argentina
W________w

H1832 Piet Pascale
France
W________w
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H1833 Stelian Lamba
Romania
W________w

H1834 Zlatko Mihajlovski
Macedonia
W________w

H1835 Robert J. Bales Jr.
Broadview, IL
W________w

H1836 Walter Diaz
Argentina
after A. Onkoud H1220
W________w

[wdRhwdwd]
[0wdwdw0w]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdpdwdw]
[wdwipdwd]
[)wdw4q4w]
[wIwGw)wd]
[dwdwdBhw]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (6+11)

[wdwdwdRd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIwdRdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPhpdwGw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[iqdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2½ 2 solutions (5+5)
H1837 Eligiusz Zimmer

Poland
________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdpdp]
[wdwdwgwd]
[dwdPdw$p]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dwdp0Bdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3
2 solutions (4+7)
H1840 Emanuel Navon &

Menachem Witztum, Israel
________w
[bdwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[w0Rdwdwd]
[dw0w)wdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[hpiwhwgr]
[pdwdwdw$]
[4wdwdwGK]
w--------w
h#3 b) Se3d4 (5+13)

[wdndwdwd]
[dwdw$w4w]
[w0wdwdwI]
[dNdwdpdw]
[w0k)wGwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[Pdwdwdnd]
[dBgwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions
(7+9)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwhw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwiNdw]
[wdwdw$wd]
[dndwdKdw]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions
(3+3)
H1838 Stelian Lamba

Romania
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdRd]
[dwdwdw)B]
[P0w0wdPI]
[4wiPdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3
2 solutions (7+4)
H1841 Robert J. Bales Jr.

Broadview, IL
________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdw)wdPd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3½
(5+1)

[wGwdwdwd]
[dwdndwdw]
[Rdw)w)wd]
[dw0wdkdK]
[wdn0wdpd]
[dwHp4pdw]
[wdwdPdwg]
[dwdwdw1w]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (7+11)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw0n]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wGw]
[wdb1kdwI]
[dwdwdRdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3
2 solutions (3+6)
H1839 Francesco Simoni

Italy
________w
[KdwHwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdpdpdwd]
[Hwdkdwdw]
[w)wdwdwd]
[4pdb)w)w]
[wGwdwdwd]
[hwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3 b) Sd8h1 (7+7)
H1842 Ken Seehofer

Germany
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwgpdwdw]
[whp0pdwd]
[Hpdwdwdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3½ b) Sa3→c6 (2+8)
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H1843 Genady Chumakov
Russia
W________w

H1844 Alexander Tsaplin
Ukraine
________w

H1845 Alexander Tsaplin
Ukraine
W________w

[wgwdBdkd]
[0wdwdwdp]
[wdb)wdrd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwdwhw]
w--------w
h#3½
(3+9)

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwIw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwHw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdkdw4w]
w--------w
h#4½
(2+3)

[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdwiwIw]
w--------w
h#6
(2+3)

b-d) Kg8e6/b1/a1

SG61 (January-March) Solutions – HELPMATES
Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Barry Keith (BK), Romuald Lazowski (RL), Wilfried
Seehofer (WS), Jeremy Morse (JM), C. C. Frankiss (CCF)
H1780 (Markevitch) 1.Ba1 Sb1 Rb2 3.Sc3#, 1.Sc4 Bc3 2.Sa5 Rb4#. Rather straightforward
(CCF).
H1781 (Tsaplin) a) 1.c1B h4 2.Bg5 hxg5#; b) 1.d1B h3 2.Bg4 hxg4#. Perhaps not the most
sophisticated composition (LB), One could start the wK at f2, move the bP to e2 and add a
triplet: 1. e1=B+ Kf1 2. Bg3 hxg3# (BK), The first two problems are definitely too small for SG!
(WS), Easy line clearance problem (CCF).
H1782 (Bales) 1.Kh1 Rxh4 2.g1S Rxh2#, 1.h1R Rh2 2.f1R Rxg2#. Three underpromotions,
quite nice (WS), All three bPs promote in this attractive miniature (CCF).
H1783 (Lamba) a) 1.Bd2 Bh3 2.e3 Sd3#; b) 1.Be3 Sd3 2.Bg1 Bh3#. Nice twinning, but easy
play (CCF).
H1784 (Bales) 1.Kxf8 Sxh6+ 2. Bg8 Rxg8#, 1.Rf6 Kd7 2.Bg6 Sh6#.
H1785 (Kalotay) a) 1.Qe7+ Se4 2.Ke6 Sec5#, b) 1.Qh4+ Rf2 2.Kg3 Rg2#. The bK unpins twice
the mating piece, good (WS), The bK unpins the White pinned units which then mate (CCF).
H1786 (Nikolić) 1.Rd8 Rb6 2.Bd7 Bg1#, 1.Rd7 Rf4 2.Kd6 Rxf5#, 1.Bd5 Rb5+ 2.Kc6 Be8#.
Three nice mating positions (WS), Attractive setting and play (CCF).
H1787 (Carf) 1.Kd5 Rd2 2.Be6 Bf3#, 1.Kf6 Bxh5 2.Re6 Rf2#. Two Black Umnov effects (WS),
Grimshaw shut-offs on e6 (CCF).
H1788 (Janevski) 1.Sxe4 Kxe4 2.Kf1 Rd1#, 1.Rxe3+ Kxe3 2.Kd1 Qf1#. Double Zilahi, pinmates and function changes of the pieces. Good as always (WS), Surprising pin-mates in both
lines (CCF).
H1789 (Jonsson) 1.e5 Kb2 2.Rc6 Sa3#, 1.f1B Kb1 2.Bc4 Sd4#. Tricky waiting moves of the wK
(WS), Simple self-blocking problem (CCF).
H1790 (Lamba) a) Set: 1….Bxa4 2.d6 Bb3#, 1…..e3 2.d6 c4#, 1….Se6 2.d6 Sc7#; 1.Bd6 Bxd7
2.Rc5 Be6#; b) Set: 1….Bxd7 2.Rc5 Be6#; 1.Bc5 Bxa4 2.d6 Bb3#, 1.Bc5 e3 2.d6 c4#, 1.Bc5
Se6 2.d6 Sc7#. Interesting twinning (LB), The set play in a) turns up as the play in b). Simple
solving (CCF).
H1791 (Chandrasekaran) a) 1.c5 Qxf4+ 2.Be4 Qd6#, b) 1.e5 Qxb4+ 2.Bc4 Qd6#. Good
mechanism (RL), Too symmetric for my taste (WS), Clever pinning and switchbacks by the wQ
(CCF).
H1792 (Kalotay) 1….Kc2 2.Ba6 Ra5+ 3.Kc4 Rg4#, 1….Ra7 2.Kc6 Kc4 3.Ba8 Rg6#. 1…Ra7
was hard to find. Very economical construction (WS), Good use of the bBb7, basically to get out
of the way (CCF).
H1793 (Pascale) 1.Sxh6 Sa5 2.Kf5 Sc6 3.Kg6 Se7#, 1.Bxb3 Sf7 2.Kd4 Sd6 3.Kc3 Sb5#.
Astonishing Zilahi! (WS), Matching solutions, but fairly obvious (CCF).

H1794 (Lamba) a) 1.Sc3 Rb5 2.Ke2 Kxb7 3.Kd3 Rd5#, b) 1.Bf2 Bc3 2.Kg3 Rxb3 3.Bg2 Be5#.
Rough sledding (for the solver) in spite of the obvious need for double check (LB), R/B and B/R
batteries set up with double check mates. Rather crowded position (CCF).
H1795 (Wiehagen) 1.Sg8 gxf8Q 2.Qf2 Qf3 3.Qb6 Qa8#, 1.e5 g8Q 2.Qa2 Qb3 3.Qa6 Qb8#,
1.Rxd8 gxf8Q 2.Rb8 Qc8 3.Ka8 Qa6#. The solution that smells like a cook is actually
thematic (Bristol) and makes the whole ensemble smell like a rose (LB), Three Bristols, nicely
done (WS), One would expect a variation 1…fxg8Q, but this does not occur. The composer does
achieve the three possible mates on a8, b8, and a6 (CCF).
H1796 (Barsukov) 1.Bc2 Bf1 2.Bg6 Sc3 3.Kf5 Se4 4.e5 Bh3#, 1.Bd5 Sc3 2.Bc6 Se4 3.Kd5
Bb1 4.e5 Ba2#. Nice echo (RL), Two good mating positions without twin changes (WS),
Reflected mates with good play (CCF).
H1797 (Nikolić) 1….Ke4 2.Kf6 Kf3 3.Ke5 e4 4.Rd6 Bh6 5.e6 Bg7#. Challenging problem
with an attractive model mate (LB), The expected ideal mate at the end, quite simple (WS),
Sweet and logical (JM), Interesting mid-board model mate (CCF).
H1798 (Barsukov) a) 1.Bc3 Ke2 2.d3+ Kf3 3.Be5 Kg4 4.Ke4 Bxb6 5.Qd5 f3#; b) 1.b5 Bxd4
2.Bb6 Bc3 3.Kc5 Ba5 4.Rd2+Kc3 5.Rd5 Bb4#. Good sequence of moves (CCF).
H1799 (Ilievski) 1….g5 2.Kb4 Kb2…6.Kf8 Kf6 7.Ba2 Kxg6 8.Kg8 Kh6 9.Kh8 g6 10.Bg8 g7#.
Nice work with only five pieces (WS), Very familiar (JM), Excellent long miniature (CCF).
H1800 (Paliulionis) Set: 1.Qa6+ Kb8 2.e5 Kc7 3.e4 Se5 4.e3 Sc6 5.e2 Kd6 6.e1R Kd5 7.Ra1
Sd4+ 8.Ka5 Kc5 9.Ra4 Sb3#; 1…Sg5 2.e5 Se6 3.Kc6 Sc7 4.Kd7 Kb6 5.e4 Kc5 6.e3 Kd5 7.e2
Se6 8.e1R Sg5 9.Kd8 Kd6 10.Re8 Sf7#. One fancy echo problem (LB), Good problem (RL), I
like this problem very much. A fine work of art. Thank you, Victoras (WS), Superb echo with
complex maneuvers and total economy (JM), Another good miniature with exact, interesting
play (CCF).
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SELFMATES
Editor: Petko A. Petkov, Judge: s#2-3, n – Dyan Kostadinov

In this issue we offer ten selfmates from three thematic groups: strategic compositions (S0558,
S0559, S0560, S0561, S0562, S0563), Bohemian style (S0564, S0565, S0566) and one long
selfmate (S0567) with multiple white maneuvers. This problem is C-, a challenge for our
solvers.
If you compose a selfmate with multiple Queens or more than two Rooks, make sure they
all play thematic roles. Then, I will consider publishing them.
S0558 Živko Janevski

Macedonia
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dbdwdwdw]
[r0pHwdwg]
[0wiwdw0w]
[PdnhK!wd]
[dwdPdw0w]
[wdwdwGp1]
[dR$wdwdw]
w--------w
s#2
(8+13)

S0559 Živko Janevski

Macedonia
W________w
[wdwdwHwd]
[dwdwdNdw]
[wdwdQ0qd]
[dwdP0wdw]
[wdwdkdp$]
[0wdRdpIw]
[wdPdwGw)]
[dwdBdwdw]
w--------w
s#3
(11+7)

S0560 Gabor Tar

Hungary
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwgwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdrHw]
[pGwdwdwh]
[!wdwdwdw]
[wdp)pdp0]
[dwdbIwir]
w--------w
s#3
(5+11)
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S0561 Gabor Tar
Hungary
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdb]
[w0wdp$wd]
[dPdw)wdN]
[wHKGkdP)]
[dP)wdrdw]
[wdndwdQd]
[dBdwdRdw]
w--------w
s#3
(14+6)
S0564 Genady Koziura

Ukraine
W________w
[wdwdw$wd]
[)Ndwdwdp]
[KHwdwdwd]
[)BGRdwdw]
[wdQhkdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw)w)Pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
s#5
(14+3)
S0567 Alexey Gasparyan
Armenia
W________w

[ndwdwdwd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[w0Kdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdwdwHwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdw)w0]
[dwdQdbiN]
w--------w
s#29
C(7+6)

S0562 Alexandr Pankratiev
Russia
W________w

[wdwdwdQG]
[dwdwdwdP]
[q$wdNdw)]
[gpdw)kdK]
[wdwdwHw)]
[dwdPdwdw]
[wdp0r0wd]
[dwdbdrdw]
w--------w
s#3
(11+10)
S0565 Valery Kopyl

Ukraine
W________w
[ndwdkdwd]
[$N0w0w0w]
[w0PdNdwd]
[dPdw)wdw]
[wdBdPdwd]
[)PdPdwdw]
[wdwIwdPd]
[dwdwdRdw]
w--------w
s#5
(14+6)

S0563 Živko Janevski
Macedonia
W________w

[wdwdwdNd]
[dwdrdw!w]
[wdBhNdwd]
[gwdw0w)P]
[wdw0wdp1]
[dw0wiw0p]
[wdPdpdw$]
[dwdwIw$w]
w--------w
s#3
(10+12)

SERIES-MOVERS and STALEMATES
Editor: Radovan M. Tomašević, Judge: Mike Neumeier
A warm welcome to a newcomer to this section, Ladislav Packa!
C0482 has an interesting solution with three unpinnings (Pb7 prevents a cook). Both entries
by Ian feature AUW, the second one with an additional promotion as well as a promoted black
Bishop. Our frequent contributor Tibor Érsek offers two entries, both difficult solving.
C0488 and C0489 present new length records. It is a Kemp matrix but with original mating
positions. The two problems with legal-pser (defined in SG62) have attractive and interesting
solutions.
Definitions: ser-!= White makes n-moves and stalemates itself; ser-hx Black plays n-moves
and, in the last move, permits White to capture any black piece.

S0566 Valery Kopyl

Ukraine
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdpdpdPd]
[dp)w0wdP]
[b!wGPHwd]
[)pdwdwdN]
[w$wdwdw0]
[dwdwIwdk]
w--------w
s#5
(11+9)

SG61 (January-March) Solutions –
SELFMATES
Comments from: Romuald Lazowski (RL), Wilfried Seehofer
(WS), C. C. Frankiss (CCF)

S0548 (Tar) 1.e8R! (zz), 1…Sxc5 2.Be7+ Rxe7 3.Sf7+ Rxf7#,
1…Sxd8 2.Qf8+ Re7 3.Se4+ Bxe4#. Enjoyable and amazing
problem (CCF).
S0549 (Koziura/Kopyl) 1…cxd3#; 1.Sg5! Kf2 2.Rh3 Kg2
3.Rg1+ Kf2 4.Rhg3 Ke2 5.Rc1 Kf2 6.Se4+ Ke2 7.Rd3 cxd3#.
Very pleasing selfmate (RL), White must lose a tempo to reach
the set play (WS), Neat tactics to force set play move (CCF).
S0550 (Stepochkin) 1…axb2#; 1.Bc1! Kf6 2.Bxc2 Ke6 3.Rf5 Kd6 4.Rg5 Ke6 5.Rg6+ Kd5(Ke5)
6.Rh5+ Kc4(Kd4) 7.Rg4+ Kc3 8.Rd5 Kxc2 9.Bb2 axb2#. The bK takes the role of the captured
bR, amazing (WS), Good play to force the bK to c3 where it is “stalemated” forcing axb2 as the
only move (CCF).
S0551 (Dowd/Degenkolbe) a) 1.Kc8! Kg8 2.d8Q+ Kf7 3.Qf2+ Ke6 4.Qe3+ Kf7 5.Qf4+ Ke6
6.Bf5+ Kf7 7.Be4+ Ke6 8.Qe8+ Re7 9.Bb7 Rxe8#; b) 1.Kb8! Kg8 2.d8Q+ Kf7 3.Qf8+ Ke6
4.Bc4+ Kd6 5.Qd4+ Kc6 6.e8B+ Rd7 7.Qe5 Kb6 8.Qff6+ Rd6 9. Qd8+ Rxd8#; c) 1.Ka8! Kg8
2.d8Q+ Kf7 3.Qf8+ Ke6 4.e8Q+ Re7 5.Qf5+ Kd6 6.Qb8+ Rc7 7.Qbb4+ Rc5 8.Qf8+ Kc7
9.Qa5+ Rxa5#; d) 1.Kh1! Kg8 2.d8Q+ Kf7 3.Qf2+ Ke6 4.e8Q+ Re7 5.Qdb6+ Ke5 6.Qh5+ Ke4
7.Qe2+ Kf4 8.Qbh6+ Kg3 9.Qe1+ Rxe1#. Good twinning (RL), The bR mates on four different
squares, but Black never has the chance to defend himself (WS), Amazing twinning with quite
difficult play particularly with three wQs on the board (CCF).
S0552 (Dietrich) 1.Sh2! Ke6 2.Sf3+ Kf5 3.Qc5+ Ke6 4.Bg4+ Kf7 5.Qf5+ Ke8 6.Re4+ Re7
7.Qc8+ Kf7 8.Se5+ Rxe5 9.Bh5+ Rxh5#. Remarkable splitting in two variants (WS),
Remarkable that a change of Black’s second move should lead to two different lines of play
(CCF).
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C0481 Robert J. Bales Jr.
Broadview, IL
w________w

[wdwdwdw4]
[dwdwdw0n]
[wdwdw0Pi]
[dwdwdrdp]
[wdwdwdPI]
[dwdwdwdB]
[wdwdndPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser-s#11
(5+8)
C0484 Ian Shanahan

Australia
________w
[wdwdkdwd]
[)w)rdwdw]
[wdwdw4Pd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[)wdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------ser-s=24
(5+3)
w
C0487 Tibor Érsek

Hungary
________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdp4w]
[wdwdPdwd]
[0wdwIwdB]
[wdwdQdr0]
[dwdwdwdw]
[N)w0wdpd]
[dwgkdn$b]
w--------w
ser-h=14
(7+11)

C0482 Robert J. Bales Jr.
& Radovan M. Tomašević
USA/Serbia

________w
[wdKdwdwd]
[dpdwdw)w]
[wdkdwdwd]
[dwdwdPdw]
[wdwdpdb0]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdPdw)]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser-s#26
C(5+5)
C0485 Ian Shanahan

Australia
W________w
[wdwdkdwd]
[)rdwdwdw]
[wdwdw4Pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[PdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[PdPdwdwd]
[dbdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser-s=35
C(6+4)
C0488 Arno Tüngler

Germany
________w
[BHkdwdwg]
[dwdwdwhw]
[RdP)Pdwd]
[)RdNdwdw]
[w)wdwGwd]
[dwIw!Pdw]
[wdw)Pdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser-hx116
(16+3)

C0483 Geoff Foster

Australia
________w
[wdwdbINd]
[dwdw)w)P]
[wdwdPdP)]
[dwdwGwdw]
[wdwdw)wi]
[dwdwdwdn]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
ser-s=19
C(10+3)
C0486 Robert J. Bales Jr.

Broadviw, IL
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdRd]
[dwdwIw0p]
[wdwdwdp0]
[dwdwdwdk]
w--------w
ser-h#5 b) Kh1→h2 (2+5)

C0489 Arno Tüngler

Germany
________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dw0pdwdw]
[wdk1pdwd]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdwdngr0]
[dw0pdpdr]
[wdw)w)wd]
[dwdwdKhb]
w--------w
ser-!=119
C(3+16)
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C0490 Ladislav Packa
Slovakia
ded. to Valery Liskovets
w________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdw0wdp]
[w)pdwdw1]
[0pdkdwdw]
[wdndwdw0]
[dw0whwdw]
[Pdb)wdrg]
[dwdwdwdK]
w--------w
legal-pser-h#4 C- (5+14)
2 solutions

C0491 Valery Liskovets
Belarus
________w

[wdwdwiwI]
[dwdwdw0P]
[wdwdwdbd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
legal-pser-h#7 C(2+3)

Q0259 Tibor Érsek
Hungary
________w

[KdwdBdwh]
[dw0w0rdw]
[wdwdripd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[w0wdpdwd]
[dw0wdw$b]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
w--------w
h=8
(4+12)

SG61 (January-March) Solutions – SERIES-MOVERS &
STALEMATES
Comments from: Author (A), Romuald Lazowski (RL), Wilfried Seehofer (WS), Jeremy
Morse (JM), C. C. Frankiss (CCF)

FAIRIES
Editor: Petko A. Petkov, Judge: A & B sections: Krasimir Gandev
We offer you 24 originals from our frequent contributors. In problems with two, three and
three-and-a-half moves (FA1282 - FA1289 and FB1293 - FB1297) the strategic themes and
ideas are dominant. The long movers, such as FA1290 and FB1300, show echo-mates. Pay
attention to the very difficult and interesting problems with neutral pieces: FB1304 and FB1305
(Zabunov theme with a fairy piece!) which demonstrate new ideas!
In FB1295 we use the traditional name "Andernach Grasshopper" (Py, 4,61 with symbol
AG) but in the new version (Py, 4,63) the name is changed to "Hurdle color changing
Grasshopper". (Such an effect can be demonstrated also with a Lion.)
One can use mainly two programs for checking: Popeye and WinChloe. In StrateGems we
use only English names and symbols of the pieces and conditions. Therefore, please send your
originals with English notation and names. It is important and helpful to inform me which
program was used for checking.
Corrections: in SG62: The problem FB1278 is eliminated as a double of FB1276. In the
definition of the Chinese Chameleon the right cycle of changes is: CAO-VAO-PAO-LEOCAO...The Cao is (1,2) Chinese Leaper. It is not a Mao that is (0,1 ; 1,1) Decomposed Leaper..
The Chinese Chameleon and the CAO are programmed only in WinChloe.
Definitions of Fairy Conditions and Pieces

C0458 (Raican) 20.Kxg4 41.Kxg1 63.Kxh3 86.Kxh1 109.Kxf3 110.Ke2 113.fxe6 115.e8S
116.Sxc7 117.Sa6 118.c7 119.cxd8Q 120.Qd3#. The record is reached, but the elements are
well known (WS), Neat finish to a familiar matrix. I guess it claims the length record for 17
men. The overall length record is 128 moves with 23 men (JM), Standard moves to 109 with a
good finale (CCF).
C0459 (Raican/Tüngler) 20.Kxg4 41.Kxg1 63.Kxh3 86.Kxh1 109.Kxf3 110.Ke2 113.fxe6
115.e8Q 116.Qa4+ Kxc5 x. Not as good a finale as C0458 (CCF).
C0460 (Tüngler) 8.Ka6 10.Ra3 12.Ka4 14.Rb5 22.Kxf7 26.Kxg5 36.Ka4 38.Ra7 40.Ka6
42.Rb5 51.Kxg1 60.Ka6 62.Ra3 64.Ka4 78.Kxh3 79.Kxh4 90.Ka4 92.Ra7 94.Ka6 96.Rb5
106.Kxh1 116.Ka6 118.Ra3 120.Ka4 122.Rb5 134.Kxf3 136.Kxe5 138.Kxg7 141.Kxd4
142.Kxe3 143.Kxd3 144.Kc4 a1~=Z. Much better than the other series-movers!! (WS), Clever
use of a gate mechanism to add moves to the solution. Otherwise it follows the mechanism used
in C0458 and C9459 (CCF).
C0461 (Bales) a) 1.gh 2.h1S 4.Sxf5 5.Sg7 7.Kg8 8.Se6 Bxe6#; b) 2.gxh3 3.hxg2 4.g1R 5.Rg7
7.Kg8 8.Rg2 Rxg2#. Nice twins with Zilahi theme (WS), Promoted units are sacrificed in both
lines. Good twinning (CCF).
C0462 (Bales) 3.Ke6 4-6.Rxe3-e5-xh5 9.Kg8 10.Rh8 Rag3#. A lovely problem (RL), Nice to
look at, but straightforward to solve (JM), Simple shielding problem (CCF).
C0463 (Bales) 4.Ka8 5-10.Rb8-b5-xc5-xd5-b5-b8 Ra5#. Elegant (RL), A variant of C0462
(JM), The bR opens lines for the wR to the a-file (CCF).
C0464 (Novomesky) 1.a4 2.axb3 3.b2 5.Sd2 6.b3 7.Ra4 8.b4 9.Bb5 10.Ra8 11-17.Ka7-a6-a5a4-a3-a2-b1 18.Ra1 19.Rca8 20.Raa2 22.Qa3 23.Ba4 24.b5 25.Ba5 26.b6 Kxd2=. Neat
composition (RL), Not difficult once one sees that to get 11 Black pieces into the box, the apawn must get on the b-file (JM), Excellent play along the a-file (CCF).
C0465 (Tüngler) a) 19.Kxg4 39.Kxg1 60.Kxh3 82.Kxh1 104.Kxf3 105.Kxe4 106.Kxd3
112.Kc5 113.b4 114.b3!=; b) ….113.b4!=.
Q0255 (Érsek) 1.Kf4 Bxe4 2.Kg5 Bxd5 3.Kg6 Sg3 4.Bh6 Rg4+ 5.Sg5 Bxa2 6.Bc6 Bb1+ 7.Rc2
Ra6=. B-Rundlauf + 3 pins (A).

Alfil - (2,2) Leaper
Andernach Grasshopper(AG) - Like a normal Grasshopper but it changes the color of the
piece it jumps over.
Anti-Circe (Standard “Calvet Type”) - See SG61.
Antelope - 3:4 leaper.
Bishophopper - Moves like a Grasshopper but only on Bishop lines.
Circe - See SG61.
Dragon - Knight + Pawn (only Knight on the first and last rank).
Edgehog - See SG61, Equihopper (English EQ) - See SG61, Grasshopper - See SG61.
Help self (compel) mate - See SG61, Isardam - See SG61, Kangaroo - See SG61.
KoBul King - See SG61, LEO - See SG61, Lion - See SG61, Locust - See SG61.
Marine Knight - moves as Knight provided the destination square is vacant, but captures
an enemy on (1,2) by leaping to (2,4) – which again must be vacant.
Maximummer - See SG62.
Mirror Circe - Captures are as in Circe, but the captured unit is reborn as if it were of the
opposite color. For example: a white Bishop captured on ‘h1’ is reborn on ‘c8’ as a white
Bishop since the c8-square is the rebirth square of the Bishop of opposite color (black Bishop).
NAO - See SG61, Neutral piece - See SG-61, PAO - See SG61.
Parry series-mover(Pser) - Alters the standard series-mover rules. The series side may give a
check during the series. When checked, the idle side must immediately parry the threat. Parry
moves can be helpful or defensive, depending on the genre. After a check-and-parry, the series
side continues the series.
PWC - See SG61, Series-mover (ser.) - See SG61.
Siren - Plays as a Queen but captures only as a Locust.
Symmetrical-Circe - A unit is reborn on the square vertically opposite its "normal" Circe
rebirth square.
Take & Make - See SG61.
Vogtländer Chess - When white King is attacked, it is Black who is considered to be in check,
and vice versa. Mate is given by placing one’s King under the attack of the enemy pieces, such
that the attack cannot be relived on the subsequent turn.
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FA1282 Chris Feather
England
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdp0]
[dw$rGwiw]
[wdwdw0wd]
[dwdwHwdw]
w--------w
h#2 b) a1=a2 (wKa8) (4+5)
Symmetryical-Circe
FA1285 S.K.Balasubramanian

& Vlaicu Crisan, India/Romania
W________w
[wdrdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdwi]
[IwdwGwdp]
[wdwdw$w)]
[dqdwdwdw]
[wdwdwgwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
hs#2½ 2 solutions (4+7)
Isardam

FA1288 Gabor Tar
Hungary
dedicated to Zholt Tar
W________w

[wdwdwdw!]
[dwdp)pdr]
[wdwhwIwg]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdkd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdPdNd]
[dwdwdwdn]
w--------w
hs#3 2 solutions
(5+8)
Circe

FA1291 Paul Raican

Romania
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dPdwdwdw]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdwdwdw$]
[dPdwHwdw]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dwdwdwdq]
w--------w
1w Pser - h=6
(6+2)
b) wQb7, Vogtländer Chess
Take & Make

FA1283 Chris Feather
England
W________w

[wdwdwgw1]
[drdwdwdw]
[bdwdNdB0]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwiwd]
[dwdwdp0n]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dQdwdwdK]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions
(4+10)
Isardam

FA1286 Vito Rallo

Italy
W________w
[wiwdwdwd]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwdwhwdw]
[w0wdKdwd]
[dNdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Gwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2½ 2 solutions (3+5)
Kobul Kings

FA1289 S.K.Balasubramanian

& Pierre Tritten, India/France
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwIwdwdw]
[bdwdwdpd]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdwdwdP)]
[dw0w0wdp]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dwiwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3½ b) bRa6
(4+7)
Take & Make

FB1292 Julia Vysotska

Latvia
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Ndwdwdwd]
[dwdwdw)w]
[wdw)w1pd]
[dwdKdkdw]
[wdwdN0pd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#2
2 solutions (5+5)
qSiren, NMarine Knight

FA1284 Pierre Tritten
France
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdndpdPd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Rdwdw0wd]
[dkGwgwdK]
[w1NhPdwd]
[dwdbdw4w]
w--------w
h#2 4 solutions
(6+10)
Take & Make

FA1287 Gabor Tar

Hungary
W________w
[wdwgwdwd]
[dw0wGrdw]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwiwd]
[dwdrdwdw]
[wdw)Bdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3
(4+6)
a) Circe, b) Mirror Circe

FA1290 Václav Kotěšovec

Czech Republic
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wiwdw!wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
[w1wdw$wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
hs#4½ 3 solutions (3+2)
bK in check

FB1293 Mario Parrinello

Italy
W________w
[wdw$wdwd]
[)wdqdwdP]
[wdwdndwd]
[dpdwdwdK]
[wdkdwdpd]
[dwdwdq4w]
[wdwGwdwd]
[dwdwdwdb]
w--------w
h#2 2 solutions (5+8)
qEdgehog

FB1294 Michael Barth
Germany
W________w

FB1295 Vito Rallo
Italy
W________w

b/c/d) EQb4f6/b6/f4
rREquihopper, rRPao

QAndernach Grasshopper

[wdRdRdrd]
[4wdwdwdw]
[rdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[p$wdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdPiPdb0]
[dBdrdwdK]
w--------w
hs#2 Anti-Circe
(7+8)
FB1297 Valerio Agostini

& Antonio Garofalo, Italy
W________w
[wGqdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
[wdQdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdpd]
[dwdp0kdw]
[wdQ0wdwd]
[dwdwdwIw]
w--------w
h#2½ 2 solutions (5+6)
QGrasshopper, QKangaroo
FB1300 Václav Kotěšovec

Czech Republic
W________w
[wdqdwdwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
[wdqdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdBdwd]
[dwdwdwdq]
w--------w
ser.h#14 3 solutions (2+4)
qGrasshopper, BAlfil, PWC
FB1303 Václav Kotěšovec

Czech Republic
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdqdwdwd]
[dwdp0wdw]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dwdwdw!w]
[wdwIndwd]
[dwdwdwdq]
w--------w
ser.h#54
Maxi
(2+6)
qQGrasshoppers

[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdbdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdndw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[dwdwiwdw]
w--------w
h#3 2 solutions
(2+3)
FB1298 Mario Parrinello

Italy
W________w
[wdwHwIwH]
[dwdwdbdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)n)w]
[wdwdw0wd]
[$w4wdkdw]
[wdw0p0p0]
[$wdwdwdw]
w--------w
hs#4 2 solutions (7+1
NNAO
FB1301 Chris Feather

England
W________w
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
[wdwdw!wd]
[dwdwdkdw]
w--------w
ser.h#17 b) Kf8g7 (3+1)
PWC, QDragon

FB1304 Franz Pachl

Germany
W________w
[wdwdwhwd]
[dqdwdwdw]
[wdw1rdrd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwhndkd]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Iwdwdwdw]
w--------w
h#3½ b) Ph3h4 (1+4+5)
rEquihopper
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FB1296 Valerio Agostini
Italy
W________w

[wIwdwdwd]
[dwdwdQdw]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdb]
[wdwiwdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[Qdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdQHw]
w--------w
h#2½ 2 solutions (5+4)
QLeo, QLion
FB1299 Václav Kotěšovec

Czech Republic
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[GwdwdwdB]
[wdKdwdwd]
[iwGwdwdw]
w--------w
h#14
(5+1)
BBishophopper
FB1302 Wilfried Seehofer

Germany
W________w
[Ndw0wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dndwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdKdk]
w--------w
ser.h#43
(2+4)
PWC, nAntelope

FB1305 Diyan Kostadinov

Bulgaria
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIndw]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w!wdQ!wG]
[$wdQdq)k]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
hs#3½ b) LOe4g4 (8+3+1)
RKangaroo, QLeo
qQLocust, QGrasshopper
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SG61 (January-March) Solutions – FAIRIES
Comments from: Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Hans Nieuwhart (HN), Romuald Lazowski (RL),
Radovan Tomasevic (RT), Wilfried Seehofer (WS), David Moulton (DM), C. C. Frankiss
(CCF)
FA1222 (Kopyl) 1.Sxe5(Ba8)+ Rxh6(Be3)+ 2.Bxh6(Rb7)+ Rxb4(e3). Only two moves, but
very difficult (WS), All-capturing solution that’s not easy to solve (CCF).
FA1223 (Feather) 1.Ra4 Ke2 2.Ke4+ Kd3#, 1.Ra5 Sf8 2.Ke5+ Kf4#, 1.Kxd6 Ke4 2.Ke6+ Kf5#.
The bK needs a bodyguard to replace the wK in the mating net. Good fairy effect shown three
times (LB), Hard to believe that king contacts are possible in this difficult condition (WS), Very
strange mates indeed (CCF).
FA1224 (Balasubramanian) a) 1.rKg3 Sxa4 - a3 2.Rd2 Sxb5 - f1(brK=rB)#; b) 1.Ke4! bxc3-c2
2.Bd4 cxb3-d3 (brK=rR). Good strategy (CCF).
FA1225 (Feather) 1.Qg5 Kxb2(Re1) 2.Qc1+ axb8=Q#; 1…axb8=R+ 2.Qxb8(Rd8) Rd7 3.Re2
Ra7#. Curious Isardam strategy (CCF).
FA1226 (Rallo) 1…Sdb3 2.Qd3+ Kxc5(Kf2) 3.Kd1 Sxd3(Se3)#, 1…Kxc5(Kb6) 2.Kb2 Ka5
3.Ka3 Sxf1(Sc4)#. Good echo-mate (RL), Enjoyable problem (CCF).
FA1227 (Mikitovics) 1.Qe8 Rb5 2.Sb6 cxb6(Pb2)+ 3.Ka4 b3#, 1.Kb3 Bg7 2.Sc3 Ra4 3.Qe8
dxc3(Pc2)#. A bB on b5 produces the cook 1.Kb2. Quite nice (WS).
FA1228 (Mlinka) 1.g8=bS Se7=wB 2.Bxa3=R d1=wQ 3.Ra2=bQ[+bKb1]+ Ka1[+wKc1]#;
1.g8=bB Be6=wR 2.Rxe5=Q b1=wQ 3.Qxc3=S[+bKd1]+ Ke1[+wKc1]#.
FA1229 (Rallo) a) 1.Sh3 Ke1 2.Kg2 Bg3 3.Kg1 f3 4.Qd2+ Kxd2#; b) 1.Kxf4 Rh8 2.Sf3 Bg1
3.Kg3 Rh4 4.Qf2+ Bxf2#. Well constructed helpselfmate (CCF).
FA1230 (Kirtley) 1.Qa4! (zz) 1... Kd3 2.Qxf4 Kc3 3.Ke4 Kc4 4.Rc7 (wKbK)+ Rxc7
(wKbK) #; 1... fxg3 2.R7xg3 Kd3 3.Qc6 R~ 4.Qe4 (wKbK)+ Bxe4 (wWbK) #. My first
swapping Kings problem. Quite imaginative play (CCF).
FA1231 (Müller) Try: 1…Kb4? 2.Kf2 Ra5 3.Ke1 Re5 4. Sf2 Ba5 5.Qc4# Bxc4!! (not
5…Qxc4#); 1…Kb5 2.Kh3 Ba5 3.Kh4 Be1 4.Kh5 Ra5 5.Qb6+ Kxb6#. Black builds up a
battery and a pin-mate at the end. A hard nut (WS).
FA1232 (Harris) a) 1.Kf2(+wg2) g4=bP 2.h1=wQ Qa8=bQ 3.Kf3(+wPf2) Kb4(+bPb3)
4.Kf4(+wPf3) Kxc5(+bPb4) 5.Qc8=wQ Qxg4#; b)1.h1=wS Sf2=bS 2.Se4=wS (+wPf2)
Sxc5(+bPe4) 3.Kf3(+wPg2) Sxe4(+bPc5) 4.Kf4(+wPf3) Sg3=bS(+bPe4) 5.Sf5 =wS(+wPg3)
Sh4=bS(+bPf5)#.
FA1233 (Rimkus) 1.Kxf1 2.g1S 3.Bxf3 4.Kg2[+wuSf1] 5.Kh1 6.Bg2[+wuPf3] 7.c1Q+ Kxc1
8.Se2#. The bS makes its only available move (CCF).
FA1234 (Rimkus) 1.Kb5-c6 Ke4-d3 2.b7-b5 e2-e4 3.b5-b4 e4-e5 4.b4-b3 e5-e6 5.b3-b2 e6-e7
6.Kc6-d7 e7-e8=Q+ 7.Kd7xe8 Kd3-c2 8.b2-b1=Q+ Kc2xb1 ==. Good symmetry in miniature
(RL), Nice demonstration of the condition with only four men (WS), Neither King can move as
that would activate a Queen that cannot be captured (CCF).
FA1235 (Raican) 1.Kg3 2.Kh4 3.Kh5 4.Kg6 5.Kg7 6.Kf8 7.Ke8 8.Kd8 9.Kc710.Kb6 11.Kc5
12.Kc4 13.Bb3 14.Ba2 15.Bab1 16.Kc5 17.Kb6 18.Kc7 19.Kd8 20.Ke8 21.Kf8 22.Kg7 23.Kg6
24.Kh5 25.Kh4 26.Kg3 27.Kf2 28.Kxe1 [+wRa1] 29.Kd1 30.Kxc1 31.Kd1 32.c1B 33.Bxe3
[+wPe2] 34.Bf4 [+wPf2] 35.Bg5 [+wPg2] 36.Bxh6 [+wSg1] 37.Bc1 38.Bxe4 [+wRh1] 39.Bg2
40.Bf1 Sf3 =. One of the best series-movers in this issue. Bravo, Paul. The solution is really
amazing (WS), Very well constructed series with interesting play (CCF).
FB1236 (Guttman) 1.Kd7? b1EQ+!; 1.Ke7? a1EQ+ !; 1.Kc7? c1EQ+! 1.Rc7? EQxd6!; 1.Rd7?
EQf6!; 1.Re7? EQh6!; 1.Rf7! (2.Gg #) 1...Gxb5 2.Gxb5 #. Attractive Equihopper repelling is
shown in pre-key play (LB), There are too many pieces on the board. It makes the position
illegal. (5 White pawns and 4 promotions. Blacks pawn-construction cost 6 captures) (HN), A
bit disappointing with only one variant (WS), Interest is in the various tries (CCF).

FB1237 (Argirakopoulos) a) 1.Kxf3(Ke1) LIh1 2.Rhe2 Bg1#; b) 1.Kxd5(Ka5) LIa8 2.b4
Sxc8(Sa7)#; c) 1.Kxd4(Kg1) LIa1 2.Rbf2 RLd1#. Lion mates from each corner (other than h8)
with the three other White units acting as hurdles. Well constructed problem (CCF).
FB1238 (Rallo) a)1.Sd7 Ge8 2.Sxf4(B) Se6‡#; b)1.Sxf4(B) Se6 2.Sd7 Ge8‡#. Cyclical play by
both White and Black (CCF).
FB1239 (Balasubramanian) a) 1.Sxa7 (wrK=rLB) rLBxc7-d8 (brK=rLB) 2.rLBxg5-f6
(wrLB=rK) RLxd6-e6 (brLB=rLR)#; b) 1.Bxa6 (wrK=rLR)+ rLRxb3-b2(brK=rLR) 2.rLRxg2f2 (wrLR=rK)+ LBxd4-e3 (brLR=rLB)#. A plethora of fairy effects, especially after the mating
move and in failed tries (LB), More of a logic problem than a chess problem (CCF).
FB1240 (Balasubramanian) a) 1.rLBxe7-f8 [wrK=rLR] rLRxa7-a8 [brLB=rK] 2.rKf7 rLRxg8h8 [brK=rLR] #; b) 1.rLRxe6-f6 [wrK=rLB] rLBxb4-c3 [brLR=rK] 2.rKf7 + rLBxg7-h8
[brK=rLB] #. Same comment as FB1239 (CCF).
FB1241 (Lyons) 1.Qa7! (zz), 1…Gd4 2.Sg5=, 1…Ge5 2.Sd2=, 1…Gf3 2.Sc5=. Can one
compose a complete Knight wheel using this matrix? (CCF).
FB1242 (Agostini/Garofalo) 1.GNxe4 LEh4 2.AGe5 GNxf1#, 1.GNb7 LEd7 2.Ke4 Bxb7#,
1.GNxf4 LEe6 2.AGg5 GNd3#, 1.GNf6 LExg7 2.Kxf4 Rxf6#. Moves by Black Gnu match
moves by White Leo. Well composed (CCF).
FB1243 (Agostini/Garofalo) a) 1.Nc7 Qf1 2.g5 Bc3#; b) 1.Nb7 Bh4 2.Bf5 Qa1#. The
Nightriders close lines while White pins the other Nightrider in both lines (CCF).
FB1244 (Gadjanski) a) 1.Nc8 Qh1 2.Bxh1-b1 Nxa6-a7+ 3.Rd6+ Nxd6-d3#; b) 1.Ne2 Qd8
2.Rxd8-b6 Nxa5-a7+ 3.Be4+ Nxe4-c6#. One of my favorites, thank you Borislav (WS),
Remarkably detailed problem with both mating Black units pinned in the final problem (CCF).
FB1245 (Vysotska) a) 1…c4 2.NAb3 KALb2 3.f6 KALh8 4.NAf5 Kg7#; b) 1…Kh6 2.NAb6
KALb5 3.f5 KALh5 4.NAf4 Kg5#.
FB1246 (Solja) 1…Kg6 2.Gh7 Gh6 3.Ghh5 Kf6 4.Gh7 Gh8#; 1…Ke5 2.Gd6 Gc6 3.Gf4 Kf6
4.Gb7 Ga8#. Good use of the Grasshoppers (RL), Mates from both corners (CCF).
FB1247 (Crisan) 1...LEc3 2.Bxc3 [brK=rLE] VAxc3 [wrK=rB] 3.Rc6 rLE+ 4.Rxc3
[brLE=rVA]+ LEc6#, 1...LEb6 2.Rxb6 [brK=rLE] PAxb6 [wrK=rR] 3.Bd4 rLEe4+ 4.Bxb6
[brLE=rPA]+ LEd4#. Complex changes of royal pieces (CCF).
FB1248 (Novomeski) a) 1.EAc6 Kc2 2.Kc4 EAb3 3.EAd4 EAe3 4.EAac5 EAc3#, b) 1.EAe4
Kd2 2.Kd4 EAc5 3.EAc2 EA5c3 4.EAcd5 EAd3#; c)1.EAf3 EAg3 2.EAd4 EAe3 3.EAac5
EAe4+ 4.EAdd6 EAd4#; d)1.Kd6 Kc3 2.EAd2 EAb4 3.EAe6 Kd4 4.EAad7 EAd5#; e)1.Ke6
Ke4 2.EAe5 EAd5+ 3.EAf6 EAg5 4.EAae7 EAe5#. Nice Eagles play in miniature (RL), A
series of chameleon mates with an anti-battery mating move in each case. I suspect a computer
created problem (CCF).
FB1249 (Lörinc) 1…ELc7#; 1.d5 ELe4 2.Rb7 ELd4 3.ELa6+ ELc4+ 4.Rb6 ELb5#, 1.c5 ELa7
2.Rb7 ELd5 3.Rc7 ELhd6+ 4.Rd8 ELa4#. Complete changes to the set play, hard to solve
(WS).
FB1250 (Feather) a) 1.Nf2 2.Nxh1(f2) 3.Ne7 4.Nc8 5.Nxf2(Qc8) 6.Nxc8(Qf2) Qd2#; b)1.Ne7
2.Nxh1(e7) 3.Nf2 4.Nc8 5.Nxe7(Qc8) 6.Nxc8(Qe7) Qb4#; c)1.EQb7 2.EQxh1(b7) 3.EQc6
4.EQc8 5.EQxb7(Qc8) 6.EQxc8(Qb7) Qb4#; d) 1.EQd5 2.EQxh1(d5) 3.EQg2 4.EQg8
5.EQxd5(Qg8) 6.EQa5 Qb3‡#. d) is the best of this quartet (WS), Neat play with Nightriders
and Edgehogs ending up on their diagram square (CCF).
FB1251 (Kotěšovec) 1.Kd2 Kd1 2.Ke1 Ke2 3.Qe3+ Kf3 4.Ge2+ Kg4 5.Qd2 Kh4 6.Gh3 Kg3
7.Kf1 Kh2 8.Qe1 Kg1#, 1.Kc2+ Kb2 2.Qg5 Kb3 3.Ga2+ Kc3 4.Gf5 Kd3 5.Qf6 Ke4 6.Gd3
Ke3 7.Kb1 Kd2 8.Qa1 Kc1#, 1.Qf6 Kd2 2.Gg6 Ke3 3.Qf4+ Kf3 4.Gc2 Kg3 5.Qc1 Kg4 6.Gf3
Kg3 7.Kd2 Kf2 8.Kd1 Ke1#. Remarkable problem! (RT).
FB1252 (Kotěšovec) 1.Ke4 2.KAh1 3.KAd5 4.Kd3 5.KAd6 6.KAd2 7.Ke4 8.KAh1 9.Kf4
10.KAg511.Kg412.KAg1 13.Kf4 14.Ke3 15.Ke2 16.Kd1 17.KAc1 Kf1=, 1.Kc5 2.KAc6 3.Kd5
4.KAh1 5.Kc4 6.Kb3 7.KAa4 8.Ka3 9.KAa2 10.Kb3 11.KAd1 12.Kc3 13.Kd2 14.KAe2
15.Ke1 16.KAh2 17.KAd2 Kg1=. Interesting Kangaroo play (RL), Only Alybadix and Popeye
can solve this (WS), Final stalemate position not easy to find (CCF).
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FB1253 (Tritten) 1.(2,5)Nh7 2.(2,5)Nf2 3.(2,5)Na4 4.(2,5)Nf6 5.(2,5)Nxa8(Sf6) 6.(2,5)Nc3
7.(2,5)Nh5 8.(2,5)Nc7 9.(2,5)Na2 10.(2,5)Nf4 11.(2,5)Na6 12.(2,5)Nc1 13.(2,5)Nh3
14.(2,5)Nc5 15.(2,5)Nh7 16.(2,5)Nf2 17.(2,5)Nd7 18.(2,5)Nb2 19.(2,5)Ng4 20.(2,5)Nb6
21.(2,5)Nd1 22.(2,5)Nxf6(Sd1) Sf2#, 1.(2,5)Nh3 2.(2,5)Nc1 3.(2,5)Na6 4.(2,5)Nf4 5.(2,5)Na2
6.(2,5)Nc7 7.(2,5)Nh5 8.(2,5)Nc3 9.(2,5)Nxa8(Sc3) 10.(2,5)Nf6 11.(2,5)Na4 12.(2,5)Nf2
13.(2,5)Nh7 14.(2,5)Nc5 15.(2,5)Nh3 16.(2,5)Nc1 17.(2,5)Na6 18.(2,5)Nf4 19.(2,5)Na2
20.(2,5)Nc7 21.(2,5)Nh5 22.(2,5)Nxc3(Sh5) Sg3#. The Korsar has to work very hard! Mate on
two different squares. Pierre is an expert on fairy problems (WS), Those Leapers are pretty
unwieldy (DM), Very cumbersome creatures 2,5 leapers (CCF).
FB1254 (Formanek) 1.Gd1 Ge1 2.Gh5 Ge6+ 3.Gf5! =; 1…Gh6+ 2.Gh5 Gc6 3.Gf5+ Ge6=. An
interesting problem-study (RL), Simple (CCF).
FB1255 (Solja) a) 1.nVAxh8 nMAf4+ 2.nMAe5 Kb5 3.nMAf6 nMAf7#; b) 1.nPAe7 nMAxb4
2.nPAe3 nMAe5+ 3.nNAf4 nVAxf4#. Complex and difficult play (CCF).
FB1256 (Lörinc) 1.e1=Qn Qne4+ 2.Kxe4(Kb4) d4(Qne5) 3.Kc3 dxe5(Bnh8)#, 1.dxe2(e4)
Ke7(d2) 2.d1=Qn Qnd5 3.Kf3 exd5(Bna8)#. Difficult for a four-unit problem (CCF).
FB1257 (Feather) 1.e1nB Kd7 2.nBg3 hxg3(nQb8;nBh2) 3.nBg3 nBxb8(nBa8;nQg3)#, 1.Kg1
e4 2.h1nB nBxe4(nne3;nQh1)+ 3.Kxh1(Ka8;nQg1) nBxg1(nBh1;nQn3)#.
FB1258 (Petkov) 1…Rng1 2.Rb6 Gnh1+ 3.Gnf1 Rnb5 4.Ra6+ Gnxa6#, 1…Rnf1 2.Rb5 Gng1+
3.Gne1 Rnb4 4.Ra5+ Gnxa5#, 1…Rne1 2.Rb4 Gnf1+ 3.Gnd1 Rnb3 4.Ra4+ Gnxa4#. Good
ideal echo (RL), Three chameleon mates, well composed (CCF).
FB1259 (Gruhsko) 1.nPxf3=nS 2.nKc6 [+nSe3] 3.nSxd4=nB 4.nKc7 [+nPd5] 5.nSxd5=nB
6.nKb8 [+nPc6] 7.nBxc6=nR 8.nKa8 [+nPb6] 9.nRxb6=nQ10.nBc5=nS [+nPa7] nSb7=nP#.
FB1260 (Gruhsko) 1.nPc5 nPb3 2.Sxb3=B [+nPf1] nPc4 3.nPf2 nPxb3=nS [+wBg8]
4.Bxb3=R [+nSh1] nSxf2=nB [+nPf8] 5.Re3=B nBxe3=nR [+wBh8] 6.Be5=S nPf5 7.Sg4=P
nPxg4=nS [+wPg8] 8.nSxe3=nB [+nRc1] nBxc1=nR [+nRh8] 9.nRc4=nB nRxg8=nQ [+wPd8]
10.nBxg8=nR [+nQh1][+nKh8]+ nRg3=nB[+wKh2]#. Too difficult for a human solver (CCF).
Julia’s Faries MARINE TT 2013. Rules: Problems with main thematic play of Marine pieces in 3
sections: 1. H# (H=, H==) problems in 2-4 moves, 2. HS# (H=, H==) problems in 2-4 moves, 3. Series H#
(H=, H==, all types Pser and Phser problems) in N moves but with possibility of computer test. Either
solo-play or different combinations between the following Marine pieces are allowed: Siren, Triton,
Nereid, Poseidon, Marine Knight, Marine Pawn, Marine MAO (Scylla), Marine MOA (Charybdis). Neutral,
half-neutral pieces are allowed. Other fairy pieces implemented in Popeye and WinChloe are allowed,
provided that the main accent is on the play of Marine pieces mentioned above. Fairy conditions are not
allowed. Computer tested problems only! Please mention the program and version used for testing!
Judge: IGM Petko A. Petkov – International Judge of FIDE. Due date: Sep., 30th, 2013.

RETROS AND PROOF GAMES

R0207 Andrey Frolkin
Ukraine
w________w

R0208 Andrey Frolkin &
Joaquim Crusats, Ukraine/Spain
w________w

[wdNdwdwd] [niqgwdwd]
[hN)Pdw0w] [dn$R0wdw]
[b4k0wdw0] [r!r0pdKd]
[$p0pdwdw] [gr0wdwdw]
[BdwdwdwI] [w0pdPdwd]
[4Pdwdwdw] [dwdw)wdw]
[Pdw)p0wd] [w)wdwdPd]
[dwdwdwdw] [dwGwdBdw]
w--------w
Add two pieces on e8 & f8 (10+13) w--------w
-8 & #1 (Proca) (10+15)
and release the position

P0356 Daniel Novomesky

Slovakia
w________w
[wdb1kgnd]
[0w0pdpdp]
[wdwdpdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdw)wdw]
[wdP)w)Pd]
[dNGQIBHw]
w--------w
PG 10 2 solutions (11+11)
P0359 Olli Heimo

Finland
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdw)k]
[wdPdP)w)]
[dw0w0p0p]
[Pdw)wdwd]
[1wdwdwdw]
[p!w0Ndw)]
[dNGwdRIw]
w--------w
PG 25
(14+10)

P0357 Andrey Frolkin &

Kostas Prentos, Ukraine/USA
w________w
[whb1wgn4]
[dw0pdw0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdkdw]
[wdwdwdp4]
[)pdwdwdw]
[w)P)wdP)]
[dNGQIBHR]
w--------w
PG 16½
(13+14)

P0360 Yoav Ben-Zvi

Israel
w________w
[whkdwdwd]
[dwdphp0p]
[p0wdpdr1]
[db0wdwgw]
[wGPdwdRd]
[IP$wdN)P]
[PdN)P)Qd]
[4Bdwdwdw]
w--------w
PG 26
(16+16)
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R0209 Thierry Le Gleuher
France
w________w

[wgwdwdwh]
[dw0p0pdB]
[w0wdwdpd]
[dpdwdw0w]
[bdwdwdPd]
[dPdwdw)w]
[P4P)P)RG]
[Hw4kdK$n]
w--------w
Draw by repetition in (14+15)
1 single move. Who?

P0358 Henryk Grudzinski &

Kostas Prentos, Poland/USA
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[0pdn0pdr]
[wdk0whw0]
[dwdwdbdw]
[wdwgr0qd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[P)PdPdPd]
[$NGQIBHR]
w--------w
PG 18½
(13+15)
P0361 Silvio Baier

Germany
w________w
[wdwgwhw4]
[1w0bdw0n]
[w0pdwdwd]
[dK0wdwdk]
[wdw4wdwd]
[dw)wdw)N]
[B)P!wdPd]
[$NGwdw$w]
w--------w
PG 32
(13+13)

Editor: Kostas Prentos
Judges: Retros: Thomas Brand, Proof Games: Thomas Brand
Three difficult problems comprise this summer’s retro section. The NW cage in R0207 can be
released only by retracting e6xd7. The authors of R0208 offer us a nice logical Proca retractor
without fairy conditions. The main plan is to force the uncapture of a white Knight on e6, but
the immediate Kf5 fails because Black uncaptures a different white piece. In R0209, there are a
few candidate moves which satisfy the stipulation; however, only one can do it in such a way
that the game is not drawn by the 50-move rule, before the triple repetition can be
accomplished.
Usually, our solvers find the proof games fairly easy to solve; this time, most of the six
originals, including the short ones, may prove harder than usual to crack. Please note that P0356
has two solutions and that two of the proof games, P0358 and P0360, are not fully computer
tested. (P0360 is after Soltsien & Schmitz, Die Schwalbe 1960.)

SG61 (January-March) Solutions – RETROS & PROOF GAMES
Comments from:
Frankiss (CCF)

Author (A), Ladislav Belcsak (LB), Radovan Tomasevic (RT), C. C.

R0201 (Wenda) Retract: 1.Kd1xPe2(+wKe1)! [Not immediately 1.Bg3xQb8(+wBc1)? Bc1g5+!. Also 1.Kf1xPe2(+wKe1)? e3-e2+ 2.Bg3xQb8(+wBc1) fails due to forward defense:
2…Qa8-b8+ & 1….Qa6/f3/g2#] e3-e2+ 2.Bg3xQb8(+wBc1)! [Not 2.Bh2/e5xQb8(+wBc1)?,
because in the forward play: 1.fxg5(+wPg2)+ would not be mate: 1…Rxg2(+bRa8) saves
Black. Also, not: 2.Bg3xRb8(+wBc1)? Ra8-b8+ 2.Ke1-d1 c2xXb1R(+bRa8)!] Qa8-b8+
3.Ke1-d1 Qh8-a8+ 4.Ke8xSe7(+wKe1) [4.Ke8xBf7(+wKe1)? Bg8-f7+ & 1….Be6#! - forward
defense] Sg8-e7+ 5.f4-f5 & 1.fxg5(+wPg2)#. This problem features forward defense (A).
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R0202 (Frolkin/Crusats) Black’s balance: 11 + 4 (hxg, gxf, fxe, cxd) + 1 (bPa was captured on
its file) = 16. White’s balance: 14 + 2 (e7xd6, bxc>c1) = 16. There is no time to release the cage
with …c2-c1B, …b3xc2 and c2xd3: e.g., R: -1...Bc3-f6? -2.d4-d5 Bd2-c3 -3.??. Retract:
1…Be7-f6! 2.c4xSd5! [Not: 2.c4xQd5? because the need to shield the wK against check with
Se1 before Qc1, forces a tempo loss and retro-stalemate after the wK’s retraction to d1(d2).
Likewise, 2.d4-d5? Bf8-e7 3.c3xSd4 e7xSd6 leads to retro-opposition; as a result, the wS is left
on the wrong square (e1) when b3xRc2 is played] 2…Bf8-e7 3.c3-c4 e7xSd6 4.Sb5-d6 Sb6-d5
5.Sa3-b5 Sc4-b6 6.Sc2xPa3 Sa5-c4 7.Se1-c2 Sb3-a5 8.Sg2-e1 Sc1-b3 9.Se1-g2 c2-c1S
10.Sg2-e1 b3xRc2 11.Rc1-c2 b4-b3 12.Rf1-c1 b5-b4 13.Rf2-f1 a4-a3 14.Kf1-g1 a5-a4
15.Ke1-f1 a6-a5 16.Kd1(d2)-e1 a7-a6 17.Se1-g2, etc. Loss of tempo, due to the need for
shielding in a retro try featuring a promotion (A), There is no time pressure while everybody
has a Knight, so White uncaptures on d5 instead of the natural d4. Quite tricky (LB), One of the
better problems of the "Release the position" type. At first I thought it was about promoting the
Q in the field f1. After, I thought it was a misprint. Then on the field c2 take the wS. Finally,
after taking the wR on c2 - promotion of the Q on the field c1. Excellent problem (RT).
R0203 (Crusats/Frolkin) Four wPs promoted to Rooks on b8 (after a6xb7), on e8 (after f6xe7),
and twice on h8 (requiring wPgxh); the three captures close Black's balance. White's strategy
consists in exhausting his moves and forcing Black to uncapture the only missing white piece,
in order to avoid retro-stalemate for White. Retract : 1.Kd1-e1 ~ 2.Kc2-d1 ~ 3.Rd1-a1 ~
4.Kc1-b1 5.0-0-0 [The King and Rook are back, but they are immobilized] 6.Qd1-b3 7.c2-c3
8.Bb2-d4 9.Bc1-b2 10.b2-b4 11.Rh4-a4 12.Rh8-h4 13.h7-h8R 14.h6-h7 15.h5-h6 16.h4-h5
17.Rh5-c5 18.Rh8-h5 19.h7-h8R 20.h6-h7 21.h5-h6 ~ 22.g4xPh5 Ra6/Qb8-a7 [If
22…Q/RxSa7, then 23.Sb5-a7+ & 1.Sxd6#] 23.g2-g4 [If the wPh4 retracts further, the original
wRh1 will never be able to return to h1. Uncapturing the bP on h6 or h7, would trap the white
Rooks in the black cage] Ra7xSa6 [23…Qa7xSb8?? does not prevent the retro-stalemate]
24.Sc5-a6 & 1.Sxb6#. Tries: Retracting 0-0, e.g. Retract: 1.Kf2 2.Bg2 3.Rf1 4.Kg1 5.0-0
6.Bf1 7.Qd1… 24.g2-g4 25.h2-h4 Ra7xSa6 26.Sc5-a6 & 1.Sxb6#, is two moves too slow.
Trying to use the triple repetition rule to White’s advantage: Retract: 1.Kf2 2.Bg2 3.Rh1 4.Rh8
5.Ra1 6.R(a)h1 7.h8R… 11.h2-h4 12.Rh5 13.Rh8 14.h8R… 18.g3xPh4 19.Bf1 20.g2-g3
21.Kg3 h4+ and eventually 25...R/QxSa7 26.Sb5+ & 1.Sxd6#, is two moves too slow. Finally,
Retract: 1.Bg2 2.Rf5 3.Rf1 4.Kd1 5.Kc1 6.Rd1 7.R(1)a2 8.0-0-0 9.Qc2 10.Qc1 11.Be4 12.Bc2
13.Bd1 14.Rc2 15.R(4)a3 16.Rb3 17.R(3)b1 18.b3-b4 19.Bc5 Qa7 20.Ba3 Qb8 21.Bb4 Qa7
22.Ba3 Qb8 23.Bb2 Ra7!! [23…Qa7?? inevitably leads to triple repetition with 24.Ba3, and
23…QxSa7? does not save Black] 24.Ba3 Ra6xSa7! [Forced, as 24…Ra6-a7?? is illegal, on
account of triple repetition] 25.Sb5-a7+ and 1.Sxd6#, is one move too slow. “SPG-like” Proca
(A).
P0347 (Heinonen) 1.h4 b5 2.Rh3 b4 3.Ra3 b3 4.c4 bxa2 5.Qb3 h5 6.Qb6 Rh6 7.b4 Rg6 8.Bb2
Rg5 9.hxg5 h4 10.Be5 h3 11.Sc3 h2 12.0-0-0 a1S 13.g4 Sc2 14.Ra1 Se3 15.dxe3 h1R 16.Rd6
Rh7 17.Rh6 Rh8 18.Rh1. White's Rooks change places. Black's "Home-base" with a Rook's
tempo move. Black's "Frolkin" by a Knight, and "Phoenix-theme" by a Rook (A), Pronkin
promotion to S and Phoenix promotion to R with switchback by the wRs. Nice wasting move
16...Rh7! (CCF).
P0348 (Monsky) 1.d4 Sh6 2.Bxh6 g5 3.d5 Bg7 4.Qd4 0-0 5.Qxa7 Bxb2 6.Bxf8 Bh8! 7.Sc3
Qxf8 8.Rd1 Qh6 9.Rd3 Qxh2 10.Rh3 Kf8 11.f3 Ke8 12.Kf2 Qxg1+ 13.Kg3 Qe3 14.Kg4 Qd2
15.Qe3 Ra4+ 16.Kxg5 Rd4 17.Kh6 Bg7+ 18.Kxh7 Bf8 The bK and bB make room for their
Queen, and then they return home. Excellent composition, as difficult as the editor suggested.
The solver is lost for a long time, not giving up on the quite obvious (but wrong) promotion of
one of the bPs (LB), Difficult problem to solve due in part to the nine captures in the course of
play (CCF).
P0349 (Baier) 1.a4 c5 2.a5 c4 3.a6 c3 4.axb7 a5 5.d4 a4 6.Qd3 a3 7.Sd2 a2 8.Rb1 a1S 9.b4 Sb3
10.cxb3 c2 11.Ba3 c1S 12.Qg3 Sd3+ 13.exd3 e5 14.Be2 e4 15.Bg4 e3 16.f3 e2 17.Kf2 e1R
18.h4 Re4 19.Bh3 Rg4 20.fxg4 f5 21.Sgf3 f4 22.Sh2 f3 23.Ke3 f2 24.Rbg1 f1R 25.Ke2 Rf5
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26.Ke1 Rh5 27.gxh5 In collaboration with Michael Barth, Silvio subsequently published two
more problems with the same matrix in Die Schwalbe II/2013: See P1265502 and P1265503 in
PDB (http://www.softdecc.de/pdb/index.jsp). The Ceriani/Frolkin combination rrss has already
been shown in P1185297. Here there is a minimum of total captures and an additional 4-move
Rundlauf of the wK. Solving could be more difficult than usual due to the Rundlauf and the
sequence Ra1-b1-g1 (A), Four Pronkin promotions, two to S and two to R. Very neatly
composed (CCF).
nNnNnNnN

Small is beautiful!
Sébastien LUCE (I.M. for practical play)
Most of the problems published have many pieces. It is possible, however, to develop ideas with
much less material. In this article, I present combinations of material with only two
(orthodox) Kings and two pieces in Circe (without other fairy conditions). I have divided
the problems into three parts:
I) Directs (with orthodox pieces)
II) A) (h#n), B) (h=n)
III) Fairies A) (#n), B) (h#n) (without neutral pieces and with neutral pieces) C) (h=n), D)
(h==n)
No.1 Jean-Marc Loustau
3rd Commendation
No.2 Hans Peter Rehm No.3 Sébastien Luce
No.4 Vlaicu Crisan
Springaren 1979
Phénix 2005
Rex Multiplex 1983
Original
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwI]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdKdk]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwiwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dK!wdw4w]
[dwdwdwdn]
[dbdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdRd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdQIwdR]
[dkdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdR]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
Circe
(3+1)
#6

Circe

(2+2) #6

Circe

(2+2) #7

Circe

(2+2)

I) Directs (with orthodox pieces)
The first example, No.1, is simple butit presents a very important subject in Circe: the “autoprotection” of the mating Queen. Solution: 1.0-0+!, 1…Ke3 2.Qd3#, 1…Kg3 2.Qg4#, 1…Ke4
2.Qd4#, 1…Ke5 2.Qd5#, 1…Kg5 2.Qh5#.
In No.2, White struggles against the black Rook. Solution: 1.Qf3! (zz), 1…Rh3 2.Qg3 Ka1
3.Kc2 (4.Qa3#) Rh2+ 4.Qg2 Ka2 5.Rc3+ Rxg2(Qd1)/Kb1,Ka1/Ka3 6.Qa1/Qb2/Qa8#,
(4…Rh7/Rh6,Rh5,Rh4,Rh3 5.Qg1+,Qg7+,Qa8+,Qh1+,Qf1+/Qg1+,Qa8+,Qh1+,Qf1+), 1…Ka1
2.Kc2 [3.Qa3#] Rg2+ 3.Qf2 Rh2 4.Qg2 Ka2 5.Kc3+ Rxg2(Qd1)/Kb1,Ka1/Ka3
6.Qa1/Qb2/Qa8#, (4…Rh7/Rh6,Rh5,Rh4,Rh3 5.Qg1+,Qg7+,Qa8+,Qh1+,Qf1+/Qg1+,Qa8+,
Qh1+,Qf1+)
If No.3 were a normal chess game there would be a draw, but here there is a mate in 6! Solution:
1.Rg7!, 1…Kh4 2.Rg4+ Kh5 3.Rh4+ Kxh4(Ra1) 4.Ra3 Sg5 (or somewhere else) 5.Rh3+
Sxh3(Rh1) 6.Rxh3(Sg8)#.
In No.4, with Rook and Bishop, we have a pretty example of “ four corners”. The Rook is
reborn many times. Solution: 1.Kg6+! Kg8 2.Rh8+ Kxh8(Ra1) 3.Ra8+ Bg8 4.Rxg8(Bc8)+
Kxg8(Rh1) 5.Rh8+ Kxh8(Ra1) 6.Ra8 (7.Rxc8#).
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No.7 Dirk Borst &
No.5 Michael Schwalbach No.6 Hansjörg Schiegl Bo Lindgren
No.8 Sébastien Luce
Probleemblad 1997 W________w
Die Schwalbe 1978 W________w
feenschach 1969
Original
W________w
W________w

[Rdwdw4kd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwiwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwGKdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdw0wdw]
[wdwdwdKd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdw)wdwd]
[wdwdKdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Pdwdwdwd]
[wdpdwdwI]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdkdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#8

Circe

(2+2) h#6

Circe

(3+1) h#5 2 sols. Circe (2+2) h#6½

Circe

(2+2)

No.5 is the longest moremover. Solution: 1.Re8! Rxe8(Rh1) 2.Rh8+ Kxh8(Ra1) 3.Kf7 Re7+
4.Kxe7 Kg7 5.Ra6 Kg8 6.Kf6 Kh8 7.Kg6 Kg8 8.Ra8#
II) A) h#n
No.6 with two white pieces. Solution: 1.Ke2 a4 2.Kd3 a5 3.Kc4 a6 4.Kb5 a7 5.Ka6 a8 R+
6.Kb7 Ra7#.
The “auto protection” strategy of the mating piece is used again in No.7. Solution: 1.c1R d5
2.Rc6 dxc6(Ra8) 3.Rb8 c7+ 4.Kd7 c8Q+ 5.Kxc8(Qd1) Qd7#, 1.c1B d5 2.Bg5 d6 3.Be7
dxe7(Bf8)+ 4.Kd7 e8Q+ 5.Kxe8(Qd1) Qd7#.
No.8. Knight against Pawn. This has not been explored before. Solution: 1…Sf4 2.e5 Kf3
3.exf4(Sg1) Se2 4.Kh1 Sg3+ 5.fxg3(Sg1) Sh3 6.g2 Kg3 7.g1S Sf2#.
No.9 Alain Bienabe

No.10 Michel Caillaud

No.11 Ilkka Saren

No.12 Alain Bienabe

Original
Original
Problemkiste 1996
Problemkiste 1996
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[kdwdwdwd]
[wdwHwdwd]
[wdwdwIwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwIwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dNdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[wdw)wdwd]
[wdwdKdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwGwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdndwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[kdKdwdwd]
[wdwdwdw0]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dkdwdwdw]
[1wdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#7½
Circe
(2+2)
h=3 2 sols. Circe (2+2) h=7

Circe

(2+2) #10
Circe
(2+2)
NGnu, qGrasshopper

No.9 is the longest helpmate. The rebirth of the black Pawn on h7 is the key point. Solution:
1…Kd3 2.Kb3 Ke4 3.Kc4 Kf5 4.Kd5 Kg6 5.Ke6 Kxh6(h7) 6.Kf7 Kg5 7.Kg8 Kf6 8.Kh8 Kf7#.
B) h=n
With two Pawns, the AUW was realized many time. No.10 is an example. Solution: 1.h1B d7
2.Bc6 Kxc6(Bc8) 3.Ka7 dxc8Q=, 1.h1R d7 2.Rh6 d8S 3.Rc6+ Sxc6=.
No.11 is the longest h=. Solution: 1.Kc2 Kxd5(Sg8) 2.Kd3 Ke6 3.Ke4 Kf7 4.Kf5 Kxg8 5.Kg6
Kf8 6.Kh7 Se6 7.Kh8 Sg5=.
III) Fairies
A) Directs (#n)
There are almost no examples of direct fairy moremovers in the Winchloe database. I found a
good combination in #9 with a Gnu and a Grasshopper. Alain Bienabe composed a tenmover,
No.12, with the same material. Difficult to beat! Note that a Gnu alone cannot mate the King!
Solution: 1.Kf7! Kh7 2.GNe6+ Kh6 3.Kf6 Gg7 4.GNxg7(Gg1) Gg8 5.GNf4 Kh7 6.GNe2 Kh6
7.GNg3+ Kh7 8.GNf5 Kh8 9.Kg6 Gg5 10.GNe7#.
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No.13 Manfred Nieroba No.14 Teppo Mantta
No.15 Sébastien Luce
No.16 Sébastien Luce
Problemkiste
2002
Problemkiste
2001
Original
Original
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdw0wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwIwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdQd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdRdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdK1wiw]
[wdwdwdw)]
[Qdwdwdwd]
[wdwiwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdk]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Qdwdwdwd]
[wdwIwdwd]
[Qdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 b) Ph4g4 (3+1)
h#5
Circe
(3+1)
h#2 2 sols. Circe (2+2) h#3 2 sols. Circe (2+2)
Circe, PBerolina Pawn

QLocust, pBerolina

QLocust, qLion

B) Helpmates (h#n) without neutral pieces

The first two examples are with white pieces. No.13. Solution: a) 1.Kxh4(h2) Rh5+
2.Kxh5(Rh1) g3#, b) 1.Kxg4(g2) Rg5+ 2.Kh4 h3#.
No.14. Two white Grasshoppers cannot mate in an orthodox direct mate. In Circe, it is possible!
Solution: 1.Kb1 Kb4 2.Kxa2(Ga8) Kc3 3.Ka1 Kc2 4.Ka2 Ga3+ 5.Ka1 Ga2#.
Here it is done with black and white pieces.
In No.15, the white Locust is very useful to paralyze or to mate the King. Strangely enough,
No.15 is new material. It is possible to combine the Locust with all types of Pawns or pieces.
Solution: 1.Kc5 Kc3 2.d6 LOxd6-c6(d7)#, 1.Ke5 Ke3 2.f6 LOxf6-e6(f7)#. Echo vertical.
No.16 shows an echo mirror diagonal. Solution: 1.Kg4 Ke4 2.LIe2 LOxe2-f2(LIe1) 3.LIg3
LOxg3-h4(LIg1)#, 1.Kg6 Kxe5(LIe1) 2.LIe6 Kf4 3.Kf6 LOxe6-f7(LIe1)#.
No.17 Sébastien Luce

No.18 Sébastien Luce

QLocust

h#5½ 2 sols. Circe (2+2)
NCamel, qlocust
qLocust

No.19 Chris Feather

No.20 Chris Feather

Original
Fairings 2009
Original
Broodings 2006
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w
[wdwdwdwI]
[kdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdkd]
[KdwdwdwH]
[wgwdwdwd]
[wdwIwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdBdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdqdw]
[wGwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwi]
[wdwdwdwd]
[1wdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdq]
[dwdwdKdw]
[dwdw!wdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
(2+2)
h#3½ 2 sols. Circe (2+2)
h#7 Circe
(2+2) h#7½ Circe
BFairy Bishop
bBishop-Locust

No.17 shows ideal mates in echo. Solution: 1…Ke5 2.Qf2 LOxf2-g3(Qd8) 3.Qc7+ Ke6 4.Kd8
LOxc7-b8#, 1…Kc5 2.Qc3+ LOxc3-b4(Qd8) 3.Qe7+ Kc6 4.Kd8 LOxe7-f8#.
No.18 utilizes a black Locust to show echo mirror diagonal/mutual captures. Solution: 1…Bf6
2.Kf7 Kh7 3.LOxf6-g7(Bc1) Kh6 4.Kg8 Bb2 5.Kh8 Bxg7(LOg1)+ 6.LOxg7-g8(Bc1) Bb2#,
1…Kg8 2.LOxb2-c3(Bc1) Kf8 3.Kh7 Bf4 4.Kh8 Bg3 5.LOxg3-h3(Bc1) Bh6 6.LOxh6-h7(Bc1)
Bb2#.
In No.19, the Camel is used to counter the Locust’s check at the end. Solution: 1.LOxh6h7(CAh8) CAe7 2.LOxe7-d7(CAe8) CAd5 3.LOxd5-d4(CAd8) CAg7 4.LOxg7-h8(CAg8) Kb6
5.LOxg8-f8(CAg8) CAf5 6.LOxf5-f4(CAf8) CAc7 7.LOxc7-b8(CAc8)+ CAb5#.
No.20 is the longest h#n. (The “fairy Bishop” is considered a fairy piece. In Circe, after the
“fairy Bishop” is captured, it is reborn on its own file. (Example, captured on h1, reborn on h8.)
Solution: 1…BFh1 2.Kxh1(BFh8) BFd4 3.BLxd4-e3(BFd8) BFb6 4.BLxb6-a7(BFb8)
BFxa7(BLa1) 5.Kh2 BFd4 6.BLxd4-e5(BFd8) BFh4 7.Kh1 BFg3 8.BLxg3-h2(BFg8) Fd5#.
Helpmates (h#n) without neutral pieces
There can be many surprising effects because pieces change sides with each move.
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No.21 Michel Caillaud
No.22 Henry Tanner
No.23 Chris Feather
No.24 Chris Feather
1st Pr., Phénix 1990 W________w
Problemaz 2007
StrateGems 2004
Phénix 2003
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[kdwIwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdKd]
[wIw1wdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwIwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdkdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdw)Piwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w4wdPdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdw$wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[p)wdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#3 2 sols. Circe (1+1+2) h#5 2 sols. Circe (1+1+2) h#4 2 sols. Circe (1+1+2)
h#4 Circe
(1+2+1)
qLion

b) a1=h8

In No.21, using two neutral pawns, M. Caillaud realized a beautiful AUW with double check of
Rook and Bishop and then Queen and Knight. Solution: 1.b1=Bn Kf6 2.axb1=Rn(Bnf1) Rnb5
3.Ke8 Bnxb5(Rna8)#, 1.a1=Sn Kf5 2.bxa1=Qn(Sng1) Snf3 3.Qne5+ Snxe5(Qnd8)#.
No.22 shows another combination of promotions. Solution: 1.d3 Kf7 2.Kg5 dxe4(e7) 3.Kh6
e8=Rn 4.Rnxe4(e2) Rne3 5.e1=Qn Qnxe3(Rnh8)#, 1.Kg3 d5 2.dxe4(e2) Kf5 3.e1=Rn
Rnxe4(e7) 4.Rne1 e8=Qn 5.Kh4 Qnxe1(Rnh8)#.
In No23, with two neutral pieces, we have echo mates. Solution: 1.Kc4 Kc7 2.Kb5 Rne6 3.Ka6
Kc6+ 4.LInb6+ LInxe6(Rna8)#, 1.Kxd6(LInd8) LIna5 2.Kd7 LInc7 3.Kc8 Kc6 4.Rnc3+
LInxc3(Rnh8)#.
Here are some examples with one neutral and one black piece (not sufficiently explored so far).
No.24. Solution: a) 1.Rxe4(e2) Kc7 2.e1=Rn Rnb1 3.Rh4 Rnb6 4.Rh7+ Kxb6(Rnh8)#, b)
1.Rxd5(d2)+ Kf1 2.d1=Rn+ Rnxd5(Ra8) 3.Rg8 Rnd2 4.Rnf2+ Kxf2(Rnh8)#.
No.25 Vladimir Gurvich No.26 Sébastien Luce

No.27 Sébastien Luce

No.28 Václav Kotěšovec

Phénix 1990
Original
Original
6 Comm. feenschach ‘03
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwiw]
[dw0wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdndwdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwI]
[kdwdwdwd]
[wIwdwdwd]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dKdwdw!w]
[wdwdw)wd]
[wIwdwdwd]
[QdQdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwG]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdkdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h#3 2 sols. Circe (1+1+2)
h#8 Circe
(1+1+2)
h=3½ 2 sols. Circe (3+1)
h#5 Circe
(1+2+1)
ppBer. Pawns dopé

QLocust

th

QGrasshopper

In No.25 the neutral Pawn changes file twice. Solution: 1.Se7 e4 2.Sf5+ exf5(Sg8) 3.Se7 Kg5
4.Sg6 fxg6(Sg8) 5.Kh8 Kxg6(g7)#.
No.26 utilizes the Berolina Pawn “dopé” (doped): The Berolina Pawn is able to promote when
it moves on every square! Solution: 1.a5 bxb6 e.p.(Ra7) 2.Rb7 Kc3 3.Ka3 a7=Rn#, 1.b6 Kc2
2.Ka3 bxb6(Rb7) 3.Ka2 a7=Rn#.
In No.27, (the longest h#n) the black King goes on the first rank. The white King goes on the bfile to be mated in the center at the end! (Without the white King, C.Feather composed h#12
with a Locust on each side.) Solution: 1.Ke1 Kb5 2.Kf1 Kb6 3.Kg1 Kb7 4.LOnxc2-d2(LOnc8)+
Kxc8(LOnc1)+ 5.Kh2 Kd8 6.Kg3 Ke7 7.Kf3 Kf6 8.Ke4 LOnxd2-e3(LOnd1)#.
C) (h=n)
In No.28, the Grasshopper-Bishop battery is used to produce stalemates in echo. Solution:
1…Bg1 2.Kf4 Ge5 3.Ke4 Be3 4.Kd3 Ge2=, 1…Ga3 2.Kf3 Kc4 3.Ke3 Gf3 4.Ke4 Bf4=.

No.29 Sébastien Luce No.30 Sébastien Luce
No.31 Sébastien Luce
No.32 Sébastien Luce
Original
Original
Original
Original
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w
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[wdwdwiwI]
[wdwdkdwd]
[wdwIwdw0]
[wdwdkdwd]
[dwdwdwdQ]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwG]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[1wdwdwdw]
[dwdwdw!w]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwIwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdKdw!wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdpdwdwd]
[1wdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
h=10 Circe (1+1+2)
h==8
Circe
(2+2)
h=3
Circe
(2+2)
h==5½
Circe (2+2)w--------w
b) Qf4a2, QLocust

QLocust, qGrasshopperqLocust

QLocust,
pBerolina Pawn dopé

With a Locust, No.29 shows two minor-piece promotions. Solution: a) 1.c1R+ Kd5 2.Rc7
LOxc7-b8(Rh8)+ 3.Rf8 Ke6=, b) 1.c1B Kd5 2.Be3 Ke6 3.Ba7 LOxa7-a8(Bf8)=.
No.30 shows the longest h=n (with neutral Locust and Grasshopper). At the beginning, the
white King is in the right corner. At the end, the black King visit the left corner! Solution:
1.Ke8 Kg8 2.Kd8 Kf8 3.Kc8 Ke8 4.Kb8 Kd8 5.Ka7 Gna8 6.Kb6 Gne8 7.Kc6 Gnb5 8.Kb6
Gnb7 9.Ka7 Kc8 10.Ka8 LOnxb7-a7(Gnb1)=.
D) Double stalemates (h==n)
This field is unexplored but it is an interesting one in my opinion. There are only two examples.
No.31 is with the white Bishop and the black Locust. Solution: 1…Bf8 2.Kf7 Bb4 3.LOxb4c3(Bc1) Be3 4.Kg6 Bd4 5.Kh5 Kf5 6.LOxd4-e5(Bc1)+ Bg5==
No.32 is the longest, thus far, h==. Here again is the Berolina Pawn “dopé”! (able to promote
on every square). There is only one square where the Pawn can promote in order to allow a
well-known double stalemate. Did you guess it? Solution: 1.g7 Kc7 2.e5 LOxe5-d5(e7) 3.d6
Kb6 4.dxd5(LOd8) LOxd5-d4(d7) 5.b5 Ka5 6.a4 Kxa4(a7) 7.c5 Ka3 8.b4=LO LOxb4a4(LOb1)== The “key square” for the promotion was b4!
[Editor’s note: All originals from this article participate in StrateGems informal tourney for
fairies.]

Three Amigos – Part III
by Robert Lincoln
Black’s scrappy foot soldiers stand versus a WQ and WS partnership. My first four items have
them joined in close proximity. Two set mate beacons gleam in No.1 − 2.Qa5# and 2.Qg5#
convincingly whack 1…Kc5 and 1…Ke5. A madcap 1.Sb6+? obstructs so that 1…Kc5! is safe.
Ergo, 1.Qh4! (2.Qd4#) arrives to modify 1…Kc5 to 2.Qc4#. This same blow accounts for
1…e5 while 1…c5 shrivels to 2.Qe4#.
No.1 W.E.F. Fillery

No.2 A. Yakubets

No.3 E. Marinov

No.4 L. Makoronets

Can. Chess Chat 1982 W________w
Zmina 1982
Panorama 2003
Radyaiske slovo 1971
W________w
W________w
W________w
[Ndw!wdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[kdKdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[0pdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdp0pdwd]
[w0Kdwdwd]
[wdpdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdkdwdw]
[ipdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdw!wdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[pdwdwdwd]
[QHwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdKdwdw]
[dwdw!wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdw0p]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wHwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdKdw0]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdNdk]
w--------w
#2
(3+4)
#2
(3+4)w--------w
#2
(3+4)w--------w
#2
(3+4)w--------w
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No.2 shows prepared reactions against 1…Ka6 (or 1…b4) 2.Qxb6# and 1…a3 2.Qxa3#. The
big chore is to handle 1…Kb4! Five diverse ways of stopping that breakout come to naught.
1.Qd4? (zz) or 1.Sd3? (2.Qxb6#) would sanction 1…a3! 1.Qe7? (zz) or 1.Qa3? (zz) alter
1…b4 to 2.Qa7# and 2.Qxa4#. Both ideas miscarry on 1…Ka6! 1.Qc5? (zz) is flat out foolish
because of 1…bxc5! What then is left? 1.Sd1! (zz) slyly relieves the impasse by inserting
2.Qc3# upon 1…Kb4. Other conditions stay undisturbed.
A pert dance of tries invigorates No.3. The constant goal of (2.Qxb7#) is rudely rejected
after 1.Qa6? 1…bxa6!, 1.Qxc6? 1…bxc6!, and 1.Qb5? 1…cxb5! The tentative 1.Kc7? (zz)
nets 1…a5 2.Qxa5#, 1…b6 2.Qxc6#, and 1…c5 2.Qe8#, but 1…a6! or 1…b5! suffice. A
cautious 1.Sxc6? (2.Qxa7#) bests 1…bxc6 2.Qxc6#, but 1…a6! Finally, 1.Sa6! (2.Sc7#)
brings matters to a head where 2.Qxc6# takes care of 1…bxa6. Notice that ubiquitous 2.Qxc6#
got transferred thrice. Also, the hyperactive b-pawn performs a “pickaninny.”
Another cornered target occupies No.4. A reasonable 1.Se3? (2.Qa1#) gets disappointed by
1…g2! since a set 2.Qxh2# has vanished. However, reversing gears through 1.Qa1! (2.Se3#)
succeeds with 2.Sg3# now available for 1…g2.
No.7 V. Sokolov
No.6 R. Lincoln
Bron-MT 1993
No.8 R. Lincoln
Australian Chess
No.5 E. Palkoska
Commendation
Original
Libauer Zeitnung 1901 W________w
Problem Magazine 1997W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Ndwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[0wdwdwdw]
[dwdwdw!w]
[dwdpdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[QHwdwdwd]
[wdpipdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[k0wdpdwd]
[dpdwdwdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[dwdKdwdw]
[0wdwdwdw]
[w0wdwdwd]
[wdwdKdwd]
[wdw0pdwd]
[wdwdNdQd]
[dkdwIwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[!wdNiwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(3+4)
#2
(3+4)w--------w
#2
(3+4)
#2
(3+4)
These next five diagrams enclose two linked pawns along with a stray. I am continually thrilled
to discover quality miniatures as old as No.5. There’s a modern twist via one respectable try.
1.Qxb3? (2.Qd1#) picks off 1…Ka1 2.Qa2#, but 1…axb4! The decorous key is 1.Sa2! (zz)
which claims these victims: 1…bxa2 2.Qd1#. 1…Ka1 2.Sc3#, and 1…Kc2 2.Qe4#.
A threat is needed for No.6 in view of 1…b2! waltzing free. The specific tonic is 1.Sc7!
(2.Sb5#) changing an initial 1…c3 2.Qc5# to 2.Qd5#. Other defenses crumple in turn by
1…e3 2.Qxe3# and 1…Kc3 2.Qd2#.
Some wrongful essays are associated with No.7. 1.Qe5? (2.Qxe2#) lets 1…Kf1! scurry
away. 1.Qh8? (2.Qh1#) has a destructive 1…exd1Q! refute. 1.Qa7? (2.Qg1#) finds the right
vector, but 1…d4! Ultimately, 1.Qd4! (2.Qg1#) puts an end to all nonsense and corrals 1…Kf1
2.Qf2# and 1…Kxd1 2.Qa1#.
Despite an unfortunate flight-robbing start, No.8 does possess a few deceptive aspects.
1.Sd4? (zz) shuts that b3 trap door but interferes along the rank so that 1..b3! becomes feasible.
A humble 1.Sc1! (zz) keeps avenues clear for WQ to exploit a trio of “open gates.” 2.Qxe4#,
2.Qc6#, and 2.Qxa2# are poised to jump on 1…b3, 1…e3, and 1…a2 respectively.
An embedded 1…e3 2.Qd5# should be noted in No.9. 1.Sg4? (2.Qe5#) proves a shabby
effort after 1…d2! A casual 1.Sd7! (zz) merely waits out 1…b5 2.Qc5#, 1…e3 2.Qe5#, and
1…d2 2.Qxd2#.
An unusual form of separation accompanies No.10. Theme requirement in this tourney was
to reduce multiple threats into pairs (or triples). Here, 1.Se4! callously intrudes to menace
(2.Sg3, Sd2, Qf2#). Each little pawn nudge guards one of the choices, i. e. 1…g3 2.Sxg3,
Sd2#, 1…h4 2.Sd2, Qf2#, and 1…c3 2.Sg3, Qf2#.

No.10 A. Zuk
Dashkovski-JT 2011
No.11 R. Lincoln
No.12 E. Vladimirov
No.9 N. Bantush
Original
Stella Polaris 1974
2nd Commendation W________w
Shuramin-JT 2006
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[w0wdwHwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w!pdKdwd]
[wdpdwdKd]
[dwdwdw!w]
[dwHwdwdp]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwipdwd]
[wdpdwdpd]
[kdwdwHwd]
[wdpdk0Nd]
[dKdpdwdw]
[dwdw!wdw]
[0pdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdw!wdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdkdK]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(3+4)
(3+4)
(3+4) #2
#2
(3+4) #2
No.11 was fashioned to generate slightly different triplets in the virtual and actual phases.
1.Sd5? (2.Qa6 [A], Qb4 [B], Sc3 [C]#) gets allocated 1…a2 2.A/B, 1…b2 2.B/C, and 1…c5
2.A/C. Alas, 1…cxd5! is a very wet blanket. 1.Sd3! spawns (2.Qa6 [A], Qb4 [B], Sc5 [D]#)
instead. Cyclic pairs are listed 1…a2 2.A/B, 1…b2 2.B/D, and 1…c5 2.A/D.
The remaining selections have Black’s modest squad scattered about to exclude any adjacent
members. There’s trifling substance to justify No.12. A mediocre give-and-take 1.Qc3!
(2.Sf6#) drearily chases down 1…f3 2.Qxc4#, and 1…Kd5 2.Qe5#.
No.16 R. Lincoln
No.15 R. Lincoln
Still More Fun with
No.13 E. Bogdanov
No.14 M. Parkhomenko Fun with Chess
Chess Miniatures 2002
Mat-64 2000
Miniatures 1996
Chervony Styag 1983 W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdNd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Hwdwdwdw]
[Iwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdwdpd]
[pdwdwdwd]
[wdpdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwHwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[0kdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwip]
[w!wdwdwd]
[pipdwdwd]
[wdpdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdpipdw]
[dwdw!wdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdKdQdp]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdNdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdKdw]
[dKdwdwdw]
[!wdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#2
(3+4)
#2
(3+4)
#2
(3+4)
#2
(3+4)
The value of No.13 depends on whether one feels double threats are enough to formulate a
thematic pattern. 1.Se6! (2.Qf4, Qe1#) has the knocks occurring singly on 1…f2 2.Qf4#, and
1…g5 2.Qe1#. An original set 1…d2 2.Qe4# gets replaced by 2.Qd4#. This layout is roughly
comparable to No.9
There is considerable virtual action in the sprightly No.14. 1.Qb6+? seeks to bamboozle
1…Ka3 2.Qb2#, but 1…Kc3! escapes cleanly. 1.Kc2? (zz) grooms 1…a5 2.Qe7#, but 1…a3!
1.Ka2? (zz) has 1…a5 2.Qa3# in store, but 1…c3! At length, just plain 1.Kb2! (zz) serves well.
2.Qxa3# reappears on 1…a3+. An additional “direct return” capture, 2.Qxc3#, punishes 1…c3+.
The closing coup is 1…Ka5 2.Qc5#.
My earliest use of such material was probably in No.15. At the beginning, that nomadic
1…Kc5 will be caught 2.Qe5#. A reckless 1.Qe5+? collects 1…c5 2.Qe8#, but 1…Ka4! flies.
The more circumspect 1.Qc3? (zz) maintains that prepared mate and sandbags 1…a4 2.Qb4#.
Unhappily, 1…c5! has no follow-up this time. 1.Qd4! (zz) has answers for everything. 2.Qd7#
gains a new retort for 1…c5, while 2.Qb6# realizes a revised fate for 1…a4. 2.Sa3# slugs 1…c3
and the alternate flight 1…Ka4 is quashed 2.Qxc4#. This cheerful mosaic is a personal favorite.
A chapter in one of my books is titled “Peewee Pals.” Every specimen has this exact force.
No.16 is fondly remembered for that peculiar arrangement of h-file lackeys. A coherent 1.Ke4!
approaches to posit (2.Qg3#). The pawns are useful barricades which facilitate 1…Kg6 2.Qf6#
and 1…Kh4 2.Qf4#. That unlucky h5 fellow manages yet a fourth blocking maneuver through
1…h4 2.Qf5#.
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StrateGems 2011 Fairies Award
by Juraj Lörinc, FIDE Judge for Fairies
First, I would like to thank the editors of StrateGems for entrusting me with this judging task.
Besides judging the StrateGems Stalemates & Series-movers tourney in 2006, I was also judge
of the Fairies in 2001. I think it is interesting to compare my view regarding the present
competition and the one ten years ago. I wrote this then: "The level of the competition was very
good, as can be seen by a quick look at the Prizes. I'd like to point that there were few trivial
problems with no content, which witnesses to either good editor work and/or improving selfregulation of the authors. I missed some types of problems, e.g. longer direct mates or
strategically rich helpmates, On the other hand there were unusually good series-movers
present, thanks to many years of cultivating the genres of this family by StrateGems
contributors."
My characterization of the current tourney is different. The level of problems in the 2011
competition was just average. There were fewer prize and honorable mention entries having
originality and difficulty matched to a sufficiently high standard. On the other hand, it was
difficult to decide on commendations as there were many interesting ideas presented in a simple
form. It seems that there is currently a trend in the overall production of many fairy composers:
slight trivialization motivated by trying newer fairy elements so that the appearance of new
ones prevents deeper study of those already existing. I admit my presence among these culprits.
There are only a few composers who dedicate the time to wide research in limited fields, with
satisfying results.
Another sad consequence of the described trend is the strong shift into help-genres. The
majority of rntries are in the area of helpmates, helpselfmates and series helpmates. The direct
mates, selfmates and reflex mates are relatively scarce, even compared to the situation ten years
ago. Simply said, it is much easier to compose a correct, good help-problem than a correct,
good orthodox problem. Of course, excellence in any field is difficult to achieve.
I have decided to award 26 problems (out of 111), one less than in 2001. The number of
prizes and honorable mentions is lower, but there are more commendations. Also there are
many problems that were seriously considered for commendation, but they ultimately failed to
get through: F1011, F1015, F1022, F1023, F1031, F1035, F1039, F1043, F1044, F1046,
F1048, F1055, F1057, F1075, F1099, F1105, F1114, F1116. The considered problems are also
among the following with specific remarks:
F1010 – Although I am a fan of hybrids, content quality is missing here and it is not enough
compensated by quantity.
F1017 – Passive Bf4 in a) position.
F1027 – The awarded F1086 with a similar content is better.
F1028 – Two solutions include the same moves and unbalanced parry content.
F1033 – Stalemates to White, without the white king, are aimed at captures, leaving the
grasshoppers with no hurdles available.
F1045 – The existence of EX01 prevents an award being given.
F1049 – Rex Solus positions are a very specific sub-type of compositions. Here the solutions
1.AGa1 and 1.AGc1 are similar enough, but the solutions 1.AGc6 and 1.AGg3 appear to be
added artificially.
F1056 – 6 different fairy piece types from 4 different families are over the top for this strategic
content.
F1058 – The different length of solutions is a problem in this case. Sometimes a composer just
has bad luck.
F1060 – The single solution is not so interesting in spite of the final position. Perhaps it would
be possible to multiply the content – or even to show it in the direct mate problem with two or
more variations, given the extremely weak and manageable black material.
F1061 – The first white move is repeated four times, capturing promoted piece. The cyclic
Babson is easier to achieve than usual thanks to the cyclic property of Eiffel paralysis.

F1067 – I have no problem with the multiple mating moves in hs#, especially in zugzwang
critical positions, however, the economy of this black force is not satisfactory.
F1072 – Specific Pelle move mates but the overall strategy is meager.
F1073 – The main disadvantage of Annan Chess is that it requires quite heavy material for
interesting effects and sufficient control of movement possibilities. This Le Grand also suffers
from some orthodoxy of impression due to blocking / interference motifs known also from
orthodox #2.
F1080 – Although the super pawn moves are excelsiors of a kind, the effects forcing the move
order are known from a few problems like EX02 with multiple bishop promotions.
F1082 – The twinning mechanism, consisting in replacement of W/N/B piece of the same type
on the same square, usually yields problems with interesting interconnections between
solutions. Unfortunately, it does not happen in this case. There is basically the same mate.
F1083 – The s#2 in SAT allows very rich effects as is documented by this problem. For an
award, more unity or richer content would be required.
F1088 – It is important to realize the difference between relative and absolute hunters. Relative
ones depend on the side using them (like pawns). Absolute hunters are moving in the same
direction regardless of the moving side. Here, absolute variety is used, but the problemis solved
with relative variety (albeit dualistically).
F1096 – Chris Feather has published a whole series of problems containing set play with a
similar mechanism based on PWC and T&M. Among them, I liked EX03 the best.
F1102 – This problem has the most counterintuitive combination of fairy elements in the whole
set of competing compositions. I even had difficulties playing through the solutions.
F1111 – I have to mention this interesting echo (5,5) as I have a soft spot for Rex Solus
problems.
F1112 – See my comment to F1096.
F1117 – While two solutions with anti-battery mates show the specifics of geometry, the third
solution is banal. I'd rather remove it if possible.
And here are the winners:
2nd Prize
Ladislav Salai Jr.
1st Prize
3rd Prize
4th Prize
Franz Pachl
Juraj Brabec
& Michal Dragoun
Petko Petkov
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[whwdwdwd]
[wdwdndwd]
[wdQIqdwi]
[wdwdwdwd]
[1wdwdwdw]
[dwdndbdB]
[$wdwdqdw]
[dndp$wdw]
[whw0wdwd]
[N$K4pgpH]
[wdwdwGwd]
[wdwdwdph]
[dwdwdpiw]
[Gw0wdndw]
[dwdwdwdR]
[dwdwGw!b]
[wdwdwdwd]
[NdPdwHw0]
[wdpdwdwd]
[w0wdR)wd]
[dwdwdpdw]
[dw!wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dNdkdw0w]
[nhNdwIpd]
[w0p0Pdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[QGwdwdQd]
[dNdwdwdw]
[dbirdwdw]
[dqdwdwdw]
[dwIwdwdB]
w-------w-------w--------w
w-------h#2 Take&Make (1+8+4)
#3√√√
(11+16)
#2
(11+8) hs#3 b) Pc4d6 (5+5)
b/c) Pf5→g6/h3
nNNAOs, nNRAOs, BVAO,QLEOs, RPAOsTake & Make, BVAO
nNZebrarider,
QLEO,RPAO,qLocust
bBVAOs & rRPAOs
nNCamelrider & nNNs

1st Prize - (Franz Pachl - F1062) Take&Make is an incredibly dynamic fairy condition,
allowing difficult rearrangement of pieces in relatively short timeframes. As a consequence,
helpmates with Take&Make tend to be relatively short, and white material often must be
reduced considerably to avoid cooks. Franz Pachl produced, in 2011, a whole set of cyclic h#2
with T&M and neutral pieces. Besides F1062, I find EX04 the most interesting. Here the
neutral strategy is extraordinary: set up of neutral batteries by black moves (1st moves of firing
pieces to the same square, 2nd moves of bK to the battery line), while White makes long-range
guards using almost the whole board for nQ maneuvers and then the final ecto-battery mate by
double-check. I like the freshness of the bK’s mobility in the relatively open space.
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This formal theme is also unusual – a cycle of Black's 1st and White's second moves (possible
due to neutral pieces). I could not find any negative point (do you mind twinning?). Solution: a)
1.nZRe3 nQxb8-h6+ 2.Kg4 nCRxe3-h1#, b) 1.nCRe3 nQxb6-f4+ 2.Kh5 nNxe3-f6#, c) 1.nNe3
nQxa2-g6+ 2.Kh4 nZRxe3-f1#.
2nd Prize - (Ladislav Salai Jr. & Michal Dragoun - F1052) Another cyclic problem but very
different. The tries to the same square, with cycle of double threats, are refuted by cyclic guards
of the mating squares by moves to the same square. That is already a duel of cyclic antibatteries. In the solution White prepares tries by sacrifice key as three captures of Nao lead to
opening of still masked lines. In variations the cycle of double threats is thus completed by third
mates after opening the lines. This good strategy uses Chinese pieces well, but I have found two
negative points, motivating my choice of second place instead of first, for F1052. Besides the
obvious heaviness of position, there is a small difference in strategy: the defense 1...NAxh5
opens line of RAa4 masked by VAf6 (it is ok) as well as PAb6. The motif is unmatched in other
thematic variations). Solution: 1.PAb4? (2.Qxc2/Qxd2#) VAd4!, 1.NAb4? (2.Qxd2/Qxb2#]
RAd4!, 1.VAb4? (2.Qxb2/Qxc2#) PAd4!; 1.NAh5! (2.NAg3+ hxg3 3.NAxg3#), 1…NAxh5
2.PAb4 (3.Qxc2/Qxd2#) VAd4 3.Qxb2#, 1…gxh5 2.NAb4 (3.Qxd2/Qxb2#) RAd4 3.Qxc2#,
1…VAxh5 2.VAb4 (3.Qxb2/Qxc2#) PAd4 3.Qxd2#, 1…RAg3 2.VAb4 (3.Qxb2/Qxc2#)
RAxc3 3.VAa3#.
3rd Prize - (Juraj Brabec - F1050) The Ukrainian cycle (a.k.a. cyclic le Grand) is not a
particularly difficult theme among Cyclone themes. Although it contains three Dombrovskis
paradoxes, there are many existing examples. To receive the award, the problem has to show
something new. And here we get it. The mechanism of Dombrovskis paradoxes is unified.
(Captureless threat by Leo is defended by arrival on the threat square, but this in turn allows
mate by capture by other Leo – the same mechanism was proposed by the author for TT
Marianka 2012, where EX05 was the winner.) Moreover, there is additional motivation for
ruling out the third mate (note potential flights c4, e4 and e3). Solution: 1.PAd4? (2.LEg2d5#[A]) d5[a] 2.LEg5xd5#[B] (2.LEa2xd5+?[C] Kc4! but 1…Bf3!), 1.VAd4? (2.LEg5-d5#[B]),
1…d5[a] 2.LEa2xd5#[C] (2.LEg2xd5+? Kxe4! but 1…Sf5!); 1.Sd4! (2.LEa2-d5#[C]), 1…d5[a]
2.LEg2xd5#[A] (2.LEg5xd5+? Ke3! (1…b3 2.LEa3#)
4th Prize - (Petko Petkov - F1110) Slightly difficult combination of fairy elements
(Take&Make, Locust and Chinese pieces) is exploited in an excellent manner for a very unusual
effect. Corner moves of white PA/VA are necessary as two pieces have to be placed on the third
(wK) and the second (bLO) rank in what follows. Although replacements are often swift and far
in Take&Make, the specificity of the third moves is hard to beat. White gives double check by
royal battery and royal anti-battery and Black is able to parry it by Locust Take followed by
Make interference on the only square possible. It is important to realize that Locust is taboo in
Take&Make. Solution: a) 1.VAb2 LOxb2-d1 2.PAh1 Qd7+ 3.Kxd7-h3+ LOxc8-h2#; 1.PAb5
LOxb5-a6 2.VAa1 Qc7+ 3.Kxc7-c3+ LOxc8-b2#
Special H.M.

1st Honorable Mention

Super-Circe

b) Madrasi + Circe couscous
nNCamels, qQG’s

2nd Honorable Mention

3rd Honorable Mention

Valery Kopyl
Václav Kotěšovec
Torsten Linss
Andreas Thoma
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdndp]
[dwdwdwdw]
[Iwdw)wHw]
[dwdwdKdp]
[Kdw0Rdrd]
[wGwdwdwd]
[wHp0wHwh]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwGwdkgw]
[dw$wdwdK]
[dQ0wdPdw]
[dwdwdwdp]
[bdwdwdpd]
[wdw4wdwd]
[n4q!wiwG]
[wdPdwdw0]
[dwdndpdw]
[dwdwdkdw]
[dRdwgwhw]
[dwdwdwdp]
[wdwdqdwd]
[wdQdwdwd]
[b1ndq4Rd]
[wdwdwdw0]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdN]
[!B1wdnHn]
[dwdwdwdw]
w--------w
w-------w--------w
r#23
(5+2)
h#2 2 sols.
(3+11)w--------w
#2 a) Orthodox (14+18)
h=5
b) -Ph7
(2+7)
Circe

Special Honorable Mention - (Valery Kopyl - F1091) In my comment on the 1st Prize, I
mentioned the predisposition of Take&Make for cooks. It is even more true for Super-Circe.
Besides skill, it requires some luck in the choice of scheme and construction. Here two black
captures set up a white battery. White captures, on the other hand, result in blocks by reborn
pieces. The fine point is in the irreversibility of black rebirths as a knight reborn on the wrong
square would be able to defend double check by capture and rebirth of the firing piece on the
battery line. This problem would get a prize (and a high one) if there was not EX06 and other
similar problems from the Ukrainian championship. Solution: 1.Qxe6 [+wRa5] Bxd6 [+bPf4] +
2.Sxd6 [+wBb5] Bxd3 [+bSf6] #; 1.dxc5 [+wBc8] Rxg6 [+bRe5] + 2.hxg6 [+wRd7] Rxf7
[+bSe4]#
1st Honorable Mention - (Václav Kotěšovec F1024) This hybrid five-fold Lačný cycle has
quite unified strategy in both phases. In the orthodox phase, five white lines are opened (there
is additional dual avoidance motif of guarding g5 in 1...CAxd4 defense). In the "fairy" phase,
the lines are neutralized by Madrasi paralysis and guarding is obtained by Couscous Circere
births. The similar hybridization of Lačný cycle is known, earlier EX07 by Václav is
comparable – although it shows only fourfold Lačný cycle, the position is much more pleasant
(12 pieces less) and one additional formal theme is added (mates on the same square). The
differentiation of keys is a nice touch. Solution: a) 1.e8Q! (2.Qe4#), 1...Qxd4[a] 2.CAe7#[A],
1...cxd4[b] 2.Bg5#[B], 1...CAxd4[c] 2.Sfh5#[C], 1...Bxd4[d] 2.Sh3#[D], 1...Sxd4[e]
2.Sgh5#[E], (1...CAxf6 2.Bg5#, 1.e8R? Gxg1!), b) 1.e8R! (2.Re4#), 1...Qxd4 (Gd8)[ a]
2.Bg5#[B], 1...cxd4 (Gd7)[b] 2.Sfh5#[C], 1...CAxd4 (Gd1)[c] 2.Sh3#[D], 1...Bxd4 (Gf8)[d]
2.Sgh5#[E], 1...Sxd4 (Gb8)[e] 2.CAe7#[A]
2nd Honorable Mention - (Torsten Linss - F1047) Torsten has explained his table-bases
composing method in Marianka 2011. The important point is that the composer still has a long
way to go after obtaining a complete table-base. It is necessary to select what is worthy of
publication, not just correct positions. What do we have here? Besides taming relatively strong
White material (there are many reflex traps prepared for the White Queen), we can see
systematic movement of wQ and bK in which White wins tempi required for setting up the
position for the final blow. Note the triangular round trip of the wK. Solution: 1.Qf2+ Ke4
2.Qf5+ Ke3 3.Rc1 Ke2! 4.Qf2+ Kd3 5.Qc2+ Ke3 6.Kg5 Kf3 7.Qf2+ Ke4 8.Qf5+ Ke3 9.Kg6
Ke2! 10.Qf2+ Kd3 11.Qc2+ Ke3 12.Rg1 Kf3! 13.Qf2+ Ke4 14.Qf5+ Ke3 15.Rd1 Ke2 16.Qf1+
Ke3 17.Bc5 Ke4 18.Qf5+ Ke3 19.Kh5 Ke2 20.Qf1+ Ke3 21.Qd3+ Kf4 22.Bd6+ Rxd6 23.Kh4
Rh6#
3rd Honorable Mention - (Andreas Thoma - F1097) The best "popular" problem in the
competition instantly caught my eye by its column of black pawns. The Circe and the relatively
inflexible stipulation h=5 do not promise much action in the Kings & Pawns setting, but quite
the opposite is true. Two different black promotions on h1 are complemented by two white
bishop promotions on b8 and c8. There are fully functional rebirths and similar stalemate
positions with wB blocking the column of pawns. The members of the Bratislava chess
composition circle have characterized them as a chameleon echo when I showed them the
problem. (They liked it as well.) Solution: a) 1.h1R c5 2.Rb1 c6 3.Rb7+ cxb7 [+bRa8] 4.Ra2
b8B 5.Rh2 Bxh2=; b) 1.h1B c5 2.Ba8 c6 3.Bb7 cxb7 [+bBc8] 4.Kh7 bxc8B 5.Kh8 Bxh3
[+bPh7]=
4th Honorable Mention - (Peter Gvozdják - F1108) This four-fold Lačný cycle could be a
considerable achievement, but the assessment is due to the underlying mechanism. Here there
are eight black lion lines aimed at four squares important for white mates: f8-c2, g8-c4, h7-c2,
h6-c6, g4-c8, g4-c4, h1-c6 and f2-c8. Their important intersections are at d4, d5, d6, f5 (where
the defenses are played) e6 and e4 (where they are switched on/off by absence/presence of the
key rook). Switching of lines results in the cyclic shift of mates. Although the mechanism
seems to be original, the problem instantly reminded me of EX08 with many similar elements
(including the heaviness of position).
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Solution: Set: 1…RLdd6 (a) 2.LI×c6# (A), 1…RLd5 (b) 2.LIc4# (B), 1…RLd4(c) 2.Rb3# (C),
1…RLf5 (d )2.c8NL# (D); Try: 1.Re6~? [ thr. 2.LI×c6# (A), 2.LIc4# (B),2.Rb3# (C), 2.c8NL#
(D)] 1…RLd6 (a) 2.LIc4# (B), 2.Rb3# (C), 1…RLd5 (b) 2.Rb3# (C), 2.c8NL# (D), 1…RLd4
(c) 2.c8NL# (D), 2.LI×c6# (A), 1…RLf5 (d) 2.LI×c6# (A)), 2.LIc4# (B) but 1…BLb7!; 1.Re5!?
[ thr. 2.LI×c6#, 2.LIc4#, 2.Rb3#, 2.c8NL#] but 1…NLg6!; 1.Re4! [2.Sc5#] - 1…RLd6 (a)
2.c8NL# (D), 1…RLd5 (b) 2.LI×c6# (A), 1…RLd4 (c) 2.LIc4# (B), 1…RLf5 (d) 2.Rb3#(C)
4th Honorable Mention
6th Honorable Mention 7th Honorable Mention
Peter Gvozdjak
5th Honorable Mention
Václav Kotěšovec
Petko Petkov
Gilles Regniers
dedicated to P.A. PetkovW________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wdwdwdwd]
[w$wdKhbd]
[Bdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw)wgwdb]
[dRdpdwdw]
[dwdwdw0w]
[wdw1pdwd]
[N)pdRdw4]
[wdw0pdw0]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwhwiwdw]
[hPdwdwdr]
[dwdkdBdR]
[dwdwdwiw]
[wdB)pdKG]
[k)wdwdqd]
[wdw0wdwd]
[wdwdKdwG]
[dp)wHp0w]
[hw$wdwdw]
[dw0wdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdw4wd]
[PdQ)whwd]
[rdpdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwg]
[dwdQdwdw]
[hwdrdrdb]
[dwIbdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#3
Isardam (7+9)
h#2
2 sols. (5+10)
#2 qQLion (12+16)
h#3
3 sols.
(2+3)
nNightrider-Lion
bBishop-Lion,
rRRook-Lion

Take & Make,
Anti-Andernach
R=PAO, B=VAO

bBSparrows

5th Honorable Mention - (Petko Petkov - F1106) Strong echo diagonal-orthogonal with
intensive use of fairy elements. Double-checks on lines a8-d5 and h5-d5 forming obtuse angle
are specific for Take&Make. Also thanks to Anti-Andernach chess there are unusual exchanges
of functions Ra2-Bd1 (blocking – guarding c4) and PAb1-VAf5 (checking bK – captured by
White), further one normal Ba8-Rh5 (checking bK – captured by Black). Solution: 1.Be2=wB
PAb1=bPA+ 2.Rxa8-c6 VAxb1-b7#; 1.Ra4=wR VAh7=bVA+ 2.Bxh5-e5 PAxh7-f5#.
6th Honorable Mention - (Václav Kotěšovec - F1109) Classic threefold chameleon echo of the
checkmate specific for sparrow. The mates are not model, as squares above and under the
mating Sparrow are twice guarded, More positive, unusual features are the use of a black Pawn
outside the immediate field of bK and possibility of bSP (hurdle) to move, however in vain, to
the g-column. Also, it is relatively difficult to tame Sparrows (just like in nature) and to prevent
cooks. Solution: 1.g6 SPg3 2.Kh4 Kf4 3.SPh3 SPg4#; 1.Kh5 SPf3 2.SPg4 Kf5 3.SPh4 SPg5#;
III. 1.Kg4 SPh5 2.Kh3 Kf3 3.g5 SPg3#
7th Honorable Mention - (Gilles Regniers - F1040) I would like to see more compositions
with a similar strategy. Moving wQ off d-column unspikes Pd4 and thus checks bK, moreover
bQ has no way of spiking pawn again. It is possible to recreate spiking again after line closings
on d5, however the main point of white play is in sequential opening of (bent) lines d1-a4-d4
and d1-g1-d4. As the threat uses the third line d1-a1-d4, naturally I have thought about the last
available bent line d1-g4-d4. In the composer’s scheme, it is difficult to include in play- maybe
in another setting? Solution: 1.Be7! (2.Qa1+Qxd4 3.cxd4#), 1...b2 2.Bd5+Qxd5 3.Qa4# ,
1...Rb2 2.Sd5+ Qxd5 3.Qg1#
Commendation - (Dan Meinking - F1019) D-O echo with unexpectedly analogous play in two
positions. Solution: a) 1.e8B 2-3.Bf3 4.Bxg4 (+Pf3) 5-7.Bh1 8.Bxf3 (+Ph1=B) 9.Bg2 10.Bxh1
(+Bg2)x=, b) 1.e8R 2-3.Rh4 4.Rxf4 (+Ph4) 5-7.Rh1 8.Rxh4 (+Ph1=S) 9.Rh2 10.Rxh1
(+Sh2)xz.
Commendation - (Krasimir Gandev - F1026) Although there is some analogy in all lines,
solution starting 1.Rxc3 has more different elements – a partial ANI. Solution: 1.Bc4 DOe3
2.Be6 DOe7 3.Rd3 Ge5#, 1.Rxc3 DOd5 2.Rc6 DOb7 3.Gd4 Gd5#, 1.Rg3 DOd3 2.Rg6 DOh7
3.Bd3 Gf5#. 1...nRg3! 2.nQd3! c2 3.nQa3 + nRxa3# (not 1…Pc2? 2. nRg3 nQd3? and 3.nQa3
is impossible!), 1...nRg4! 2.nQe4! d3 3.nQa4+ nRxa4# (1…Pd3?), 1...nRg5! 2.nQf5! c4
3.nQa5+ nRxa5# (1…Pc4?)
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Commendation
Commendation
Commendation
Krasimir Gandev
Commendation
Petko A. Petkov
Lubos Kekely
Dan Meinking†
ded. to Franz Pachl
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[wiwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdw1]
[wdwdwdwd]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[0P0wdwdw]
[dw!wdwdw]
[dwdw)wdw]
[dw0wdwdq]
[wdwdPdw)]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[w4pdwdrd]
[dwdw)w$r]
[!wdw!QdQ]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdw0wdwd]
[wdwdkdwd]
[wdwdwdpd]
[wdw0wdwd]
[dwgwdwdw]
[dw)wdwdr]
[dwdwdwiw]
[dw0wdwdw]
[wdNdwdQ0]
[wdwdwIwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[kdw0wdpd]
[dwdwdwdK]
[dwdwdbdw]
[dwdwdwIw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------w--------w
w--------w
ser-!x=10 PWC (2+2)
h#3
3 sols.
(7+4)w--------w
hs# 2½ 3 sols. (1+8+3)
#3
SAT
(8+7)
b) Pg4f4

qQG’s, QDolphins

Disparate

Commendation - (Petko Petkov - F1032) Disparates offer irreversibility of neutral moves for
free. Here they are also used for the determination of move order. If only the fourth phase could
be like 1...nRh6 2.nQg6 p6~ etc. Solution: 1...nRg3! 2.nQd3! c2 3.nQa3 + nRxa3# (not 1…Pc2?
2. nRg3 nQd3? and 3.nQa3 is impossible!), 1...nRg4! 2.nQe4! d3 3.nQa4+ nRxa4# (1…Pd3?),
1...nRg5! 2.nQf5! c4 3.nQa5+ nRxa5# (1…Pc4?)
Commendation - (Ľuboš Kekely - F1041) Seven different second white moves with seven
different interference threats on the g2-b7 diagonal are supplemented by withdrawal mate by
wQ. I guess there are many hidden SAT gems. Solution: 1.e7! (2.e6~ 3.Rd5#), 1…Rxh6 2.Rg6~
3.Rc6#; 2…Rxg6+ 3.Qxh2#, 1…Rh4 2.Rg4~ 3.Re4#; 2…Rxg4+ 3.Qxh2#, 1…Rh3 2.Rg3~
3.Rf3#; 2…Rxg3+ 3.Qxh2#, 1…Be1 2.Sxe1~ 3.Sf3#, 1…d3 2.Se3~ 3.Sd5#, 1…Bd2 2.Sxd4~
3.Sf3/Sc6#.
Commendation

Commendation

Commendation

Commendation

qQGrasshoppers
qQKangaroos

qQGrasshoppers

Circe, rRook-Lion

Madrasi + PWC

Václav Kotěšovec
Mario Parrinello
Chris Feather
S.K. Balasubramanian
W________w
W________w
W________w
w________w
[wdBdwdQd]
[BdQdwdw1]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw$wd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[HwdqdQ0Q]
[dwdwdkdw]
[dwdwdpdw]
[wdpdwdwd]
[k1p!wdqd]
[q4wdwdwd]
[wdw4wdwg]
[0kdw1wdw]
[dw!qdQdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwIw)k]
[p)N1pdwd]
[wdw!whr0]
[wdwdwdKd]
[wdwdwdrd]
[)wdw)wdw]
[dwdqdwhQ]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wIw1w1wd]
[Rdwdwdw4]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwGwd]
[dQdwdwdw]
[dKdwGwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
w-------w-------w-------w--------w
#2 Madrasi (13+14)
h#2½ 4 sols. (1+1+2)
h#2
2 sols.
(4+5)
hs#3
2 sols.
(8+9)

Commendation - (Václav Kotěšovec - F1051) "Only" reciprocal change, but it is worth
noting that the whole motivation of variations is based on unparalyzing: the defense motif is
unparalyzing of Gb6/Qd5, the error is unparalyzing of KAh3/Kah7, the mate is given by
unparalyzing Qc8/Ra2. Solution: 1.Gf3? (2.Gxc6#), 1…KAxd6[a] 2.KAxh8#[A],
1…KAxd4[b] 2.KAxh2#[B], 1…Se4 2.KAxh8#, 1…Se6!; 1.Gc4! (2.Gxc6#), 1…KAxd6[a]
2.KAxh2#[B], 1…KAxd4[b] 2.KAxh8#[A], 1…Se6 2.KAxh8#
Commendation - (Mario Parrinello - F1053) D-O echo of strategy resulting in the royal
battery check answered by a Grasshopper antibattery. For an attractive hs#, the setting is a bit
too static, even if everything is well matched between solutions. Solution: 1.Qg3 Gh2 2.Qg8
Gc2+ 3.Ka2+ Gb2#, 1.Bf5 Gff6 2.Bc8 Gc3+ 3.Ka1+ Gb2#.
Commendation - (Chris Feather - F1063) I like the addition of the fourth echo mate in
1...Kf5 solution to the triplet of monotonously shifted solutions. Obviously, the checkmate has
to be very specific with present material. Solution: 1…Kf5 2.nQxb6(nRLb8) nQd8 3.nRLf8+
nQxf8(nRLf1)#, 1…Kh3 2.Kg6 nRLh6+ 3.Kh5+ nQxh6(nRh1)#, 1…Kf3 2.Ke6 nRLf6+
3.Kf5+ nQxf6(nRLf1)#, 1…Kg3 2.Kf6 nRLg6+ 3.Kg5+ nQxg6(nRLg1)#.
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Commendation - (S. K. Balasubramanian F1069) In spite of the meager-looking diagram
position, the strategy is interesting. The whole paralyzed situation has to be prepared so that
capture by king means check and mate. This includes creation of two pairs of paralyzed pieces
in the first three half-moves. Solution: 1.f5 Rg8 2.Rxg5(Pg4) Kxf5(Pe5)#, 1.Rf6 Bc5
2.Bxf8(Rh6) Kxf6(Re5)#.
Commendation

Commendation

Commendation

Commendation

Kevin Begley
Chris Feather
Chris Feather
Wilfried Seehofer
W________w
w________w
w________w
w________w
[wdwdwdwd]
[w4wdwdwd]
[Kdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdrdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwip]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdPd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwiw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdNdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwi]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dpdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdP)Pdwd]
[wdw0wdwd]
[w0wdwdwd]
[dKdwdwdw]
[dwdKdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwda]
w--------w
w--------w
w-------w--------w
Duplex (2+2)
h#3½
2 sols. (2+3) ser.h#7 Circe (1+2+2) h#2½
s#10*
Maxi
(4+2)
b) Rb8f8, c) Kh4h3 PWC, NBison

b) nPb2d2,
Super-Circe
c) = b +nPd2c2
Anti-Circe Equipollents
d) = c + rotate a1-h1 (bKa8)
aNeutral Equihopper

Commendation - (Wilfried Seehofer - F1078) While I am not particularly pleased by the
current crop of maximummers, F1078 stands out because of its visually attractive setting leading
to three excelsiors by triplet of white pawns required for prepared set mates. Solution: a) Set:
1...Rb1#; 1.d4! Rb1+ 2.Kd2 Rb8 3.d5 Rb1 4.d6 Rb8 5.d7 Rb1 6.d8Q+ Kg3 7.Qd5 Rb8 8.Qb3+
Rxb3 9.Ke1 Rb8 10.Kf1 Rb1#; b) Set: 1…Rf1#; 1.c4! Rf1+ 2.Kc2 Rf8 3.c5 Rf1 4.c6 Rf8 5.c7
Rf1 6.c8Q Rf8 7.Qc4+ Rf4 8.Qe4 Kg5(Kg3) 9.Kd1 Rf8 10.Qc2 Rf1#; c) Set: 1…Rb1#; 1.e4!
Rb1+ 2.Ke2 Rb8 3.e5 Rb1 4.e6 Rb8 5.e7 Rb1 6.e8Q Rb8 7.Kf1 Rb1+ 8.Qe1 Rb8 9.Qg3+ Kxg3
10.Kg1 Rb1#.
Commendation - (Chris Feather - F1086) Two different round trips of a white Bison in a
faultless construction. Solution: 1…BIg2 2.d1R BIxd1(Rg2) 3.Kh8 BIc4 4.Rg7 BIf5#, 1…BIc4
2.Kg8 BIa1 3.Kh8 BIxd2(Ba1) 4.Bg7 BIf5#
Commendation - (Chris Feather - F1087) Here we have an obligate (super-)AUW that
probably has to be present in every award of a fairy tourney of sufficient size. Mates are similar
(wK as hurdle for neutral Equihopper, one square guarded by other neutral piece), and the play
uses the combination of neutral pieces and series helpmate well. (I wonder why the twins are set
up as continuing, when it is possible to start with c) position on diagram and to have normal
twins.) Solution: a) 1.nPb1=nQ 2.nQe4 3.nEQb7 4.nQxb7[+nEQb8] 5.nQc7 6.nEQd6 7.nQc2
Kf7#, b) 1.nPd1=nB 2.nBf3 3.nEQd5 4.nBxd5[+nEQd8] 5.nBe6 6.nEQf4 7.nBc4 Kg6#, c)
1.nPc1=nS 2.nSe2 3.nSg3 4.nEQf5 5.nSxf5 [+nEQf8] 6.nSh6 7.nEQf4 Kg6#, d) 1.nPg2
2.nPg1nEQ 3.fxg1R[+nEQg8] 4.Re1 5.Re8 6.nEQc8 7.nEQc4 Kb6#
Commendation - (Kevin Begley - F1094) Another Super-Circe problem. The point is in its
potent combination with Equipollents Anti-Circe. Two echo mates by Kings where mating King
is taboo, due to blocking of the potential (anti)Circe square. I would like to see more direct
problems with such fairy conditions. Solution: White: 1…Kc2 2.Rd3 Kxd3 (>wKe4; +bRf5)
3.Kxg6 (>bKg7; +wPh8=R!) 3...Kxf5 (>wKg6; +bRg5)#; Black: 1…Kxg6 (>bKg7; +wPb8=S!)
2.Sxd7 (>wSf6;+bRb2) 2...Kxf6 (>bKe5; +wSd4) 3.Kxb2 (>wKb3; +bRa2) 3...Kxd4 (>bKc3;
+wSd3)#.
Commendation - (Anatoly Stepochkin - F1100) Anatoly Stepochkin has published tens of
maximummers recently, often in combination with Köko. It is a quite dynamic combination of
fairy conditions, where the longest moves can change easily (unfortunately ungraspable for
human solvers). One more AUW results in very different mates by bQ. Solution: a) Set 1...Qb8#;
1.d8R! Qb8 2.Kd7 Qd6 3.Rg8 Qa3 4.Rg6 Qf8 5.Ke6+ Ke8 6.Rf6 Qa3 7.Kd7 Qd6#; b) 1.d8S!
Qb8 2.Kc6 Qf4 3.Se5 Qf2 4.Kc7 Qf5 5.Sc6 Qa5 6.Kd7 Qd2 7.Ke8 Qd8#,

c) 1.d8Q! Qb8 2.Kd7 Qd6 3.Qg5 Qg6 4.Qf5+
Commendation
Commendation
Anatoly Stepochkin
Chris Feather
Qc6 5.Ke7+ Ke8 6.Kf8 Qg6 7.Qf6 Qg8#; d)
W________w
W________w
[wdKdwdwd]
[b!wdw4wd]1.Kb7! Qb8 2.Ka8 Qe8 3.d8B Qa4 4.Bc7 Qa3
[dwdPdkdw]
[dwdwdwdw]5.Bd6 Qa7 Bc7 Qa3 7.Kb8 Qa8#.
[w0wdwdwd]
[wdpdNdwd]Commendation - (Chris Feather - F1107)
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwHkdR]D-O echo of strategy leading to mates
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdPdwdwd]combining direct battery and indirect anti[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdKdB]battery. Both knights serve as hurdles.
[pdwdwdw1]
[wdwdwdwd]Solution:
a)
1.Rbxb8[wGb1]
Sg5+
[dwdwdwdw]
[drdwdwdw]2.Kxe5[wSf5] Se4#; b) 1.Rfxb8[wGf8] Sg4+
w--------w
w--------w
h#2 b) Kf3g7 (7+5) 2.Kxe6[wSf5] Sf6#.
s#7*
(2+4)
PWC, QGrasshopper
b/c) Pa2e3/h6
BBishopper, RRookhopper
d) Kf7b4
Maximummer, Koko
Congratulations to the winners and thanks to all the authors of these originals! They have
provided me pleasant hours of studying their works, the first round on the Spanish beach in
summer and then the final round at home in winter. If your problem was not awarded and you
think it deserved recognition (compared to the awarded problems), you can always blame the
judge – me. Recently, I have learned that I might lack even fundamental knowledge about
fairies. Maybe I am becoming a kind of Socrates who says: "I only know that I know nothing
about fairy chess." I have to admit there is a grain of truth here.
EX diagrams. To preserve space, only the titles of diagrams are given. For more detailed
information please contact Juraj Lörinc or Mike Prcic. EX01, Juha Saukkola, Thema Danicum
1995, Prize. EX02, George P. Sphicas, feenschach 2001.
Many thanks to Juraj for job well done. The award remains open for three months. Please send
comments to Petko A. Petkov.

StrateGems 2012 Moremovers Award
by Mike Prcic
Thirty-six entries competed in the year 2012. One entry, M1123, was cooked (1.a6!). There
were a large number of miniatures, some of them quite good. Missing were strategic four- and
five-movers; only one of them made it into the award. I consider originality the most important
element of any composition. This is especially true of moremovers, where there is plenty of
room for new ideas.
2nd Honorable Mention
1st Prize
2nd Prize
Valery Kirillov &
1st Honorable Mention
David Zimbeck
Arno Tüngler
John Smith
Grigory Popov
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w

[rdbHNgKd]
[nhwdwdw4]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wHwdwdrd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[IBdbdwdw]
[dQdwdwdw]
[dwdwdw)w]
[P0w0Pdpd]
[wdw$pdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdNdwd]
[dwdwdwiw]
[Hwdp$wGp]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdRdKdw]
[wdw)PhP0]
[wdwdPdk0]
[wdwdRdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dndP)wdw]
[dwdwdwdN]
[dwdwdKdw]
[dwdwdRdw]
[w0wdwdw)]
[pdwdw0P)]
[wdwdwdw0]
[wdpdpdwd]
[$wGwdBdR]
[dwdwdrdw]
[dwdwdw1k]
[dwdwiwdw]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#16
(3+3)
#8
(10+12)
#14
(15+11)
#10
(6+4)
1st Prize - (David Zimbeck - M1081) A surprising double-step tour-de-force by the white
Knights to chase the black King to the e8-square. Well-conceived and perfectly executed.
Highly original. David composed this moremover several years ago when he was very active.
His style is quite unique, and we hope he will continue to surprise us with his innovations.
Solution: 1.Sf7+! Kxg4 2.Sf6+ Kf3 3.Sg5+ Kf2 4.Sg4+ Ke1 5.Sf3+ Kd1 6.Sf2+ Kc2 7.Se1+
Kc3 8.Sd1+ Kb4 9.Sc2+ Kb5 10.Sc3+ Kc6 11.Sb4+ Kc7 12.Sb5+ Kd8 13.Sc6+ Ke8 14.Sc7#.
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2nd Prize - (Arno Tüngler - M1126) A complex miniature with two surprising square
Rundlaufs by the white King. (It proves that the Rundlaufs are not limited to helpmates.) Welldone, Arno! Solution: 1.Kf4! Qc1+ [1...Qf2+(Qf1+) 2.Ke5 Qf3 3.Re1+ Kg2 4.Re2+ Kg3
5.Qxf3+ Kxf3 6.Rxh2 Ke3 (6...Kg3 7.Re2 Kf3 8.Re4 Kg3 9.Rf4 Kh3 10.Kf5 etc.) 7.Rh3+ Ke2
(7...Kd2 8.Ke4 Kc3 9.Rd4(Kd4) etc.) 8.Kd4 Kf2 9.Re3 Kf1 10.Kd3 Kf2 11.Kd2 Kf1 12.Re2
Kg1 13.Ke1 Kh1 14.Kf2 Kh2 15.Re3 Kh1 16.Rh3#] 2.Kg4 Kg1 3.Qb6+ Kh1 4.Qb3 Qc8+
5.Kg3 Qc7+ 6.Kf3 (Completes the 1st wK Rundlauf) 6...Qc1 7.Qd3 Qa1 8.Re5 Qg1 9.Re2
Qg2+ 10.Kf4 Qf1+ 11.Ke4 Qxe2+ 12.Qxe2 Kg1 13.Ke3 h1S 14.Kf3 (Completes the 2nd wK
Rundlauf) 14...Sf2 15.Qxf2+ Kh1 16.Qg2#.
1st Honorable Mention - (John Smith - M1102) Clever maneuvering by White forces the bK
to an echo-mating trap on the left and back again to the right. Solution: 1.Sf4! Rxg7 2.Sd3+
Kd2 3.Sb4+ Kc1 4.Rb3 Ra7 5.S8a6 Rxa6 6.Sd3+ Kd2 7.Sf4+ Ke1 8.Rf3 Rg6 9.Kxg6 c1Q
10.Sg2#; 8...Rf6+ 9.Kxf6 c1Q 10.Sg2#; 4...Rf7+ 5.Kg6 Ra7 6.Sd3+ Kd2 7.Sf4+ Ke1 8.Rf3 etc.
2nd Honorable Mention - (Valery Kirillov & Grigory Popov - M1051) White engineers a
five-piece sacrifice in order to guard the g3-square. Solution: 1.Sxf2+? Rxf2 2.h3+ Kg3!;
1.Ba6! Sxa6 2.Sc4 dxc4 3.Rd3 cxd3 4.Be7 Rg8 5.Bd6 ~ 6.Rg5+ Rxg5 7.Sxf2+ Rxf2 8.h3#.
Commendation

Commendation

Commendation

Commendation

Richard Becker
Richard Becker
Vladimir Nikitin
Zalmen Kornin
W________w
W________w
W________w
W________w
[wdwdBdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwi]
[wdwdwdwi]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdKdP]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdwdwdwd]
[wdwdw0wd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[RdwdwIwd]
[dwdwdwdw]
[0wIw0Pdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw)ndwd]
[Ndwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdPd]
[wdwdPdwd]
[dwdPdwdw]
[Hkdw0wdw]
[dwdPdwdw]
[dwdBdwdw]
[wdwdwdw0]
[wdwdPdwd]
[wdbdwdw$]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdKdk]
[dBdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdR]
[dwdwdw4w]
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
w--------w
#7
(6+5)
#5
(4+3)
#4
(6+2)
#6
(4+2)
Commendation - (Vladimir Nikitin - M1048) Two interesting stalemate defenses by the black
Knight. Solution: 1.Bg6! Sg3+ 2.Kf2 Sf5 3.Be8 Sxd4 4.Bh5, 1...Sd2+ 2.Kf2 Sf3 3.Bf7 S~
4.Bd5+.
Commendation - (Richard Becker - M1049) A clever zugzwang move after 1…Rg7. Solution:
1.e5? Rg8!, 1.Ra2? Rg7! 2.Bg1 Rg8; 1.Ra5! Rg7 2.Rd5! (zz) Kh7 3.Rh5+ Kg8 4.Bc4+ Kf8/Rf7+
5.Rh8+/Bxf7+; 2...Kg8 3.Rd8+ etc.; 2...Ra7 3.Rd8+ Kh7 4.e5+ Kh6 5.Rh8+; 2...Rg1 3.Rh5+ etc.
Commendation - (Zalmen Kornin - M1050) A good oneliner with a clever tempo moves by the
white Bishop to induce 6…Kxa4 capture. Solution: 1.Sc4? e4! (zz), 1.Sc2? e4 2.Sd4+ Ka3!
3.Sb5+ Kb3 (zz). Only the wB can lose a tempo, so Sa3 must first guard a2: 1.Sb5! e4 2.Sbc3
Ka3 3.Bxe4 Kb3 4.Bd3 Ka3 5.Bb1 Kb3 6.Sb5 Kxa4 7.Bc2#.
Commendation - (Richard Becker - M1073) White sacrifices the Rook in order to capture the
black Bishop. Solution: 1.Rb1! Bxb1 2.Rd2 B~ 3.RxB Kxh7 4.Rh2#, 1...Bb3+ 2.Kf6 Bg8
3.hxg8Q+ Kxg8 4.Rb8#; 2...Bf7 3.Rb8+ Be8 4.Rxe8#.
Commendation

Commendation

Mario Velucchi
John Smith
W________w
W________w
[kdwdwdwd]
[wdwdwdwd]
[dwdwdwdB]
[dwdwdwdw]
[N)wdwdwd]
[wdwdwdw0]
[Hwdwdwdw]
[dwdwdwdw]
[wdw0Pdwd]
[wdwdwdw$]
[dw0w)PdP]
[dwdwdKdw]
[w0pdwIP0]
[wdwdBgwG]
[dwdwdwdw]
[dwdndwdk]
w--------w
w--------w
#4
(4+4)
#9
(10+6)

Commendation - (Mario Velucchi M1080) The white King has to fight two
promoted black Knights. Solution: 1.Bg8!
h1S+ 2.Ke2 c1S+ 3.Kd1 Sf2+ 4.Ke1
Scd3+ 5.Ke2 Sb4 6.b7+ Ka7 7.b8Q+ Kxa6
8.Bc4+ Kxa5 9.Qb5#; 4...Sfd3+ 5.Kf1 Sb4
6.b7+ etc.

Commendation - (John Smith - M1096) Although the key is forced, this is a good magnet
problem. Solution: 1.Rxh6? Be3!; 1.Rh5! Bh4 2.Bg3 Kg1 3.Bxh4 ~ 4.Bf2#; 2...Se3 3.Rxh4+
Kg1 4.Bf2#, 1...Be1 2.Bg3+ Kg1 3.Bxe1 S~ 4.Bf2#, 1...Ba7 2.Bb8+ Kg1 3.Bxa7+ Sf2 4.Bxf2#,
1...Bg1 2.Bxg1+ Kxg1 3.Bxd1 Kf1 4.Rh1#, 1...Be3 Bf1 etc.
I would like to thank all participating composers and to congratulate the winners. The award
remains open for three months. Please send comments to Mike Prcic.

Notice to all Good Companions!
Let's have an expression of interest in having a meeting of the GC on 16-17-18 August, in
Berkeley, California. Bob Burger has offered to be host, with a reception at the Faculty Club of
the University of California on Friday evening. He suggests the Bancroft Hotel nearby,
moderately priced, with a sufficient number of guests, and good meeting rooms. Before the new
semester, there are also many motel options. The get-together would include a visit to the
Mechanics' Institute Chess Club on Sunday. BART service to and from either Oakland or SF
airports is easy, and Bob will supply "green cards" for use on BART for those over the age of
sixty. Please reply by August 1 for arrangements to go forward. Bob@Burg.org, or 1-866-9810549.

Bournemouth 2013
by Robert Lincoln
Once again, the British Chess Problem Society held their annual get-together at the charming
seaside resort of Bournemouth. The Hinton Firs Hotel provided excellent facilities and food
throughout the weekend of April 5th – 8th. Most of the British regulars showed up in addition to
your reporter and wife Carol, Allan Bell (Ireland), Marco Bonavoglia (Italy), and Jörg
Kuhlmann (Germany).
The main addresses were devoted to recently deceased members, Christopher Reeves and
Tony Lewis. John Rice and David Shire gave stunning presentations of their finest work
respectively. Shorter lectures came from Sir Jeremy Morse, Adam Sobey, and myself.
To no one’s surprise, Michael McDowell took the prize for solving with David Shire
winning a two-mover only section. The Selfmate Maximummer (Diagram A) was an intriguing
puzzle: 1.Sb3! Sg4 2.R7d4 Bf5#, 1…Sxf3 2.Sd4 Re3#, and 1…Sf1 2.R1d4 Re1#.
I offered a two-mover composing tourney
calling for try and key to alight on the same
A J. Montgomerie
B M. Lipton
square. First Place went to John Rice.
Evening
News,
1957
Bournemouth,
2013
HM
W________w
W________w Michael Lipton turned in a novel
[wdbdwdwd]
[wdwdw$wd] interpretation – false steps go to c1 and d1,
[dwdRdwdw]
[dwdwdwdn] and then the solution goes to both! (Diagram
[pdpdwdwd]
[wdwdpdwd]
1.Rd1?
[dpGwdwiw]
[dNdwiw1Q] B). 1.Rc1? (2.Rc5#) 1…Qf5!
(2.Sg6#)
1…Qxh5!
1.0-0-0!
(2.Re1#),
[wdwHK0wd]
[wdwdwHwd]
[4wdwdPdw]
[dwdwdPdw] 1…Qf5 2.Sg6# and 1…f6 2.Qxg5#.
[wdwdwdwh]
[Pdwdwdwd] A trivia quiz constructed by me asked for
[drdRdwdw]
[$wdwIwdw] those American terms which correspond to
w--------w
w--------w
s#2 maxi
(6+9)
#2
(8+4) British car parts. An example was “box
spanner” = “lug wrench.” Allan Bell got top
marks.
One dinner conversation featured Colin Russ, who speaks German as well as Goethe, and Jörg
Kuhlmann, who speaks English as well as Shakespeare. Their spirited exchange rollicked back
and forth between the two languages.
Marco Bonavoglia held forth with some chessboard magic next to the bar. His Proof
Games with fairy conditions proved as popular as the drinks.
There were side excursions to nearby Wimborne Minster and Kingston Lacy Estate.
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